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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive study of track/track dynamics was undertaken,

utilizing analytical, laboratory test, and fi.ld test techniques to

develop a better underptanding of track dynamics and performance.

Analytical techniques were developed to predict track vibration mode3,

chordal action effects, dynamic tension and path, energy dissipation,

[ 1]tension going over obstacles, tension distribution, pin/bushing stresses
and deflections, temperature buildup, and end connector tightening

I] effectiveness. Double-pin track for heavy tanks was analyzed with these

techniques, and designs for improved track suitable for the Xc-I tank

were developed. A laboratory bushing research machine was designed,
and a track-uounted telemetry system was built.
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FOREWORD

The continuing trend to greater mobility and maneuverability required

in today's ground combat environment leads to iaicreasing problems for the

designers and users of tracked vehicles. Higher speeds and high maneuverability

create much higher dynamic forces on the track system, which is already taxed in

its capabilities. For example, problems already exist due to excessive weight,

excessive noise and vibration, overheating of rubber track elements and road
wheels, chunking of the pads, pin and bushing failures, breaking or throwing of

a track, and so forth. Therefore, today's tracks are expensive items not

only in terms of initial costs and replacement costs, but in cerms of men,

resources and capabilities lost because of failures in the field. ,

To develop improved track, it was realized that the basic area of

track dynamics should be examined in detail. This led to the formulation of

the Track Dynamics Program, which was proposed as a broad and innovative

technical approach to the problem of track, and was envisioned as the first

phase (1-1/2 years) of a total program covering three to four years and

including two or three phases.

The objectives of the Track Dynamics Program included the development

of analytical, laboratory, and field-usable tools to assess the dynamic perform-

ance of existing track and to guide the design of new and improved track. The

program was conducted as a CLIN 0002 task under the Concept Formulation function

provided by Battelle's Columbus Division for TARADCOM under Contract DAAE07-76-C-0165.

The program was authorized on November 15, 1976, and extended to September 30, 1978.

With the completion of this program, it became obvious that another phase of

similar scope would indeed be valuable, enabling the analysis to be extended to

other aspects of track dynamics.

L!
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FINAL SUMMARY REPORT

TRACK DYNAMICS PROGRAM

CLIn 0002 TASK NO. 77-1

from the

BATTELLE
ADVANCED SYSTEMS LABORATORY
(Contract DAAE07-76-C-0165)

to the

U. S. ARMY
TANK-AUTOMOTIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

Warren, Michigan

F: October, 1978

"INTRODUCTION

I - The Track Dyamics Program (TDP) was a research program whose objectives

included the developent: of analytical, laboratory, and field-usable tools

to assess the dynamic performance of track so that new and improved track

concepts could be designe~d and demonstrated. The TDP was conducted as a

CLIN 0002 task under the Concept Formulation function provided by Battelle 's

Columbus Division for TARADCOM under Contract DAAE07-76-C-0165. The program

was authorised on November 15, 1976, and extended to September 30, 1978.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the TDP were developed during the first part of the

program, as follows:

, To develop a better understanding of vehicle track dynamics

"and track design

9 To develop tools and methodology for the design of track,

including analytical, laboratory, and field techniques

9 To apply the design tools and methodology to improve current

track types, evolve new track concepts, and construct partial

I sections of new track.!!'I
H A



The scope of work was defined as follows:

* Determine past efforts and state of the art of track dynamics

and designI* Conduct field test program to obtain realistic service
conditions

* Conduct laboratory tests to ensure dupltlation of field

conditions

e Mathematically simulate vehicle track dynamics

*Analyze the test data effects on the track system
eApply results to development of improved hardware

state of the art and present track problems was made, it was concluded that the

following order of priority should be followed in the analysis of track

dynamics:

e Linked track for h~eavy armored vehicles

I e Linked track for lighter vehicles
* Other track types, such as band track.J

Therefore, while many of the techniques developed were general and
could be applied to any tracked vehicle, in the majority of ca~ses, specific
solutions were obtained for the M4-60 tank using T-97 (integral pad) or T-142

(replaceable pad) track, which was also being considered in slightly modified

form for the Army's newest heavy tank, the 104-1. This approach was considered

to be the most valuable to the Army, and allowed some results of t~he program

to be considered by the designers of the 104-1 track.

The three stated objectives were met, particularly the development

of a better understanding of track dynamics and the developmetnt of analytical

techniques to evaluate track design. In the future, there needs to be addi-

tional application of these analytical tools to all types of track, thereby

expanding the application from the few types of double pin linked track for

heavy armored vehicles which were chosen as first priority for use in devel-

oping and applying analytical techniques during this program.
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$UM ,AND CONCLUSIONS

STho first three months of the TD`P was an orientation period during

which many eople in the track co~mity wore contacted, and an extensiveif'. literature search and review was made,
SFollowing this, a summary of track problems was prepared. One of the

most urgent problems appeared to be road pad thermal blowout at high speed
on the Chrysler Xl-1 modified T-97 design. A second XR-1 problem involves

satisfying the user requiremants for an aggressive steel grouser without

giving up the weight advant-ge of an integral pad design. On the T-142 track,

the primary problem ippear to be pin breakage and road pad chunking. Track

guidance and resistance to throwing was felt to be an area where improvement

might be made on all track designs. On single pin tracks the prime areas of

continuing concern to the designer are bushing life and shoe structural fatigue.

"However, no evidence of particular distress on current designs was found.

Based on these findings, a comprehensive analytical program was

undertaken, with complementary laboratory and field tests to support the

analytical work and a hardware conceptual design task to incorporate all the

results. Table 1 is a summary of the more important analyses conducted during

the Track Dynamics Program, and a summary of the important findings is given

i flbelow, listed according to the main headings used in the body of the report.

Track Natural Freguencies. Track natural frequencies and mode
shapes for T-142 track on #. M-60 tank were calculated by two methods--using

tensioned string equations and using TRACKVIBE, a finite element computer

code, The first 20 natural frequencies ranged from 0.94 Hz to 15.80 Hz using

TRACKVIBE: these frequencies were approximately 15 percent higber than those

given by the string equations ..which do not take into account the bending

stiffress). The multitude of track natural frequencies shows that there is a

higph probability of a forcing function (in particular, track shoe passage

irequency) coinciding with a natural frequency at any speed, a condition

conductive to high vibration amplitudes unless the track is well damped.
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TABLE 1. T•ACK DYAXHICS PROGWAM ANALYSES

AnalysiS T Main Output CondiLto6

(1) BUSUSTRESS Computer Rubber bushing Track assembled;
stresses no tension (2D)

(2) PINSTRESS 11 Hand Pin stresses and Static condition--
deflections, untform or non-
bushing deflec- uniform tension
tions across crack width

(3D)
(3) TRACKOB II Computer Localized track Uniform obstacle

path and tension across crack
width (2D)

(4) TRACKOB III Computer Localized track Nonuniform obsta-
path and tension cle across

track width (3D)
(5) TRACKVIBE Computer Vibration frequen- Track sections

cies and ampli- free vibration
tudes

(6) CHORDACT Computer Localized tensions Track moving over
and deflections sprocket or

front idler

(7) TRACKCENIT Hand Overall track path Track moving
and tension Oentrifugal

force effocts)
(8) TRACKDYVE Computer Localized tension, Track moving over

path, energy loss, front idler
force and road wheel (2D)

(9) WEDCEMD Hand End connector bolt Tightening wedge-
torque versus bush- typQ and con-
in& torque nectar •

(10) SHOETE.!P 11 Computer Track shoe temperature Vehicle moving on
distribution smooth, hard

surface (2D)

(11) SHOETEMP III Computer Track shoe temperature Vehicle moving on
distribution smooth, hard

surface (3D)

"'II



Chordal Action. The variation in velocity as the track passes over -4

a sprocket or roller (front idler'or road whasl) is called chordal action.

cycAlcaily stretch and release the track, causing periodic variations in track

vtension. These tension variations were calculated for the M-60 tank with

T-142 track by three methods=-hand calculations, a small computer program o

Scalled LHORDACT,, and the larger TRACKDYNE computer program. The peak-to-peak ten-

sion excursions at the sprocket were found to be surprisingly low--on the order of

i, 3000 pounds, which is an order of magnitude below other forces in the track.

Therefore, it was concluded that the forces due to chordal action are not a

source of distress to the track, although the cyclic forces transmitted into

the hull may well be a serious source of noise and vibration.

Track Dynamic Tension and Path. The track dynamic tension and path

were analyzed first by hand calculation (TRACKCENT) and then by use of the

TRACKDYNE program developed for this purpose. The TRACKDYNE program is a

real-time, two-dimensional computer simulation of double-pin track running

over the front idler and down the span to the front road wheel,* Data output

includes time histories throughout a pitch-passage cycle of track tension as

seen by each individual link, shoe-to-idler force normal and tangential to the

wheel surface as seen by each shoe, and idler-to-hull force in horizontal

and vertical components. Positions and velocities of individual parts as a
S• function of time are also available. An energy balance is made by determining

the energy dissipated in all the dampers during one cycle, the energy put into

the system echanically, and the energy stored mechanically in the system.

Runs were made at speeds between 20 and 70 mph, and with apparent

tension between 1500 lb and 15,000 lb with geometry corresponding to the T-l42

track on the M60 tank. Typical findings were as follows:

e Track tension excursions due to chordal action and other cyclic

dynamic effects on the idler and at the road wheel entrance are

typically on the order of 1000 to 2000 lb peak-to-peak, and do

not become more severe at increased speed as expected.

0 Idler-to-hull fo-ce excursions are typically on the order of 3000

lb peak-to-peak. They are highly nonsinusoidal, with an important

content of higher-order harmonics evident.

o Impact when the shoes contact the idler and road wheel is

generally not severe.
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• The energy dissipated in this portion of the track circuit ia1

small at normal operating speeds, but it can become substantial

at higher speeds, reaching 121 hp at 70 mph and 15,000 lb tension.

e Relative to a ct itinuous band with distributed stiffness and rotary

inertia, the linked track with lumped parameters behavej as though

it is stiffer and is less affected by its rotary iner.ia than was

anticipated. The standing wave mode of operation predicted by

TRACKCENT at high speed was verified. However, the transition to

this -mde was at a speed about 25 percent higher than expected.

e A mechanism was revealed whereby tractive force is developed between

the idler and the track due to the kinematics of track roll-on and

roll-off. Consequently, track tension on the idler was as much as

2000 lb more than ancicipated, and sliding of the rubber surfaces

could result.

* At higher speeds, a greater percentage of the total energy dissi-

pated it the track went into the bushing.

Pin and Bushing Loads and Deflections. A technique (PINSTRESS It) was

developed for calculating by hand the loads and deflections in some detail within

the track. As an illui tration of the output of this program, pin stresses and

bushing effectivnrj2 (ratio of mintmum loaa to maximum load carried by two

busbings on ths- same pin) were, calculated for 5 types of crack as follows:

Pin Bending Effectiveness of
Stress, 2si Center o. Bushing

T-97 Tr..ck, 43,000-lb 112,000 0.36
Load

T-14. Aluminum Shoe 116,000 0.49
TricK, 43,000-lb load

XM-l Track Similar to 96,000 0.50
T-97, 48,600-lb load

XM-. Aluc•tnum Shoe 98,000 0.71
Track, 48,600-lb load

First Version of Enlarged 74,000 0.82
Tubular Pin XM-1 Concept
48,600-lb load

These stresses are those which occur away from the spocket where tension

is uniformly distributed across the width of the track. Pin stresses in the

vicinity of the sprocket are known to be around 200,000 psi.
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R'educed pin stresses and increases in bushing effecti•w•esa occur

mainly as the result of increased stiffness of pins and binocular tubes. While

4 ~the =6-I designs are better then the Mi-60 analogous designs, these values can

be improved further, as evidenced by the results for the first version of the

advanced hardware concept developed during this project (discussed later).

Calculations were also made for the case where--rather than being

loaded uniformly across Its width-the tensile forces are concentrated at

the edges of the track, as is the case where the track is contacted by-the

sprocket and all the tractive effort Is carried by the end cortnectols. A

similar condition can exist anywheze along the track if a center guide is

loose. Conversely, tensile load will be concentrated in a centarguide if

an end connector is loose. For example, calculations showed that the load

distribution between end connettors and center guide varied from 50-50

(end connectors and center guide tight) to 34-66 (eud connectors and eanter

guide loose), with the 66 percent carried by the center guide. 4,.tual

loa4 diatribution will vary statistically between these extreme, depending I
ot the distribution of loose center guidev and end connectors throughout

the track.

Effects of Obstacle Memotiation. A two-dimensional model (TRACIROB 1)

was formulated to predict track tension when the track was deflected uniformly

. across its width by an obstacle, and a three-dimensional model (TRACKOD 111)

for the case where the obstacle was under only one edge of the track. The

two-dimensional results were validated by comparing th with tensions measured
in tests which were made on an M6-60 tank in the TARADCOM laboratories at

Warren, Michigan. The results shoved that the tension increases by 20.000

pounds when traversing a 9-inch high block, with the greatest tension

increase occurring when the block is halfway between two road wheels near

the center of the tank. Of several track and vehicle parameters varied,

increases in track longitudinal stiffness and coefficient of friction

between road pad and ground were found to have the greatest effect on the

tension. These increases in tension are significant because they are well above

the nominal track preload of 12,000 pounds. In practice, the preload appears to

be well below this, meaning tha localized tension increase due to obstacles

may be two or three time the normal tension.

H



For the same height obstacle loading the track at out edge only,

the overall track tenion Increases less, as would be expected, but the

end connector over the obstacle takes such more load, while the other d

connector loosen load (even goin8 from tension to compression for obstacles

on the order of 8 Inches high).

Thral jsis. A two-dimensional thermal model (S0IT3DZ I1) and
a three•-dimensional model (SNITIMP III) of the T-142 track shoe wesely wete

developed, using the computer code TRW. Transient thermal conditions were
predicted, and the model was validated against temperatures measured In the

track shoes during *-60 field tests at TAIADCOM in January and February of 1978.

Parameter studies were then made on the T-142 type tracks used on the M1-

and the XM..- tanks. In both cases, the highest temperatures were obtained

in the center of the volume of rubber on the road wheel path side of the

track, with the center of the road pad building up to lower temperatures.

These results should perhaps be evaluated from a qualitative than a quantitative

standpoint, due to the lack of accurate input data on thermal heat generation

and conduction properties of the rubber. At a constant running speed of

30 mph, the predicted temperature in the road wheel path on the M-60 reached

300 F after an hour, and stabilized at approximately 380 only after three

hours of running. Comparable temperatures in the road pad were 230 and 280 F,

respectively. Predicted temperatures in the XM-l track were lower, but this

is still a potential problem area, particularly when 50 mph speeds are used.

Parameter studies indicated that while changes in the thermal properties of the

rubber (and to a lesser extent, the metal components) affect temperatures

somewhat, the single most effective way to reduce temperature buildup Is to

reduce the volume of rubber which is compressed, thereby reducing the heat

geueration directly. This translates to a reduction in depth of rubber in
th. road wheel path and pad. Additional studies in this ares are needed,

using whese newly developed computer models.

Track Bushing Research. A finite element aomputer program (BUSUSTRESS)

was developed and used to analyze strains in the bushings resulting from their
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lntt1fl assembly Into the binocular tubes. It was fo'md that high strains

exist In the "corne" where pin and bushing meet, and it was theorized that
failures occurring In this area 'and thought to be due to abrasion of the

unbounded bushing sliding on the pin say actually be caused or at least

aggravated by the high asembly stresses. A limited serie of laboratory

Insertion tests verified that damage can occur during Insertion, and ind€icted
i ~the importance of using the proper lubricant during the assembly pivceass.

*"A review, of past work Indicated that earlier research had led to the same

conclusion, and had even led to a new bushing cross-section designed to

provide such uore uniform strain, thereby alleviating the high stress concen-I . tration factor. Apparently this design was never tested, but In view of its

apparent validity, work in this area should continue.

Considerable effort was also spent in developing requirements

for a laboratory machine to facilitate bushing research. The requirements

led to a machine having considerably more flexibility than the present

Ii TARCOMQPL test machine, and a detailed machine design effort was conducted.

The design which was developed has separate servocontrolled hydraulic actuators

to apply radial loadsideflections and torsional loads/deflections, enabling
actual loding conditions to be simulated quite accurately. obre detailed
information on the bushing laboratory re•sarch machine is included in Appendix

~ I B. Due to priorities established in the last phases of the Track Dynamics

LI program, the machine was not built.

i )' Advanced Track Concept Development. Early in the program it was

decided to focus a modest portion of the effort on attempts to conceive and

develop new track concepts. At the outset both revolutionary (long-term)

and evolutionary (short-term) Ideas were considered. However, the revolutionary

concepts were not carried forward and the attention was primarily given to

evolutionary Ideas. The prim target for the conceptual efforts was linked

track for heavy armored vehicles, as oppoaed to linked track for lighter

vehicles or unusual track ruch as the band track.

As the program presressed, an advanced track concept was developed

which evolved around the use of larger, stiffer tubular pins, bushings and

binocular tubes, and the use of a fabricated brazed steel shoe assembly.

An integral pad version of this concept was then designed, and compared to
present double-pin T-97 track, this design appeared to have lower weight,

improved resistance to track throwing, lover stresses in the pins and bushing,

less heat buildup, less looseness of end connectors, comparable first-cost,
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and-as a result-improved life-cycle costs. Disadvantages included the fact

that It did not include an agressive grouser and, in order to take full

advantage of the enlarged pin/tube design, the pitch chosen was slightly

greater than present crack. Further analysis of the unique end connector

design showed that stresses were excessive, and this led to a detailed analy- I
tical and laboratory study of the basic wedge-type end connector which resulted

in a greatly improved version of the standard wedge-typa connector. As time

went on, it became apparent that the Army would require h replaceable pad,

aggressive grouser type track for the XM-1. Therefore, near the end of the
program, a new set of design constraints was evolved, based on the philosophy

of moving toward an evoluationary rather than revolutionary approach in order
to maximize the chances of a short-term hardware tryout. The constraints

were:

o Both the shoe and end connector must use the same pitch as

the current M-1.

o The track must be interchangeable with the LTopard without

drive sprocket changes or suspension changes.

o The shoe must have a replaceable pad.

o When the pad Is removed the shoe must present at least a short
aggressive grouser to the ground.

o The track should be designed to minimize the changes required

on the M-60 to allow its later utilization thereon.

o Wedge-type gnd connectors will be used with the wedge action

turned over to improve tightening and improve maintainability.

o Simple, straightforward pad attachment schemes will be used

with emphasis on protection against thread corrosion.

The design effort in response to these constraints centered on a

cast steel approach and a steel forging and tube approach. The latter approach

was chosen as the most likely to merit additional development and consideration

for the XH-1. A design was then carried forward in which the shoe structure

consisted of a brazed assembly which employed one steel forging and three steel

tubes. However, due to weight problems, the approach was modified to utilize a

welded assembly of several forgings instead of a single forging. A set of 5

drawings which illustrate this final design concept are included in this report.

Features of this final design concept include:
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o It is directly interchangeable with the XM-l both as track

sets or as individual pitches.

o It contains a replaceable pad with ground contact area equal

to the current DE-l, modified T-142, replaceable pad version.

o It utilizes wedges with turned over action for greater effective-

ness.

o It contains a hardened steel forged 1/2-inch integral grouser.

0 -It includes a scheme for preventing corrosion of the threads on

the simple pad-attaching stud.

o It conttn8s a tubular pin of 1-5/8 inch outside diameter, which

is 10 pe c~rnt stiffer (in bending) than the current XM-1 pin.

o It has a large center tube in the road wheel path area which

reduces the rubber hysteretic heating in that zone.

o It has a stiffer and stronger center guide with greater wear

conta :t area with the roadwheels.

"It is recommended that several individual pitches of this track be

built and installed in an existing XM-l track for testing. It can he thought of

as a replaceable ped track with a competent 3teel grouser which is competitive

"in weight and potonatially ,-heap¶:r than the current XM-I modified T-142,

replaceable pa6. alwainum forging version.

More complece recommendations on all aspects of the Track Dynamics

Program are contained in th-: .4ction entitled "Recommendations for Future

"F Work", which startr' oi. page 206.

JLo
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

This section of the report covers the main technical activity and results

of the entire Track Dynamics Program.

Orientation to Track Problems

The task order covering this program specifically required that an

effective liaison be established with Army, industry, and academic personnel

to determine past efforts and state of the art of track dynamics and design.

This was to assure that this program was fully integrated with past and present

Army effort on track and was nonduplicative. Therefore, a literature search
and an extensive series of visits with members of the track community were 0

carried out during the first three months of the program.

Visits to the Track Corunity

It was considered essential that this effort include the TARADCCUI

research groups, Army program offices, the primary vehicle builders, the track

suppliers, and Army testing and/or using groups. During the first 60 days of

the program, fifteen different organizations were visited, 40 people were

contacted, and 33 man-days of consultation resulted. During the next weeks, 6

more organizations were visited, and 40 more people contacted, sow by phone.

Table 2 shows the organizations contacted during this initial phase

of the program, and Appendix A lists the people contacted.

Literatui' Sea

An impcrtant contribution to establishing the present state of the art

was the review of previously published information on track and track dynamics

that had been developed by the technical coumunity. This review, along with

interviews with knowledgeable personnel, outlined the problem areas and previous

attempted solutions. It also provided a better overall appreciation of the

difficulties already encountered by past researchers.
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j i,,TANS 2. O..ATIOK P., CO.TACTS

ARMY

IX-1 Program Office

11-60 Program Office

11-113 Program Office

luCV Program Office

Aberdeen Proving Grounds

MERADCOI

i Waterays Experiment Station

Ft. Hood

Ft. Knox

INDUSTRY

ALCOA

S~Chrys ler XM- I

Chrysler M-60

Detroit Diesel Allison

Firestone

Goodyear

Standard Products

Dolt, Beranek and Newman

ACAIMI.A

San Jose State

• I" University of Michigan
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The first step was to conduct a coinuterized literature search. Key

wved weres defined to identify titles and abetraote of ireports -cotpilied by
DW, NflS, NSA, Engineer Index, and Dissertation Abstracts. Based on! the

*.content of the' abetracts, reports mean ordered from the appropiriate agencies,

Upon receiving tbe ordered reports, ot~ite articles were identified in reference

lists at the end of each report,, and also ordered.

Although the computerized literature search did produce the largest

*singte sotwee of information, interviews wI~th, and telephone calls to, personnel

at several Army cinsauds industrial plats,* and univers ities provided many of the

noe pertinent reports.* In meet cases,, it was the Individuals of the track

coimaty wio called attention to work that had been done. Their cooperation,

not only in citing the literature but also In providing interesting dial~ge

enhanced the knowledge accumulated substantially.

As a result of the literature search, a number of reports, books,

and other pieces of documentation relevant to the Track Dynamics ProjectI
were accumulated. A listing of these is attached as Appendix B. Throughout the
course of the project, 'quest for the literature continued as an ongoing effort,

with now information being diessiminated to key individuals whenever it wasI

ProbleM with Track

Througizout the Initial orientation to problems with track, inquiry

was particularly directed toward the area of high-speed (30-50 mph) dynamic

problems. These were defined as thome being resozaace or inertially daminated,,

as oppooed to other phenomena occurring merely because the tank is a mov~ing, or

dynammic, system (such ass-road pad blowout due to thermal effects at high speeds

on pavement).* Little concern over the high-speed dynamic problem was found.

Slow coucern ma epressed over resonance problem and excessive noise and
vibration at intermediate (15-30 mph) operating speeds. In addition,, two instances

wareo cited of tests In which rubber bushed track allowed a higher vehicle top

speed than did lubricated pin track. This suggested the possibility of important :JI
power-consuinin dynamic phenomena In the lubricated pin track.

There was also substantial concern expressed about noise on certain

tracked vehicles--particularly noise to which the driver/crew are exposed. Noise

problems involve the complex interactions of track forcing functions with

* suspension and vehicle elements and structures.* Substantial noise problems can

........ ..... ........



V occur without large energy losses or daging wear or material fatigue necesarily
being involved. While nuise studies, per se, were not considered to fall within

the scope of the Track Dynamic. Program, the results of the dynamic analysis aad

dynamic field tests were monitored for results that were pertinent to the noise/

vibration problem.

The most salient problem identified was road pad thermal blowout or

tbe XX-l modified: T-97 track at high speed. This problem appeared to be ba ally

unsolved at the time.

The second most salient problem area was the T-,l42 track with its pin

beakage and road pad chunking. Progress appeared to have been made on the

chmnking, but more needed to be done. Some people expressed the view that the

chunktug was more of a cosmetic problem than a real problem, and that chunking

really does not influence useful wear life significantly. The pin problem

evolved from the fact that the T-142 test and operating conditions were more

severe than originally anticipated. The general concensus appeared to be that

it was a mistake to retain the T-97 pin diameter for the T-142 track.

I On the single pin track designs, two areaa were of most concern--bushing

life and shoe structural fatigue. Both of these appeared to be under good

engineering control, and no unusual current problems were identified. A road pad
A.;,thermal problem at high speed has existed on a single pin track used on the Dutch

SA1V vehicle. The basic approach to handling this problem appeared tc be to

decrease road pad pressure by a slight increase in track width.

The basic contention that single pin track is only appropriate for

smaller Army vehicles was expressed by most people contacted except the principal

builders of single pin track, who believed that single pin designs could be

appropriate for M-60 size vehicles. The limitation in applying Gingle pin

designs to larger vehicles had been bushing load capacity.

Figure 1 shows a general conclusion of current track problems which

•I were identified during the initial review of the technology. Several item which

appear were "product improvement" in nature rather than high-speed dynamic

problem, per se. This reflected generally the opinions of that portion of the

track community who dealt with the day-to-day problems of current tracks.

Ii
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H ~The Iinformation on the track problem and the state of the art of
track desig obta.med during the first pert of the program was sufficient to
enable the track tyaemica peiopm to be plnned in sore detail. A three-

fold approach was taken, that Is, laboratory and field tests were used in

addition to the amlytica, studies which were made. The major areas of imvesti-I gation can be grouped as follows:

o Dynamic effects
o Load/stress distribution

ao Eaect of obstacles

o Thermal effects

ao lushing studies

* Advanced concepts for hardware

o Field tests /instrzmtutat-iun

Each of these research areas is discusso'I in Jetail in the following sections

I of this report.

~ it

II

I - .... ._ ... . .... .. ...



Track Dynamics

At the beginning of the progrm, analyses of several dynamic effects

ere mode., using hand calculations or relatively simple computer program.

These studies included the calculation of the natural resonant frequencies of

track, calculation of the effects of the kinematic response called chordal

action, and calculation of the effects of centrifugal force and link dynamics.

Near the end of the program, a comprehensive computer program called TRACKDYNM

was written, which takesinto account any and all dymmuic effects, includiag

those mntioned above. The computer program TRACICVIBE, CHORDACT, and TRACKDYHE

are described below, together with the analysis of the track's dynamic path

ad tension.

Track Natural Frequencies I

The primary purpose of the dynamic analysis was to obtain a more basic

lerstanding of the motions and the forces in the track. The most fundamental

.p in understanding the behavior of any dynamic system is to determine its

r. .ral modes of vibration--that is, if the system is perturbed, at what fre- [
quencies and with what shapes will it vibrate. This can be done by formulating

the e genproblem for the system and solving it with a computer program. The

eigerproblem for the pitch plane motion of one complete T-142 track on an M-60

tan.. j.s coded and solved; the program was called TRACKVIBE. j

Eizenproblem. The solution of the eigenproblem for the track yields [
two basic outputs. First, the lowest natural frequencies of vibration (eigen-

values) are determined. In any solution, all the natural frequencies can be J
determined, but it is usually the lowest that are of the greatest practical

interest because they define a fairly simple motion and require less energy to

*xcite. The shape of the motion of the track associated with any one eigen-

value is called the eigenvector, or mode shape. The first few eigenvectors

will usually indicate that a small section of the track is responding at that

section's nacural frequency, while the rest of the track has small displace-

ments. At higher natural frequencies, greater portions of the track respond,

and the eigenvector becomes more complicated. As expected, greater energy input

is necessary to maintain the higher modes of motion.

5x|
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it is important to understand that an eigenvector is only an indication

of possible motions, and that the magnitude of the motion is determined by the
magnitude of the input excitation. In general, a linear system that is perturbed

from rest will vibrate with a linear combination of all its mode shapes.

However, it is possible to cause the system to vibrate such that only one mode
is the dominant motion by exciting that section of track at the appropriate

natural frequency. This can be done by an internal input to the system, such
as the impact of sprocket teeth on the track, ox' externally by traversing a

periodic terrain.

The mode shape of an eigenvector is described in terms of normalized
displacomants'-that is, the maximum displacement is defined as a unit displace-

=mnt, and all other displacements are proportionally less, depending on the

mode shape.

Analytical Model of Track. Because the number of moving parts associated

lit i with Just one track represents several hundred degrees of freedom, a structural
"• ~~finite element computer code, AUMH, was used to model the system. The finite

element code provides a systematic method of developing a mathematical model

for complicated systems by automatically setting up the equations of motion

of the system using input information provided by the user. In this case

the input information included such items as overall geometry, length of shoes,
stiffness of bushings, and masses of road wheels. The total number of degrees

of freedom in the track finite element model was 546. This included 80 shoes

and 80 end connectors with three degrees of freedom each, the road wheels,

the front idler, together with its connecting linkage to the front road wheel,

the road arms, end the center of gravityc the hull.

The shoes were modeled as beams having a very high stiffness 46 x 106

lb/in. The end connectors were modeled as beams with torsional and longitudinal

stiffness characteristics if the rubber bushings. The road arms were stiff

along their longitudinal axis, but had torsional characteristics equivalent to

the torsion bar suspension characteristics. Beams were also used to model the

front idler/front road wheel linkage. Finally, very rigid, massless beams

were used to connect the road arms, the sprocket, the three support idlers,
S.and the front; idler pendulum to the c. g. of the tank. Spring elements were

used to modal the road wheels, the front idler, the support idlers, and the

aprocket. The complete model is shown in Figure 2, and a more detailed

reprefentation in Figure 3.
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Vibratinm 8trIn2 Solution. The lengths of track vhich do not make

ountact with the ground can be approximately modeled as strings under tension

supported at two points--for example, between support idlers, There is,, however,

one important diftftence involved in modeling the track as a tensioned string.
i In the classical solution of a vibrating tensioned string,. it is assumed t:hat the

string has sers banding stiffness, whareas the track has a large banding astiffness

due to thu bushings. Nevertheless, as a general check on the finite element

program, a comparison with frequencies based an vibrating string equations

was considered worthwhile.

For a vibrating string of length, L, mass per unit length, P, and

tension, T, the r-h harmonics fr' is given by

For the T-l12 track, the value of P was approximately .0278 lb-sec2 /
in 2 . The nominal tension in the trackwas assumed to be 12,000 lb, so that the

value of the radicalva.: I 657 in./sec. The value of string natural fre-

quancies for various lengths and harmonics is given in Table 3. The lengths

used in Table S are the lengths of unsupported track shown in Figure 2.

TABLE 3. NATURAL FREQUENCIES. Hz, OF A VIBRATING STRING

Harmonic

,Lnzth (in.) 1 2 3

77.1 4.261 8.522 12.783

63.0 5.214 10,428 15.642

51.5 6.379 12.758 19.137

43.9 7.483 14.966 22.449

40.9 8.032 16.064 24.096

34.4 9.549 19.099 28.647

(*) String tension w 12,000 lb

(*) String mass - .0278 lb-sec2 /in. 2 .

li-
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Results. Following the calculation of frequencies based on vibrat- j
In$ string equationsp the actual finite element model was exercird. The

primary results of the eigenproblem solution are shown in Figure 3, in which

the first 20 eigenvectors are plotted as dotted lines superimposed on the

undeformed shape of the track (solid line). Only the track elements of the

model are shown in those cases in which only the track is responding. When

the road wheels respond, the complete finite element model is displayed in *

both the deformed and undeformed shape.

The first three eigenvectors are the longitudinal, pitch, and bounce

modes, respectively, of the tank as a rigid body. The eigenvectors illustrated
i~n Figure 3d, a, f, St h, and k are analogous to the first modes of a tensioned

string and can be compared to the first column of frequencies in Table 3 In

Seneral, all of the predicted natural frequencies for the first modes of the

track section are about 15 percent higher than the tensioned string prediction.

The reason for higher frequencies is that the track has a bending stiffness due
to the bushings, whereas the classical tensioned string solution is assumed to

have no bending stiffness. Mode h also shows the second mode of the 77.1-in.

length track excited partially, whereas mode £ shows that second mode shape as

the primary excitation. Again, the predicted frequency for mode i (9.825 Hz)

is 15 percent higher than the second mode of the tensioned string (8.522 Hz).

The tenth eigenvector in Figure 7j is actually a longitudinal mode of

the track between the sprocket and front idler, although there are several

transverse track modes being partially excited.
In Figure 31, the twelfth track mode shape is the second mode between

the rear support idler and sprocket, and has a natural frequency approximately

15 percent greater than the second mode of a 63-in. tensioned string.

The third mode of a 77.1-in. tensioned string and the second mode of

a 51.5-in. tensioned string are approximately 12.8 Hz, as seen in Table 1.
Both of these mode shapes are excited in the track at 14.79 Hz, Figure 3n, and

15.33 Hz, Figure 3r. There is also a partial response in Figures 3 o, 3p, 3q, and

3.. Other mode shapes corresponding to a tensicned string are at frequencies

higher than those calculated by the finite element code.
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c. Third Mode, f - 2.321 Hz

11|

d. Fourth Mode, f - 4.873 Hz

FIGURE 3. MODE SHAPES OF T-142 TRACK
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Forward

C. Fifth Mode, f , 6.015 H93 1.

f. Sixth Mode, f , 7.393 Hz

l ii i i ii

-i

g. Seventh Mode, f a 8.806 Hz

h. Eishth Mode, f - 9.320 Hz

FIGPRE 3. (Continued) MODE SHAPES OF T-142 TRACK
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1i. Ninth Mode, f = 9.825 Hz

tI

F''

J. Tenth Mode, f -10.05 Hz

<. I ti

I '

k. Eleventh Mode, f 1 11.04 Hz

i ! "

1. Twelfth Mode, f - 12.16 Hz

FIGURE 3. (Continusd) MODE SHAPES OF T-142 TRACK
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a. Thirteenth Mode, f 14. 73 1.

-7.

0. Fifrteenth Mode, f -14.73 lHz

p. Fifteenth Mode, f -14.82 Hz

FIGURE 3. (Continued) MODE SHAPES OF T-142 TRACK
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The eigenvectors shown in Figures 3, o, p. q9 a, and t corres-

pond primarily to road wheel hop natural froqumecles at about 1 s it. It

is Interesting to compare Figure 3a to 3t, in which both the front and roar

road wheels are responding. In Figure 3 a, the road wheel motion is in phase,

whereas, in Figure 3t, the road wheels are out of phase. In both cases,

tVe second mode of the track between the front idler and front road wheel

is responding. Normally, this would not be expected until (1.15) x (19.099)

- 21.96 iz, but the interaction between the track and road wheel has re-

duced the responding frequency.

en summary, the results tc date indicate the usefulness of finite
element computer techniques for modeling complex dynamic system. Note that
in addition to predicting the frequencies at which the different lengths of

track vibrate, the wheel hop and rigid body natural frequencies are also

predicted. It can be observed that for the T-142 track, the track section

natural frequencies are only 15 percent higher than can be determined by a

tensioned string analysis. This percentage is, of coursa, dependent on the

torsional stiffness of the bushings, and would be different for other track.

4

Chordal Action (CHORDACT)

As the track enSages the sprocket, its effective moment arm varies

a bit as the teeth move past the point of apparent tangency. Consequently,

if the sprocket turns at constant angular velocity, the adjacent spans of

track move sometimes faster and sometimes slower than their mean velocity,

their speed varying cyclically as each link passes. Similar effects are seen at

the road wheels and front idler. This variation of velocity has been widely

recognized as a source of vibration in roller chain drives, and is known as

chordal action.

If the tank also moves at constant velocity with respect to the !ground,

then the velocity varictions must be absorbed by cyclically stretching and

releasing the track in the span between the spiocket *ad he roear road wheel,

and by shear deformation of the road pads. Periodic forces thus generated are

transmitted to the hull through the sprocket shaft and the suspension, causing

noise and vibration. in severe cases, the forces may also add significantly

to the stressing of the track parts.

-. ~=.4
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At highway speeds, sonic velocity in the track Is no longer high

enough to distribute the stretching throughout the available span of track

in the available time. The excitation at the ends of the track spans gener-

ates force and deformation waves that travel along the track at sonic velocity.

The amplitude of a sonic force wave is independent of the bngth of the track

span or its initial tension. It is directly proportional to the velocity

variation and to the square roots of the mass per unit length and the spring

rate of the track. Sonic velocity in the T-142 track is only about 800 ft/sec,

F or a little more than 10 times the velocity of the track itself at 50 mph.

Within the speed range of interest, therefore, increased speed results in

stronger excitation of chordal effects.

The kinematics of the double-pin T-142 configuration on an 11-tooth

sprocket can be worked out in detail if it is assumed that the span is straight,

so that the track flexes about only one pin at a time. The maximm longitudinal

displacement from man position is * .0062 inch, and the velocity variation is

from -1.08% to +0.40. If the .0062-inch displacement is distributed throughou-

Sthe track strand from the sprocket to the rear road wheel, the resulting force

is only 330 lb. At 50 mph, however, the sonic force wave resulting from

1.08X veloc/ variation would peak at 2500 lb. This would be a •ompression

wave at the sprocket entrance and a tension wave at the sprocket eitit.

The peak-to-peak tension variation would be 3450 lb. at both locaions. These

forces would not be high enough to cause distress to the track. Applied to

the hull, however, they could be a significant source of noise.

By way of comparison, a single-pin track having the same 6.94-

inch pitch would run on an 11-tooth sprocket with a longitudinal displace-

mant from man position of J .018 inch and a maximum velocity variation of

-2.68X. In practice, of course, the pitch of the single-pin track would

probably be somewhat shorter than this.
The kinematics of the double-pin track as it rounds the rear road

wheel were more difficult to define because the shoes are in rolling contact

with the wheel, and their precise attitude at any time is not, in general,

known. Two positions of symmtry do exist, however, if dynamic effects are
ignored. These are when a shoe is centered half way between the entrance

and exit points, and when an and connector is so centered. By assuming the

middle of the centered link to lie tangent to the road wheel, it was possible
to derive the positions of all of the links in contact with the wheel. It

waSS calculated that there is .018 inch more track on the road wheel when the
end connector is centered than when the shoe is centered. Thus, the longitudinal

! -•
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displacemeut from man position is at least 501 higher at the rear road

wheel than at the sprocket. The sonic forces developed may well be higher, also.

The front idler and the front road wheel say also be sources of higher sonic

forces than the sprocket. Attention was focused on the rear wheel becasue

the higher tension in the span from the sprocket down makes the system lees

brgiving there.

In the above analysis, it is assmed that the track flexes about only

ona pin at a tim. In reality, bushing stiffness and link inertia cause wPhe

span to arch or assum a wave shape, so that several pins participate at once

in the flexing of .ie track. This tends to smooth out chordal excitatiou.

Furthermore, the whole system 1,2 softer because longitudinal displacement can

be accooodated by pulling the span to a straighter profile instead of by stretch-

ing the track structure. Consequently, chordal forces approach the calculated

magnitude only if apparent track tension is very high, and the anticipated

increase of chordal force with speed may not be observed otherwise.

In order to determine whether resonance or superposition of waves

traveling in opposite directions: might generate high cyclical force in the

highly-tenwioned span between the sprocket and the rear road wheel, a simple

two-dimensional finite-element computer simulation of this span (CHORDACT)

was written. The model is shown in Figure 4. The span was assumd to be

straight, with flexing about one pin at a time at each end, and no effects of

track velocity were included. Consequently, the results are more to be trusted

under low speed, high tractive effort conditions than when speed is high and i

engine power limits the tractive effort.

The finite-element model includes ten track pitches, the contacts

with the sprocket, road wheel, and ground, and the motion of the road wheel on

its suspension arm. It is excited at each end by imposing periodic motions

having the amplitude, wave form, and phase relationship determined by the

previously-described kinematic analysis. The frequency of excitation is varied

to simulate different vehicle speeds. Figure 5 shows the wave form used

for the excitation.

CHORDACT perform numerical integrations of the equations of motion

of the various masses to determine the tim histories of their positions, and

from these positions it computes time histories of the various forces of interest.

Figure 6 is typical of the program's output. The cyclical component of

track tension at the sprocket entrance is plotted ac a function of time,

with the first .02 second of the run deleted because it was dominated by unreal-
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Sprocket

Rear Road ArmI

Rear Road Wheel
Track Shoes

End Connectors

Track Pad

FIGURE 4. SKETCH OF T-142 TRACK SECTION MODELED TO PREDICT VARIATION IN
TRACK TENSION DUE TO LONGITUDINAL CHORDAL ACTION AT SPROCKET
ENTRANCE AND REAR ROAD WHEEL EXIT
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istic transtents. It can be seen that a steady-state periodic response is

achieved very quickly. From this plot, the peak-to-peak tension variation can

be determined for the parric!.-'tar operating conditions of the run.

The results of several CHORDACT runs at different speed@ and

with varying damping are shown in Figure 7. At 50 uph, a peak-to-peak

tension variation of 3100 lb. in predicted, agreeing well with the 3450 lb.

predicted by the simple sonic analysis described earlier. As the speed is

decreased, sonic theory predicts that the tension variation should fall

off rapidly, while CHORDACT detects resonances at 30 and 15 mph which cause the

tension variation to remain high. In no case, however, does it exceed 3600 lb.

Comparing the results with those of TRACKVIB, the resonance at 30 mph

(75 Hs) is thought to be the first longitudinal natural frequency of the track

span. The resonance at 15 mph is near the 34 Us wheel-hop frequency.

All of the CUORDACT runs were made with a 20,000 lb. mean tension.

Critical clamping for a rubber-bushing pin was taken to be 140 in-lb. sec/rad in

torsion and 380 lb. sec/in in the radial direction. The actual damping

chara-teristics of the bushings are not known.

As described in the next section, the TRACKDYNE computer simulation of

track running over the front idler includes the entire span from the idler to

to front road wheel, and also a dmay span approaching the idler. It compre-

hands the cyclical tension generated in those spans from any phenomena operating

at the idler or at the road wheel entrance. As shown in Figure 8, TRACVKD11 1

results verify that the cyclical tension depends importantly on apparent track

tension, and that the magnitude is generally below that predicted by simplified

analyses. Contrary to the results of simplified analyses, TRACKDYNE indicates

that cyclical tension decreases as speed is increased from 35 to 70 mph, at

least in the vicinity of the idler.

Resonance is to be expected when the chordal excitation frequency

coincides with a natural frequency of the track as predicted by TRACKVIBE. At

present, TRACKDY~does not include enough of the track circuit to respond

meaningfully in this regard. A run at 20 uph and 5000 lb apparent tension did,

however, predict an unexpectedly large cyclical variation in the inlet tension

of 2800 pounds, which was evidently the result of a resonance.

I
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IIKIIn s ry, tensile forces due to chordal action have not been Identified
as a souace of distress to the track because the forces predicted are an, order

of magnitude below the design strength of the track. Cyclical forces transmitted

to the hull could, bowever, be a source of anmoying noise. The peak-to-peai

tessos excursion probably does not ameed 3000 pounds unless it is auplifted

by a resonant vibration. The iagnitude of such vibrations could be predicted

by an epeanded version of the TRACYUsioulation that would include the

entire track circuit.

Tiackb lath an Dwnc Tension

If a track having no internal stiffness were stretched statically
over a pair of sprockets (or a sprocket and a wheel), it would form a

straight-line tangent to their surfaces, neglecting the effects of gravity.
In a real track, the spring torque of the rubber bushings provides intertal

stiffness that causes the track to arch outward beyond the straight-line rangento

it then curves azound the sprockets somewhat before becoming tangent to them,
such that the arcs of contact are reduced, The amount nf arching will be

reduced if the track tension is Increased by separating the sprockets, This

tends to stretch the track path into a straighter line. Thus$ the longitudinal

spring rate of the track has components due to deformation of bushings and

pins and another component due to straightening of the track path. Conversely,

the track tension cannot be reduced to zero by any small decrease in the sprocket

center distance. The track will respond by arching further to mintain its

path length so that there is still some tension. In long horizontal runs,

such as that from the drive sprocket to the front idler, gravity my cause

the center of the arch to collapse, but the sections of track near the ends

of the run will still maintain their arch shape.

If now the rubber-bushed track is considered to be operating at high

speed, dynamc forces generated within the track influence its path in two
important ways. First, a centrifugal tension is developed which, perhaps

contrary to intuition, is almost independent of sprocket diameter and inde-

pendent of angle of wrap. The centrifugal tension exists at all points along

the length of the track and its magnitude is given by

Te *V
2

where m is the mass of the track per unit length, and V is its velocity relativei
co the sprocket centers. At 50 mph, a track having the mass of thM T-142

will develop a centrifugal tension of 22,000 lb.

L (
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If the center of mass of the track were located on its pitch surface,
the centrifugal tension would be equal everywhere in the track and completely
independent of sprocket diameter. In fact, the center of mesa of most tracks

is farther out because of the weight of the road pads. Consequently, the center
of mess travel@ at higher velocity on the sprockets than In the spans, and
the TRhCDY! results showed that centrifugal tension is a few hundred pounds
higher there. The effect of centrifugal tension is to stretch the track by
deformation of its bushings, pins, and other structural parts. The total

I path length is thus increased and the rubber-bushed track accosoodatem this
by forming a more highly-arched path between the sprockets. The changes in

track path and sprocket force are the sam as those produced in the static
a csse by decreasing the center distance. Thus, the preload forces carried through

F the hull are actually reduced if the center distance is fixed. The dynamic
tension of a span Is thus romposed of two components--an apparent component

F that contributes to power transmission and forces transmitced to the hull,

t I and a centrifugal component that is undetectable by force measurement external
to the track except aR its presence may be inferred by noting the result of a
change in speed.

The second way in which dynamic forces influence the track path
results from the rotary momentum of the track parts about their cwn centers
of gravity as they exit from the sprockets. As the links tend to continue
tumbling at sprocket angular velocity, they tend to carry the track in an

arc paralleling the sprocket circumference, in a path that comes closer to
I the line between the sprocket centers than does the straightl line tangent,.

SThe dynamic effects oi angu]ar momentum thus influence the t:iack path in

the opposite direction from the archicg produced by the rubber bushings.
Roller chains, which have no springs associated with the pivots, behave in
this way. As the chain moves farther from the sprocket, its tension eventu-
ally stops the rotation of the links and pulls them back toward the straight-
line tangent path. Having reached that path, thougla, they now have out-

ward velocity and continue past it. Oscillations continue about the
straight-line patb unt.il they are damped by friction, forming standing
waves. That is, the path form is sinusoidal and appears fixed in space
to an obser-?er who is stationary with respect to the sprocket centers. The
phenomenon is familiar to anyone who has spun the free-hanging band chain

of a hoist and observed the path followed by the chain as it starts upward.

J
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. Solution for One Scano In order to quantity by hand cacuaft

these various effects that simultaneously infU -me the trk path, the tzrk
V" was modeled as a homogeneous bond haviJng thbe saw stiffneosi, mos per uni~t length,

and rotary inertia per unit length as the actual linked track. The band was

considered to be running on a soth drum having :h* ptch radiu of the

sprocket. The center distance vas considered to be infinite, so that the

band eventually became asymptotic to a straight line. Differential equations

were formulated and a general solution was achieved.

The slope of the tangent to the crack path at any distance, s,

from the point of tangency is of the exponential form

Orrp

where r. pitch radius of sprocket

02 = total tension - centrifugal tension
dynamic stiffness

The dynamic stiffness; is defined as the difference betvven a bushing spring

rate term and an angular momentum term: A

Dynamic stiffness - - ILNV2

n

where 'a a torsion spring rate of bushings on one pin

n - number of pins per unit length

h Is moment of inertia of one link

N - number of links per unit length

V - pitch line velocity.

This equation applies equally to the entrance and exit of the sprocket. It

can be reduced to rectangular coordinates by taking the first few terms of the
series expansions of the sine and cosine functions:

X r (I - 28s) r SIN
4E r 2  P S

-88 e-----(- + r Cp• 2 !2
p i p

, A
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Uhe 4 t of the aMuh"d profile ts appm ated by the offset of the asymptote

fron the otae to the spuonwt:

h1 r 1 co
02r 783r.2] p

The actual path length is longer than the straight-line tangent by

103 r. 2

The above solution applies to low and moderate speeds, where the

dynamic tension is positive and the track follows an arched path. if the

speed is sufficiently increased, it can be seen that the angular mamentur

term becomes larger than the bushing spring rate term. The dynamic tension

then becomes negative and 8 becomes im&Sinary. The physical meaning of

this is that the track has gone into a standing wave mode of operation. For
a track with the characteristics of the T-142, this transition was predicted
at 46 mph. •

In the above analysis, the effective moment of inertia of one link, I

was taken to be the moment of inertia of the two shoes about their center of

mass, plus the effect of a pin and half the mass of the associated connectors

acting && point masses located at the pin centerlines. However, l.e'ter exper-

Lance with the TRACKDYNE computer simulation, which predicts the path of an

actual linked track, indicated that the dynamic stiffness calculated this way

was actually too low. Consequently, the transition speed may be 10 or 15 mph

higher than indicated by the continuous band analysis.
Transition to the standing wave mode does not man that the track

tension suddenly becomes substantially higher or that rough operation vill

necessarily result. The transition speed is best understood, on the contrary,
as the speed at which the tension required to make the track follow a straiSht-

flne-tangent path becomes zero. At this one speed, the track has no tendency
to take up slack length by making arcs or waves, so that a disorganized

fluctuation of the path shape would be expected. It is thought, however, that
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there is subetantially loes ability to store and redeliver the rotary kinetic

energy of the links as the standing wave mode is approached and entered. The

potential power loss, if this is true, is several hundreds of horsepouer,

aod one objective of the TRACKDYNE computer slmulation was to further explore

the mechanism of power loss at high speed.

Solution for Track Circuit. The actual operating tension of the track

under various conditions of speed, tractive effort, and initial preleed my

be found by simultaneous application of the solutions for each span to all of

the sprocket or wheel entrance or exit points in the track unit. The strand

on the ground is assmd to follow the straight-line tangent path. This leaves

the exig from the rear road wheel and the entrance to the drive sprocket

opratij, o high tension, and four other points operating at low tension.

The solutiott proceeds as follows:

Assuming the initial tension to be acting statically everywhere

in the track, the path length can be calculated knowing the aumber of

pitchea and the amount each will be stretched by the preload. 0 can be

evaluated taking V a 0, and the difference between the path length and the

straight-line tangent length can be calculated. The straight-line tangent

length of the track circuit is then known.

If tractive effort and speed are now applied, about one-third of

the track length, from an effective point of ground contact tip to the drive

sprocket, is highly tensioned so that it is stretched and straightened. The

rest of the track contracts correspondingly, and its tension my increase

or decrease depending on the relative values of speed and tractive effort.

In general, the total path length will be losger.

Tight and slack side teasions are most easily found by iteration.

If a tight side tension is assumed, the slack side tension is calculated

knowing the tractive effort. The total length of the track path can be

calculated, knowing the portion of track exposed to each tension. The

difference between path length and straight-line tangent length can also be

calculated for each strand, yielding a trial value kor the total straight-

line tangent length of the track circuit. This value should be the saw a&o

that calculated for the static preload case. If not, the tight side tension

is appropriately changed and another trial is made.

g .S.LIM .
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Calculations have been made for the T-142 track, osemimg a statle

pruload of 12,000 lb. The results of the extrem cases W%1e as follows:

Tight Side Slack SideTenelom Teasici

Slow Speed, 40,000 lb
Tractive Effort 43,040 lb 3,05C lb
35 mph, 3500 lb

Tractive Effort
(about 750 hp) 15,670 lb 12,170 lb

The sprocket exit and entrance paths for 35 mph and 3500 lb tractive effort
are plotted in Figure 9. It can be seen that the slack side leaves the sprocket

223.3 degrees before the point of apparent tangancy and arches to a point 1.01

inches beyond the straisht-lint tangent. The tight side enters the sprocket
12.7 degrees beyond the point of apparent tagugncy and arches only 0.30 inch.

The centrifugal tension in this case is 10,700 lb. Sncea centrifugal tension

Sis alost as high as the slack side tension, arching there is pronounced,

St.edy-State Dynamic Track Stimulation (TRACKV M-E)

During the lst six months of the project, a computer prograoting

tosk was undertaken to simulate In detail the actual running of a double-pin

track around its circuit by computing,. over a pericd of time, the sa annotmmus
notons of the component parts as they interact with their neighbors in the
track and with the wheels, sprocket, and ground. This effort was made because

of continued uncertainty as to the notions of track parts as they enter and
leave contact with the wheels and sprocket. It is necessary to know their

"motions to assess the energy lost in accelerating and decelerating the links,

to evaluate with confidence the severity of Impact and vibration, and to predict

the results of design changes which affect the weight, spring rate, or damping

of the parts.

To adequately answer these questions, the simulation must be detailed

enough to accurately model :he interaction of tlie crack with its surroundings.

When a track shoe contacts a wheel, for instance, the center of contact may

be near the centit of the flat of the shoe, or it may be near the edge of the

flat, er the corner of the shoe may be indenting the wheel. The spring rate
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and damping varies accordingly, and, in addition, the spring is nonlinear

because the rounded surfaces bring more area into contact under heavier

loads. The spring rates and damping in the tangential direction are different

than those in the normal direction, and there is also sliding, depending on

the normal force and the coefficient of friction. On the other hand, a three-

dimensional model is not needed because the operating conditions of interest

are steady-state ones that impose generally uniform conditions across the

width of the track. The PINSTUS analysis provides spring rates by which

the radial sag of the track center on the sprocket can be included.

Since the task was challenging, a logical first step was to write

a portion of the program dealing with track action over the front idler and

down onto tue front road wheel. This also appeared to be a portion of the t
task that could be completed soon enough to bring a useful return of informa-

tion within the ptesent report period. This IDLER portion of the TRACKDYNE

program is now completely operational and it has been used to study the

dynamic action of the T-142 Track both at conventional speeds and at higher

speeds that have not yet been reached by actual tracked vehicles. As far as

is known, this is the vaet advanced program that has been developed for

studying the precise dynamics of rubber-bushed, linked track.

The TRACKDYNE program ptovides a detailed history throughout a

pitch-passage cycle of the notions of the track parts and the forces affecting

them. It also sums the energy dissipated in each damping element during a

cycle and performs an energy balance for the entire system. The IDLER section

provides a framewrk that can readily be expanded to include the entire track

circuit.

Description of Mbdel. The present TRACICDYNE model includes a span

of track approaching the idler, the wrap-on, carry-around, and wrap-off areas

of the idler, the full span to the front road wheel, and the wrap-on at the

front road wheel- As many as thirty track links can be simulated at any

given time, though only twenty-three are needed to reproduce the M-60 geometry.

The circuit geometry is illustrated by Figures 10a and 10b, which are actual

Calcomp plots of the track geometry under two different conditions. Figure l0a

shows the track geometry when running at 35 mph with 1500 pounds apparent



tension, while Figue l0b represents the 70 mph. 1500 pound apparent tension

condition. (Thes" plots are discussed further on page 72.)

In the TRACKDYNE computer simulation, the track is allowed toIremain on the road wheel until it is carried around out of the area of
interest, where successive links .re removed from the system as they arrive.

At the same time, new links are successively introduced at Position 1 so
that there are always 23 in the system and the available runniag time is

unlimited. The dimensions and number of shoes in the system are eaoily

17 changeable, and the Idler may have a different diameter than the road wheel.
Each link of the double-pin track is modeled as two independent

rigid masses, one representing the two shoes, and the other representinga
combination of the two and connectors, the centerguide, and the two pins.

r Only notions in the plane of the track circuit are considered. The center

of shoe mass may 'be offset from the line connecting the pin centers. The

masses are connected by linear springs and viscous danpers representing the

combined tensile deflections of the bushings, pins, and binocular tubes in
two directions, and by torsional springs and viscous dampers representing

the torsional characteristics of the bushings.

The idler and road wheel are modeled as rigid messes (except for

their rubber surfaces) of appropriate moment of inertia turning on fric-

tionless bearings. Since only part of the track circuit is being simulated,
zaI the centers of the wheels are fixed.

The shoe-to-wheel (or idler) contact is modeled as a combination

of a linear spring and a spring whose force varies as the square of deflec-

tion. The system is predominantly square-rate because of the increase in

contact area as the round wheel indents the flat of the shoe. A combina-

tion of viscous and dry friction dampers is used to reproduce the damping

characteristics of the shoe, which were determined by tests at Battelle

earlier In the program. Tangential deflections are modeled similarly, but

with different spring rates and damping constants. Sliding is allowed

Wwhn the ratio of tangential force to normal force exceeds a specified

coefficient of friction. Lower spring rates and damping constants are

used If the center of contact is off center on the flat of the shoe, or

if the corner of the shoe is in contact with the surface of the wheel.
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Dimensions, m.asses, spring rates, and damping constants defining the

system are eaily changed by repunching only a few cards.

Omroation of trocram. Initial positions, velocities, and accelerations

of all the parts must be defined at time zero to give the simulation a point

froa which to start. Initial conditions may be read from cards that were punched

with the final conditions of an earlier run, or they may be calculated by the

programi, given the speed and apparent tension at which it is desired to run.

To calculate the initial conditions, the program first approximatesLi the track path using the exponential equations defining the shape of a continuous

band of similar stiffness and rotary inertia. The dynamic tension is estimated

at all points along the path as a function of path curvature and speed, and

contact forces with the wheels are estimated. The individual links are then

positioned with their pins on the path, spaced so that the "bushing" springs

provide the desired local track tension and the wheel contact pads provide the

desired contact force. Velocities are calculated for compatibility between

adjacent links.

The incoming path shape (Links I through 8) is calculated as a
span from a dummy wheal (not shown on Figure 10) having the same diameter

as the idler and located horizontally to its left so that Link 1 is at mid-span.

Initial conditions having been established, the simulation begins.

The time history of the movement of each part is determined by integrating its

velocities and accelerations. The integration proceeds in finite steps of time.

At each step, the forces acting on all parts are calculated as functions of

their relative positions and velocities. The instantaneous accelerations of

all parts are then calculated as functions of these forces and their masses,

and the average accelerations over the coming time interval are estimated as

functions of the instantaneous acceleration and the accelerations calculated

at the previous two time steps. Average velocities are similarly estimated

for the time interval, and from them new positions of the parts are calculated.

At 35 mph, 1000 integration steps per pitch-passage cycle have been found

appropriate.
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?mTelon Is controlled by puling an the loading link (mm mw 2 3)
with a oometmat force -nd moment that are osleulated by the Initial
acmdititn routine to give the desired avrme apparent tension in the
*talait at link mmber 1. Speed is motrolled by c mtraiintg link raser
I to me hoizmtally vith 40eam t velocity." '

UiM the track has ved thwouh Oa 1pitch distance, a link is
Introduced at the trailing and and an .teramous one is rmoved at the

leadlng and. The identifying mobers am iadzd backwad so that they

remain approximately fixed in apace. ~ Ii
Simulation is continued for a SutIciently long time to allow

transients to dmy and the steedy-st.nt operatlon to be observed. Detailed

data is then recorded for the last cycle. Final conditions my be punched
on cards, enabling the run to be oontinued for any number of additional

oyoles at any later date. Full data my also be recorded for selected

. cycles during the run, if desired.

The number of cycles required for adequate accuracy in the pars-
meters of interest must be decided by the operator, based on past experi-
ence and study of the preliminary results ot the particular run. A few
selected item of data are printed at the end of each cycle so that the

damping of transients my be observed. Since the running tire required

depends largely on the quality of the initial condition calculations, care
has been taken to make that part of the program sopH~ticated.

Among the data recorded at the end of each cycle are the o'faets,
relative to a straight-line-tangent path from wheel to mbeel, of the

centers of gravity of links 6 and 15. If these offsets vary from cycle to
cycle, vibrating-string type transverse vibrations of tha track spans are
indicated. Figure 11 shows the transverse notions of these two links during
two fairly long runs at similar conditions. Link 15 is of greatest in-

*- tereat, since it is near the center of the idler-to-road-wheal spars which
is oomplitely comprehended by the model. In Run 22, the initial conditions
evidently did not specify enough arcing of this span, and therefore a tram-
verse vibration at about 3.5 I was excited at turn-on. In Run 25, the
continuous-band model used by the initial condition routine was modified
toward a stiffer band, whioh produces more arcing. The correction was
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wvidently too aSmt, as a tranavarme vibration of opposite phas resulted.

In subeAqusMt gwm an i•termediate correction to the Initial condition has

been mad*.
SThoen treamrso vibrations of' entire spans are so poorly damped

that it would be imratical to run loft enough for them to die out. 30

10g as their" amplitude Is maderatis, hmuver, It has b found that

do not psIpitleatly afttet the cyolicla (at pitch passage frequeacy)

nature of the track tensilon, wheel contact feoes, and hull forces that are

the main output of the proga.

D Zta Produe. Y 1if the last Cycle, plu2 any other cycles where

full data are requested, data are recorded at 100 aev nly-sllcod telom
stattae thrughoult th pitto-paaseW cycle.]

As presewtly prosrammad, data are printed for every other

shear deflections of these contaects, nd loatk o1 offseter at cont a6

relative to the shoe pad center. For the idler and road wheel, angular-

velocities are printed, plus horisontal and vertical components of the

total force transmitted to the hull.

Otber data such as accelerations or connector motions can be made

t+ available if the need arises.

Caloomp plots osy be mrde of selected data from any cycle

where full datit is r•equested. The present program produces five plots.

Figure 10 was a Calcomp plot which is a graphic presentation ot

the positions of the shoes at the beginning of a cycle, from which the

shape or the track path can be viewed. The large circles represent the

outer diameterr :r the idler and the road wheel. Figures 12a, b, and c are

similar plots showing the effect of bushing torsional stiffness.

Figures 13a, b, c, etc. are superimposed plots of total tension

history for one cycle for selected links. Link 1 is at the inlet, and Link 19
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FIZG-i 12a. TRACDKYNE PLOT SHUWING EFFECT OF BUSHING
TORSIONAL STIFFNESS ON TRACK PATH
(50 NPII, 5000 LB APPARENT TENSION,TORSIONAL
$PRING RATE NORMAL)
(See page 74 for further discussion.)
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FIGURE 12b. TRAKDYN PLOT SHOW=N EFFECT OF BUSHINIG
TORS'T.NAL STITFFNESS ON TRACK PATH
(50 MP'H, 5000 LB APPARENT TENSION,
TORSIONAL S1PRINGq RATE 1/4 NORML)
(See Page 74 for further discussion.)
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is near the entrance of the road wheel. If steady state has been achieved,

these carve8 should be the same for whichever cycle is plotted. These curves

do not return to their initial values at the end of the cycle because the

point being observed has traveled down the track path by one pitch length

during the cycle.I Figures 14 a, b, c, etc. show the track tension history in a

connector as it rounds the idler. The time scale extends through seven

cycles to include the total time during which adjacent shoes may contact

the idler. Actually, these curves are produced by splicing together the

tension histories of seven consecutive connectors during a single cycle. The

quality of the splice points indicates the extent to which steady-state

operaticu has been attained.

Figures 15 a, b, c, etc. show the idler contact force history of

a shoe as it rounds the idler. Again, seven cvrcles are plotted by splicing

together results for seven adjacent shoes. ( a'-• its of force normal

and tangential to the idler surface are shirwn. ane normal force is always

0positive; the tangential force curve def 4 ,.- *:4 aztias above and below

the zero force line. A small avrunt t.. sliding . usually evident just

before contact ends. The coefficient of friction between shoe and idler
was taken to be 0.S.

Figures 16 a, b, c, etc. show the history through one cycle of the

forces transmitted to the rest of the tank through the idler hub. These

are periodic curves which return to their initial values. The components

plotted are oriented to the incoming strand of track, so that they are

actually 4 degrees away from vertical and horizontal for the H60 geometry.

The rapid force variation due to initial contact with an incoming shoe is

generally apparent in the vertical force curve. The highly nonsinusoidal

nature of these curves suggests that noise w-id be excited in the hull over

a wi•d frequency spectrum.

he At the and of the printout, the program itemizes

emeray dissipated in each bushing dutiug the cycle via torsional end via

radial deflection, and the mrigy dissipated in each shoe contact via noral

dam"g, tauential dampig, and sliding. By stong the energy inputs to,

for imetamee, all 23 leading bushinu during the one cycle, the heatiug seen

by a single leading bushing while traversing the 23-pItch track path

my be determined. Sine so m eemtuntal data is available at present

an the actual daping properties of the rubber bushings, the program
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is umaslLrated in this reepsee, end the md s being paewated are
mure of inteerst for the treads they dLoloe then for their aboolute

values. The dping propertnes of the shoe-to-wheel contacts are based on a
ltmited mount of ezpersaetal work at Battelle that Included only the rubber

of the shoe.
To complete the energy balance, the total energy dissipated by

damping is compared with the mecJhaical energy put into drive the system

and the mechanical energy stored In the system during the cycle. Table 4
gires representative numbers from a run at 50 mph and 5000 lb apparent

tension, illustrating the energy balance for the system. Additional docu-

mentation of the TRACEDYM progrm Is included as Appendix C.

Results. A number of rum were made with the T-142 gemtry to
determine the effects of speed and track tension. At 1500 lb apparent tension,

runs were muade at 35 and 70 mph; at 5000 lb apparent tension,

runs were %ade at 20. 35, 50 and 70 mph; and at 15,000 lb apparent tension, )
runs were made at 35 and 70 mph. Thus, the lower speed runs can be correlated
with fteld experience with the M-60 tank, while the higher speed runs are indicative

of how the M-60 would run at speeds that have not yet been attainable in the

field. Detailed results are presented in Figures 13 through 16 for four runs

which bracket the range of speed and tension. In addition, the effects of

reducing the torsional spring rate of the bushings and the associated damping

have been examined at 50 mph, 5000 'b apparent tension. There has not been

time to generate data on other configurations such as the XK-l track.

The TRACKCENT predictions of centrifugal tension and path of a con-
tinuous band have been borne out in principal by TRACKDYNE, though the linked

track does show sons additional phenomena above the transition speed that were

not anticipated. Track path is best seen when the apparent tension is low,

as in Figures 10a and 10b, because the track span is stretched more nearly

straight at higher tension@. Figure l0a (35 mph) shows the arched span from

idler to road wheel that is characteristic of operation below the transition
speed, where path shape is domuinated by the torsional spring rate of the

bushings. Figure lCb (70 mph) shows the standing wave path shape that is char-

acteristic of operation above the transition speed, where rotary momentum of

the links dominates. Figure 1b also shows an unanticipated tendency of the

track to form local arches at the end of the spans. This is especially

evident at the entrance of the idler, where the links were caused to approach

along the straight-line-tangent path. These local arches apparently assist

in transferring kinetic energy to and from the links without excessivm impact.



TAUtE 4. TYPICAL CNY e ANU. FOR ETIRE (23-LIZ)SYMsT.
WRING ONZ CTCLZ AT 50 Mt, 5000 LB APPARENT TENSION

1. ENZXGY DISSIPATION

Trailing Bushings, radial damping 196 in lb.
Trailing bushings, torsional damping 103
Leading bushing3, radial damping 192
Leading bushings, torsional damping 94

Total beating of bushings 586 in lb.

Wieel contacts, normal damping 450
Wbeel contacts, tangential damping 131
Wheel contacts, sliding 3

Total heating of wheel contacts 584

Total energy loss 1170 (22.2 hp)

II. ENERGY INPUT

Work input to drive Link 23 192.648 in lb.
Kinetic energy carried into system

via Link 1 76,036
Potential energy carried into system

via bushings of Link 1 1,446

Total energy in 270,130 ia lb.

Work delivered by Link 1 to drive
rest of track 185,996

Kinetic energy carried out of
system via Link 23 81,374

Potential energy carried out of
system via bushings and wheel
contact of Link 23

Total energy out 268,698

= Net energy input 1431 (27.2 hp)

III, ENERCY STORED IN LINKS 1-22 AND WHEELS

Kinetic energy at start of cycle 1,888,463 in lb.
Kinetic energy at end of cycle 1,888,685

Kinetic energy stored 222 in lb.

Potential energy at start of cycle 29,784
Potential energy at end of cycle 29,795

Potential energy stored 11

Energy gain of system 233 in lb.

IV. UNACCOUNLTED ENERGY LOST 28 in lb.

• =
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Overall experience wcth TRACoing n indicarce athat T50 MEph T enaggerate

somewhat the effective angular sawtund of the lispse Consequently the transition
speed fat the T-142 track is amw thought to be 10 to 15 aph higher than the

46 mph prodic ted by TRACKC19T.

FFgures 12a, bs and c show that the effect on track path or reducing

the bushino torsional spring rate is essentially ag prtected by TRAC tsENT.

Figure s2e shows the track following an arched path at 50 mph and 5000 tb

apparent tension, though the arch is not as pronounced as that of Figure n 0a

because the tension to highe ack ha speed is closer to the transition pown t

Figure 12b shows the effect of reducing the bushing torsional spring rate by a

i a factor of fsdr, everything else reh anicna unchanged. TRACsi l T predicts that

ithis will reduce the transition speed by a factor of two, and, indeed, it

can be seen that the track is now i ollowing a standing wave path. Though the

angular mdoensrb effects have not increased, they are now able po dominate

because the stiffness ov the track has been decreased. Figure 12w , where the

Anwbushing torsional spring rate was again reduced by a factor of four, shows

fhat the standing wve amplitude has increased only slightly, indicating thact
S! it is now limited more by the 5000-1b tension then by track stiffness.

for. The horsepower dissipated in the 23-bnnk system for the three
i• i runs described above was 23,25, and 33, respectively. Thus, more power was

; ilost wThen operating above the transition speed, but the loss was not excessive.

! Another run was made with the bushing torsional spring rate reduced by a factor

of four and the bushing torsional damping constant also reduced by a factor of

four. The power dissipated in the bushings was reduced by only 20 percent

and was still a bit larger than the dissipation in the wheel contacts. The

dissipation in the wheel contacts increased so that the total power loss was

still 23 hp. It was concluded that changing the torsional damping will affect

the direct losses due to bending the track around the wheels and straightening it

again, but will not much affect the losses due to impact and vibration which

eventually show up in the dampers. The system simply increases its activity

sufficiently to turn this energy into heat with whatever dampers it has.
The tension excairsions due to chordal action were not much affected

by the changes in bushing torsional spring rate and damping, though they did

appear to be a little higher with the lower spring rate.
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The te•sion curves of Figures 14b and 14d show that track tension is

subesteatally higher an the idler than in the opans. The greeter centrifugal
tensioa sn the wheels contributee to this effect., but by far the greater
contributioin tom from a aebaniam related to the apparent temLou. In
Figures lSa, b, c, and d it can be seen that the tangential force between the
shoes and the idler is, in all cases, positive near the idler entrance and
negative near the idler exit. That is, the track tends to drive the idler
near the entrance and the idler tends to drive the track near the exit, so

that tension is locked into the track and coupbession into the idler surface.

The net torque input to the idler should, of course, be zero, because the bearings

are assumd frictionless and angular acceleration =ust average to zero over a

cycle if steady-state operation has been achieved.
One can visualize how the pad of the shoe night tend to scrub forward

on the idler surface as the shoe pivots into place about its leading pin. This

would lock in a tangential force and an additional tension, as observed, and would
Lend to cause the idler to creep forward a bit relative to the track. Due to this

creepage, the tangential force is relaxed and then becomes negative by the tims

the shoe reaches the exit area. As the shoe pivots out of contact with the

idler, this time pivoting about its trailing pin, a similar kinematic action
occurs, again in such a direction as to push the idler forward. This relieves

'_�Ithe negative taugential force and generates a small positive tangential force,
which is then relieved by sliding as the shoe come out of contact with the

idler. Some sliding is also evident at the entrance point in all of these
curveo ,

Bouncing of the shoes or sliding at other tiums in the cycle has not

lb, the normal force curves of Figures 15a and c would fall to zero at a

point about 60 percent of the way around the idler.

The chordal action amplitudes of Figure 8 were generally taken from

tension plots near the idler entrance. The random appearance of the curves

allows censiderable lattitude for differing interpretations.

Figures 16 a, b, c, and d show the components of force transmitted

to the hull by the idler. These are obtained by summing all of the forces

applied to the idler by the individual track shoes. Since the suspension is



mot ndeled, the center of the idler Is assumd fined and the mos of the idler

contributes so additiosal forces*. The upper curves are tha essentially borizontal

component of foret which is actually Inclined upward to the rear by 4 deg"ees

becavee the *oerdimate systes t oriented to the iconing track span. The lower

curves are the essentially vertical component of force which is actually directed

dmoward and inclined to the rear by 4 degrees. The overall shape of these

curves varies widely with operating condition and appeare random because of

the many contributing effects. The wsre Important thing to observe it the

harmonic content, which appears to be highs particularly in the vertical force

curves. Vibrations within the hull could be excited over a wide range of

frequencies.

The power required to drive the 23-link system at various speeds and ten-

siens is siummrized by Figure 17. Since each data point represents a run I
continued till stability is reached, the curves are necessarily drawn with

ueasar data. The shape of the 5000-lb curve is adequately defined to show a
much greater sensitivity to increased speed once the transition speed is passed.

Since the simullted system is roughly one ead of one track circuit, the loss for

the total track on the vehicle would be approximately four times that shown

plus the losses in shoes contacting the road. The data point at 70 mph and 15,000

lb apparent tension is academic, because there would never be enough power and

preload to maintain such high tension at that speed. Nonetheless, a significant

portion of the engine power would be absorbed at speeds above 50 mph.

In summary, TRACKDYNE represents perhaps the most powerful analytical

tool developed to date for the study of the dynamics of linked track. Of

particular interest is the ability to determine power losses in the track, and

the fact that the power loss increases as the bushing stiffness decreases-a

phenomenon somewhat contrary to intuitiou. The extreme case of reduced stiffness

is, of course, the use of anti-friction bearings rather than rubber bushings, a

solution one might otherwise have attempted to reduce power losses.

During the last month of the Track Dynamics Program, effort was

directed toward the expansion of TRACKDYNE to include a complete track loop.

The difficult problem here ia Che sprocket-track interaction. However, a

technique was conceived to model this portion of the track circuit, taking

advantage of certain equations developed in the PINSTRESS Il program. Imple-

mentation of this technique will be one of the first priorities when and if

the Track Dynamics Program resumes.
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Stress sad Load Distribution in Pins and Bushinas (PINSTR/S3 II)

In double-pin track, the pins and binocular tubes are unsupported over

spans that are long An comparison to their diameters. They are loaded as

beam by tracctive forces carried through the rubber bushing.. The distribution

of this load is not readily apparent because the resulting beam deflections of

the pin and tube tend to unload the rubber near the center of the span a=d to

concentrate load near the ends of the span. Since reduction of bushing

loads Is a major objective of the double-pin track design, the effectiveness of
the double-pin design depends, in part, on the ability of the pins and tubes
to distribute load evenly along the length of the rubber bushing. An under-

standing of the load distribution is also desirable for an accurate calculation

of pin and tube stresses.
A preliminary analysis using a simplified model Indicated that load

distribution on the bushings of the T-97 and T-142 tracks is poor. It also

indicated that tube deflections are large enough to have an important influence

on load distribution. Consequently, a more elaborate analysis (PINSTRISS II)

was made based on a more detailed model of the pined tube. This analysis was

used to predict stresses and bushing loads for somas of the simpler track loading

s ituations where the positions of the end connectors and shoe bodies with
respect to the centerguides were known or could be derived.

Later in the program, PINSTRESS II was revised to provide an input

t to the TRACKOB II computer simulation of a length of track subjected to localized

loading. In effect, PINSTRESS II reduces the pin-bushing-tube as&sebly to a

I '"black box" that applies forces and moments to the end connector and the shoe

body in response to displacements and rotations of these parts with respect

to the centerguide. TRACKOB II uses the characteristics of the "black boxes"

to perform a simultaneous solution for the positions of the end connectors,

centerguides, and shoe bodies of several track pitches. PINSTRESS II may

then be used to calculate the stress in any selected pin as a function of its

end connector and shoe body positions.

A similar modeling of the track structure in the vicinity of the

s procket contact would be of value, since the tooth forces applied to the

end connectors evidently cause some of the highest stresses seen by the pins.

An analysis by hand method became rather complicated and was not completed.

A computer sinmlation similar to TRACKOB, using PINSTRESS as an input, would

probably be more practical.

.• =I
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FIGURE 18. PINSTRESS II. MDDEL OF PIN, BUSHING, AND TUBE.

pin@ are treated as three separate beamu Joined ead-to-end, the center beau

of length r being elastically supported by the rubber bushing, and the two

shorter end beaus being free of rubber. The ends of the pin are considered to

be joined to the centerguide and end connector at effective anchor planesI within these parts. Since the pin to neither completely imsobilized from

I'bending at the point where its clamped length begins, nor free to bend within

the clamp, the location of the effective anchor planes requires judgement.

Planes 0.5 inches within the end connector and the centerguide were used.

Lack of rigidity in the clamping may be included, in a structural analysis of the

track, as an additional torsion spring between the connectors and the anchor

planes.

The tube is considered to have a parabolic deflection over the length

r. The deflection at its center in response to transmitted track tension F5

is estimated as a function of its own stiffness and that of the binocular side

plates. The deflection in response to end moment Me and end force Fa are

then calculated to provide an energy conservative system.

In T-142 track, the tube is further supported along its length by

the shoe body through a thin layer of rubber, and in forged aluminum tracks

there is a continuous supporting web. The maximum possible effect of this

support has been found by considering the tube to be rigid.
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The rubber bushing is considered to act as a linear spring providing

force per unit length proportional to the offset between pin and tube center-

lines. The spring rate is taken to be the sase everywhere along the span r.

Since direct data on the T-97 and T-142 bushings is not available, their

spring rate was inferred from that of the assembled track, using the PINSTRESS I1

analysis. The value used was 56,000 lb/in2 .

The solution is outlined in Appendix D. The state of the system

may be defined by the four forces Fs, N6, Fa, and Mea, or by the four dis-

placements 5, lo, A, and Ga, or by any combination of four of these parameters.

Euqations are given for finding the displacement@ in terms of the externally

applied forces, and for finding the forces returned to the track structure in

response to externally applied displacauments. For structural analysis, it is

frequently convenient to define the system in terms of the track half tension

Fs and three of the displacemonts.

The bending moment at any point along the pin and the radial load

at any point along the bushiag may be found whenever the state of the system

is defined, by suitable manipulation. Though the analysis has considered

primarily forces and displacements within tie plana of the track, the equations

may also be applied in the transverse plane. Since the stiffening effect of

the binocular side plates will generally be less in this plane, the tube

should be considered less rigid.

Results. If there are no nearby disturbances such as sprocket tooth

forces or localized ground contact, and if the end connectors are completely

rigid, a symnetrical state of track loading is obtained that is the simplest

that may be considered. The track tension is divided one-fourth to each,• end

connector and one-half to the centerguide. Then, by symmetry, es, , and A

are all zero, and the state of the PINSTRESS model can be defined by F alone.s

Comparison of various track designs under this symmetrical loading situation

gives a meaningful indication of their relative merit, even though the stresses

calculated will not be the highest seen by the track.

Table 5 compares the symmetrical-load pin stresses and bushing loads

for five different track designs. The aluminum-shoe versions of the T-142 and

XH-1 tracks are assumed to have no tube deflection. The "TACL Design" uses a

1.750 dia. pin with a 1.400 dia. hole through. The spans and loads are those

of the M4-1, and the bushing O.D. is scaled up in proportion to the pin diameter.
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"j TABLE 5. PIN STRESSES AND BUSHING LOADS IN SYMtCTRICALLY-LOADED TRACK

Pin Bending Bushing Load Effectiveness of
Stress, psi Concentration Factor Center of Bushing

T-97 track,
43,000 lb load 112,000 1.64 .36

T-142 aluminum
Shoe track,
43,000 lb load 116,000 1.42 .49

Mi--1 track
similar to T-97,
48,600 lb load 96,000 1.34 .59

XU-I Aluminum
, 1 Shoe track,

48,600 lb load 98,000 1.20 .71

TACL Design 74,000 1.12 82

d



Computation of track tension is discussed in the section ca Path
Dynamics. The 43,000 lb. tension assumed for the T-97 track corresponds to a

tractive effort of 40,000 lb. -A higher tens-on was assumed fortthe XK-1 rack

because of the greater weight of the vehicle and the stiffer track. The

bushing load concentration factor is defined as the load per unit length at

the end of the bushing divided by the average load per ui.it length over the

length of the bushing. The eff•,.ctiveness of the center o. the bushing ir

defined as the load per unit length at the center, divided by the load per

unit length at the end.

In the XM-l tracks, the pins and tubes are stiffer than those of the

T-97 and T-142, while the spring rate of the rubber bushings remains about the

same. This, taken together with the shorter beam spans, brings about a marked

improvement in the load distribution on the rubber. Bending stresses are also H
reduced, though not as much as one might ruppose from the larger pins and

shorter spans. This is because the shifting of the rubber load toward the

center of the span tends to increase the pin stress.

The computations for the aluminum ah, designs show that load distri-

bution on the rubber can be significantly improved by immobilizing tube bending,

at the penalty of a relatively small increase in pin stress. The conventional

T-142 track, with its partially supported tube, would have stresses and loads

somewhere between the valuas shown.

Tube deflections in the T-97 style de.iigns are more important than

would be supposed by comparison of the moments of Inertia of tubes and pins,

because the binmcul*r Elde plates are not rigid enough to provide much support

against rotatiou of the tube ends, while tha pin ends are supported by

the end connectors.

The clamping ability of the enM connectors may be inferred from

zxperimautal data by coasideration of a slightly more complex deformation

pattern, If the end of the iin is restrained aveinst rotmteon bv a wrinv

such that G a is proportional to Met. and if again there arn no local

disturbances, rben the two pins in a gWen end connector have equal and

opposite deflections, as do the two pins in a given shoe. Therefore, by

symmetry, A and 8s are still zero, and the state of the system may be

deWined by F plus the rate of the end constraint spring.
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Sc ceIf the end constraint spring has infinite s•iffness, the sym-
metrical stteo previously considaerd results, sod the ý:onson carriod

by the end connector is Fe .5 Fs. More realistically, the end connector
will d~form in banding oven though the clamps may be rigid. The spring rate

of the end connector was estimated from its physical dimensions and when

this rate was used in the PINSTRESS II equations, the result Was FB .490 F

That is, a portion of the tension was shifted from the end connector to the

centerguide, but thp amount shifted was very small. If, on the other hand,

the clamps are completely loose, the end conistraint spring has zero rate and

PINSTRESS II yields F - .341 F5.

Experimental indications are that in real track, F is substantiallye
* less than .5 F and often closer to .4 F . Comparison with the above theoret-
ical results suggests that there is significant lack of rigidity in the right-

angle constraint between the pin and the end connector, and that bending of

the connector body is negligible in comparison.

k More complex deformation patterns generally require the simultaneous

solution of several pins to determine the positions of shoes and end connectors.

Solutions have been obtained for a couple of confiSurations where the track

Ii fwas laid out flat, so that all deformations were in one plane. One of these

was a calibration configuration where a span of three shoe sets and four connector
* Isets was tensioned with the connector sets at the ends of the span loose. The

I other was a hypothetical coufiguration of a span of track extending to

infinity in both directions Pnd subjected to in-plane tooth loads by evenly-

spaced teeth acting on five set* of ard connectors at the center of the span.

Solutions have not been carried through for three-dimensional configurations

where the track is wrdpped around a sprocket. Her'e the ping have components
of deflecti~on both within dnd normal to the plant defi'ned by the connector set

and its two pins, and these deflections are coupled by the motions of the adja-

ceut shoes.

'~I!
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iffects of Obstacle Memsoliation (TRACODB 11)

One of the primary objectives of the Track Dynamics Program was to

develop analytical techniques that can be used to study the track. Although

the final goal was to use these techniques to design track components, it was

first necessary to establish the conditions under which track tension willA
increase, From the beginning of the program, slow, steady-state negotiation 1

of ean obstacle was identified as a probable cause of a significant increase

in track tension.

To test this hypothesis,, a two-dimensional model was formulated to i

predict track tension when the track rests on an obstacle which supports the
track through its cross section. The model does not co~nsider other tension-
varying phenomena such as traction, centrifugal force, or other inertia effects.

However, the increase in tension caused by any other mechanism can be added to

the pretension, and then the affect of traversing the obstacle can be quantified

attAtmdfted pthensmodel yaeeoed, tests were conducted at TARADCON,

Warren, Michigan, to measure track tension when traversing well-defined obstacle@.

Theme tests validated the model and provided confidence in the analytical techni-

que developed for this study.
After this validation of the model and implementation of a nawmer of

A refinements, several of the track parameters were varied to determine the

effect of varying various track parameters in terms of the effect on track

tension.

Description of Model. Since this study was concerned with the overall

effect on track tension when a tracked vehicle negotiated an obstacle, the

F model was restricted to two dimensions. Accordingly, the simulation applied
to obstacles such as logs or large rocks which produced an equally distributed

lifting across the complete width of the track. It was not, for example,
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applicable to a displacement input to the track occurring under a single end

connector. In this case (which was analyzed later), the total track tension

will be significantly less than that resulting from the symmetric displacement

of the track, and the one and connector near the obstacle would experience a

greater load than its partner on the other side of the same shoe.

A single track on the M60 tank consists of approximately 80 shoes.

From a two-dimensional viewpoint, each shoe consistio of a block element, an

and connector/centerguide element, and a bushing/pin/binocular tube element.

These shoes interact with road wheels, idlers, and the sprocket as well as with

the ground. Assuming that there are three degrees of freedom for each end of

an element (vertical, longitudinal, and pitch) leads to approximately 1,000

"degrees of freedom that must be comprehended by a two-dimensional model of a

single track. Therefore, to reduce the complexity of the model, only 16
L track shoes and 4 road wheels were modeled in detail. The track between the J

center four road wheels was chosen becauee any increase in track tension hould be

greatest when an obstacle was in the vicinity of the center road wheels, If

an o~stacle was near the front or rear road wheels, track tension would be less,
especially at the rear road wheel where there is no compensating idler an in the

front. The effect of the front and rear road wheels and the remainder of f

the track was included, as will be discussed later.

V Reducing the model from 80 track shoes to 16 track shoes resulted in

a two-dimensional model with 218 degrees of freedom. Since this mswy degrees

of freedom was still considered unwieldly for normal analytical approaches,

a finite-element technique was chosen to solve the problem.

In general, finite-element techniques are specifically useful for
systems which contain a large number of degrees of freedom. The unique

aspect of finite element methods is that it is not necespary to develop any

equations; only the geometry, element properties, and loading conditions must

be defined. The finite-element code, which can be simply defined as a trans-

formation between the loading conditions on the system and the displacements

and internal forces of the system, establishes the equations of motion.

Because of its capabilities and flexibilities, a newly developed proprietary

finite-element code called SAVffM (Structural Analysis Via Finite-Element Meth-

odology) was used after unsuccessful *ttempts to model this system using

readily available computer codes.

I
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Modeling the tank track negotiating an obstacle presented five

somewhat unusual problems. First, it was necessary to consider each rood pad

as an eleiment that could react in compression-Nsut be free to lift off in tension.
Second, each toad pad had to withstand a maximum shear force equal to its
normal load times the coefficient of friction between the rubber road pad and}
the ground. When the longitudinal shear force was greater than this maximum

shear force, the road pads were allowed to slide until the forces were

equilibrated. Both of these nonlinear property phenomena were available as a

single friction/ lift-off element in SAVIRM,
The third unusual feature was that as the track was lifted up between

two road wheels, it tended to wrap around the adjacent road wheels. Since this

event was just the opposite of the road pads breaking contact with the ground,

part of the road wheel was modeled as a lift-off element which was not initially

in contact with the track. However,, if the track did &splace high enough

vertically to cause it to wrap around a road wheel, the frictional option of

the element was not incorporated, i~e., the track became elastically attachedI ~to tlie road wheel.
L. The fourth peculiarity was that it was necessary to introduce a

pretmusion into the track. This could not be done by simply pulling on the

ends of the track as it rested on the ground under the appropriate wheel

loads, because the road pads anid the road wheels would be subjected to a shear

load. Tfherefore, to eliminate any initial shear forces in the system, the

first loading condition assumed a weightless track with no wheel loads-and

no contact between the ground and road pads, or between the track and the

tank hull through the road wheel suspension. With these conditiona, an

initial displacement was applied to both ends of the track to introduce the 1
pretension.

The last difficulty in modeling the track was that the track shoes

underwent large displacements relative to their dimensions. Usually a

finite-element technique is applied to small-displacement problems where it

can be assumed that the overall system stiffness is not a function of the

system displacements 'linearity). But because the track displacements were

large, the system stiffness was not constant, and it was necessary to use a

nonlinear technio~ue. The particula~r approach used in this study was to

vertically displace orie small section of track a fraction of the obstacle

height and calculate the displacements of the total system. on the basis of

these displacements, the system stiffness was reformulated and equilibrium
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ftdisplacements were again calculated. This procedure was continued until a

preset error criterion on the equilibrated forces acting at each section of
track was satis fied, Theu the track was displaced to a greater fraction of

the obstacle heights and an iteration on the system stiffness again brought the

track elements Into equilibrium. The track was successively displaced in ten

increasingly larger increments to the maximum obstacle height. Each step

resulted in a static track configuration and the internal for~ces in the track.

Finite Element CodipAg. In this analysis, three types of finite- I
modmelntheste poriodo two bldngcndtocks per ushe, ao leinea telsystibeam. eleen

moelem hentsadtwol loadnrodtion.o w blckspr ushdoo, definea theasst beam. eleo n

IJ was utilized. In general, a linear elastic beau can respond to tension, compres-

sion and bending loads. The second element in the model, also a linear elastic

beam, represented two end connectors and a center guide in parallel. The design

pitches of the block and end connector sections are 4.442 and 2.5 inches,

U respectively. For convenience, pitches were assumed to be 4.5 and 2.5 inches.

r Based on the practice of removing one or sometimes two complete shoes from the
track due to permanent set in the bushings after a short break-in period, the

value of 4.5 inches for the block length may be slightly short, but it was a
suitable value for this analysis.

A third set of linear elastic beams was used to model the rigid
structure of the tank hull to which the six road wheel suspension systems were

attached. These beams were not modeled to simulate the actual flemxibility of
the hull, but only to serve as a rigid member to which half of the tank's
sprung weight was applied as a load. Hence, their area and moment of inertia

values were assigned arbitrarily, such that their effective translational and

rotational stiffness were several orders of magnitude greater than those of the

other elements in the system.

The second type of element used in the analysis was a spring element

which could undergo only a translational displacement in a specified direction,

but not a bending displacement. In addition, this element could simulate a

shear force perpendicular to its axis, and if that shear force was greater
than a coefficient of friction times the normal load, the element would slip
until the forces were balanced. Lastly, the spring element had an active/

nonactive option that coullI be used to simulate an element which could take

compressive but not tensile loads.

L h E M.~~
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The second type of element used in the analysis was a spring

element which could undergo only a translational displacement in a specifted

direotionjbut not a bending displaoement. In addition, this element could

simulate a shear force perpendicular to its axis, and if that shear foroe

was greater than a ooefficict of friction times the normal load, the

element would slip until the forces were balanced. Lastly, the spring

element had an active/nonaotive option that could be used to simulate an

element which could take compressive but not tensile loads.

The spring element was used to its fullest capability when

modeling the road pads. Each sot of two road pads on one shoe was modeled

as two springs - one connected to each end of the beam element modeling the

block cross section. The longitudinal separation between the two springs

representing the road pad was equal to 4.5 inches - the same as the beam

length representing the block. Although the 4.5 inch separation was

slightly greater than actual (a worn pat. is typically closer to 4.0 inches

in effective length), this dimension should have negligible effect on track

tension.

Spring elaments were also used to model the road wheels. It

wav assumed that each of the four road wheels modeled was located

symemtrically over a track block. Although this assumption was not

quite true, it was a convenience used to simplify the model and should have

a minimum effect on the accuracy of the solution. In addition to the two

spring elements which supported the wheel load, the cwo center road wheels

were modeled with two additional spring elements each. These springs became

active when the track tended to wrap around the road wheel due to a high

vertical displacement of the track between two road wheels.

A third use for the spring elements was to simulate the vertical

component of stiffness in the torsion bar suspension. These elements were

initially assumed to be 13 inches in length before compression. When the

sprung weight of the tank was applied, the torsion bar springs compressed 5

to 6 inches, leaving a jounce capability of 7 to 8 inches, before hard

stops were encountered. The hard stops were also modeled as springs which

did not become active until the total Jounce displacement of the road wheel

was taken up.

I.i
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t i Although only 16 track shoes were modeled in the uiwulation, the
stiffands offect of the remaining shoes was simulated by spring elemnts at

each end of the track. The stiffness of these two spring elements was

established by considering the total number of effective pins in the track.

The nominal number of track pins was 160. The finiteoelement model included

32 pins, and 8 pins around the sprocket were "locked out". This left 120

pins which contributed to the flexibility of the unmodeled segment@ of track.

Therefore, the stiffness of the uuntodeled septets of track was determined by

dividing the radial stiffness of one pin bushing/binocular tube assembly by

120. To keep the model symetric, the fact that there are fewer crack shoes

between the fifth road wheel and Zhe sprocket than between the second road
wheel atround the hf cat idler to the sprocket: was ignored, The not result was

that twice the stiffness of the total unmodeled track was specified at both

ends of the modeled track.

Lastly, spring elements were used to account for the stiffness of

the torsion bar, road wheel, and road pads at the first and oixth road wheel

location. The value of these stiffnesses was calculated as :he above three

sprngnp in series.

In addition to beams and springs, a third element was utilized in

the model--the general elastic element. The general elastic element reflects

a stiffness relation between any number of degrees of freedom within the

structural model. This elwsrint can be used to model components whose geometric

properties are difficult to define, but whose elastic-stiffness relationship

with respect to the structure is known either through experimental data or

analftical tecihniques. Because the general elastic element is mathematically

very simple, its use in the finite element code is -ost effective.

The general elastic element was utilized to model the pin/bushing/

binocular tube stiffness in all three degrees of freedom at the interface

betwqen the shoe block and end connector elements. It was also used at each

end of the track to account for the vertical and horizontal degraes of freedom.

The radial stiffness of the pin/bushing/binocular tube was assumed for both the

longitudinal and vertical pin/bushing/binocular tube stiffness. The torsion

stiffness of the pin/bushing/binocular tube with respect to the shoe blocks

was used for the rotational stiffness. The final form of the two-dimensional

model (TRACKOB 11) is shown in Figures 19 and 20a, and the three-dimensional

model (TRACKOB III) is shown in Figure 20b,

bi j
FU __ ~A
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FIGURE 19. TRACKOB MODEL USED TO PREDICT TRACK WOADS AND DEFLECTIONS OVER OBSTACLES
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As stated above, two types of loading conditions were applied to

the rack at specific nodes, I.e., foroea, and displaceaents. The forces

Included the wheel loads (one twelfth of the sprung weight of the tank) and

the weights of the track shoes. Six equal wheel loads were applied directly
above the road wheels to the beam elements representing the tank hull. The

75 pounds per track shoes was distributed over those elemesnt representing

the shoe block (47 pounds) cnd those representing the end connector/

oenterg•ide (28 pounds).

The displacements imposed on the system were first, to establish a
pretension in the track, and second, to simulate the track displaced ver-

tically when restingt an obstaole. Knowing the stiffness of the modeled

section of track (general elastic elements) and unmodeled 3cotions of traok .1
(springs), equal and opposite longitudinal displaoements at the two ends of
the modeled sections of track were specified to establish a pretension in

the track.

In the vertical direction, the displacement was assumed to occur
symetrioally. When the obstacle was between two rod wheel'q, its length was as- I
sumed to be 7"1 and the centers of two longitudinall' adJa€-nta shoe blocks were

vertioalfr displaced equally. When the obstacle was beneath one road wheel,

both ends of the shoe block were vertically displaced equally. Two of these

four displacements an addition to the pretensioning displaoement$ were the

only ones assigned for a given case. All other displacements were de- L
toemined by satisfying static equilibrium conditions through iteration

procedures in the finite-element code.

Physical Proyerties. Since the actual structural properties of a tank

track would vary with age and mileage, it was not possible nor was it desirable
to determine the exact values of the parameters necessary to conduct this study.

Rowever, the results were applicable to a generic group, i.e., a double-pin

track on a 50-to 50-ton tank. Specifically, the track properties used in this

study represented the T-142 track (replaceable pad), although the results could
too be applied to the T-97 track (integral pad). The tank properties were those

of the 1460, but XM14 and M48 vehicles would exhibit similar results. In fact,

the simulation of many tracked vehicles would yield comparable qualitative results. 1
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The values of the parameters used in the trc oe ar gi~ven inz
Table 6, and the parametric variations are listed in Table 7. The last four

parameters in Table 2 were held constant, not because they did not have aI range of values, but because their variation was considered to have a

negligible effect on track tension.

Two of the parameters listed in Table 6 were not well defined. The first

was stiffness of the duspension hard stop. On the M60 the hard stops for

the four center zad wheels are steel bosses welded to the tank hull. Their

stiffness was not known. Since the road wheel displacement relative to the

hull was always less than the available joun~ce for all simulation runs, its

value was academic.

The second ill-defined parameter was the coefficient of frictioni
between the rubber pad and the ground. Typically, the coefficient of

friction between rubber and most hard dry surfaces exceeds unity, but

that value was not applicable in this study for the following reason. In
the analytical model the vehicle was assumed to be stationary in the

track in the verticaldirection. If this event did occur, large shear forces
lonuldinal direto nd an d the rberobsacl wads, intrdcd by dta i splaffcing offithen

nerunity would be a reasonable assumption for hard dry surfaces. But,

when a tracked vehicle traverses an obstacle, the road pads which are

initially off the ground will adjust their longitudinal position as the

track is laid. On the other hand, the road pads in front of the obstacle

are restrained by the weight of the vehicle and will experience someI longitudinal shearing forces. The actual magnitude of the shearing forces
on the road pads during this operation is difficult to determine, and was
not addressed in this study. However, it is known that the road pads

"walk" as titc road wheels move over them and this adjusts their longitudinal

position.
In this study shearing forces were considered by assuming that the

road pads could generate a longitudinal force as great as the coefficient

of friction times the normal load on the pad. A greater force caused the

road pad to slip longitudinally until the shear force was reduced to the

maximum frictional force. To accomplish this phenomenon, an arbitrarily low

1r
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TABLE 6. NOMINAL TRACK MODEL PARAMETERS

Tank sprung weight 8700 lb/road wheel t
Road pad/ground friction coefficient 0.25

Track longitudinal stiffness81 ) 800,000 lb/in,/pin

Suspension stiffness 2 ) 1600 lb/in./road wheel

Track rotational stiffness** 25,000 lb-in./rad/pin

Track pretension(2 ) 12,000 lb

Track weight 75 lb/shoe

Road pad vertical stiffness 23,000 lb/in./pad

Road wheel rubber stiffness 15,000 lb/in./block

Suspension hard stop stiffness 1,000,000 lb/in./road wheel

* * Experimentally determined by Battelle's Columbus Laboratories.

ii
TABLE 7. VARIATIONS OF NOMINAL TRACK MODEL PARAMIETERS

Tank sprung weight 7830; 9750 lb/road wheel

Road pad/ground friction coefficient 0.0; 0.50

Track longitudinal stiffness 600,000; 1,000,000 lb/in./pin

Suspension stiffness 1200; 2000 lb/in./road wheel

Track rotational stiffness 12,500; 37,500 lb-in./rad/pin

Track pretension 6000; 18,000; 24,000; 30,000;
36,000 lb

* Numbers in parentheses refer to references given at bottom of page.

(1) Gow, E. J., Jr., "Radial Pin Shift Investigation", Chrysler Defense
T•)vision/USATACOM, T142 Track Task Force Report, Task 2-7, September 25,
174.

(2) Wolken, I.- P., Input Data to Chrysler's Mathematical Model of M60 Tank.,,
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value of 0.25 was chosen for the coefficient of friction. Variations in

this value did produce significant changes in track tension as is discussed

later. There-were several other properties which had to be specified for

the track. In particular, the beam that modeled th3 shoe blocks and end

oonneotor/oenterguide elements was assumed to be steel (elastic modulus =

jg x 106 psi, Poisson's ratio a 0.29). Representative cross-sectional areas

and momeeta of inertia were calculated to provide realistic stAftnesa to

the elements. However, because the steel sections of track possessed

stiffnesses that were several orders of magnitude greater than those for

the rubber sections, an accurate determination of their properties was
unwarranted in this study.

Validation of Model. Since any mathematical model is only as good

as its ability to simulate the system it is modeling, tests were conducted

to establish the variation in track tension when the M60 traversed an

obstacle,, The track tension ,was determined by mounting four strain gages

on each of two pins at the end connectors and on either side of the

centerguide. The strain gages were mounted to measure pin shear in such a

manner that the sum of the four shear forces was the total track tension.

The two pins with strain gages were fitted into a T-142 track

shoe. A two-shoe assembly was calibrated on a tensile testing machine and

I.,4 then installed in the T-142 track of an M60A1 tank.

The tests were carried out indoors on a concrete floor, and the

Sobstacles were rectangular blocks of wood, which were longer than the width

of the track. The track was initially tensioned to about 6,000 pounds (another pro-

tension load of approximately 12,000 lbs., which is the ncmainal M60 track tension,

was also used during the tests, and the M0Al was driven over a 5" wooden block.

The measured track tension (several inches from the obstacle) was recorded
when the obstacle was under each road wheel and between each road wheel.

The results are illustrated in Figure 21.

Several conclusions were immediately evident. First, the

assumption that track tension would be greatest near the center road wheels

was verified. Of particular interest was the decrease in track tension

below the pretension value when the obstacle was under the sixth road

*Tests conducted by Battelle's Columbus Laboratories at TARADCOM, Warren,
Michigan.

___ ___

*1 "_ _ _ _ _
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weoel. Also, it was apparent that toere was a s.gnificantly higher track

tension when the obstacle was between road wheels than when it was under a

road wheel. These teats, along with the analytical model, identified the

negotiation of obstacles as a major influence on track tension.

Other validations were also carried out. Using two pretension

values and three obstacle heights, track tension was recorded when the

obstacle was between road wheels 3 and 4, and under road wheel 3. For the

same condition, the finite-element model was exercised to predict track tesion

as a function of obstacle height. A comparison of the *masured and predicted

track tension is displayed in Figure 22 for obstacle heights up to 10 inches.,

All the experimental data points plotted in Figuret 22 wore the results of a single

test case, ioe., the values were not statistical averages. At this time, the

statistical significance of the measured data is not known.

The three comparisons between, theoretical and experimental results

shown in Figure 22 have established the finite-element model as being so-

curate except perhaps for one phenomenon. In the two oases for the obstacle
between road wheels 3 and 4, the theoretical prediction indicated a

slightly less steep increase in the track tension after the third and

fourth road wheels vere lifted off the ground by the track (obstacle height

about 4J inches). On the other hand, the experimental data suggested a

nearly consttnt track tension above a 5-inch obstacle height. Although

there was only one acasured datum point above the 5-inch obstacle, similar H

results were obtained for initial track tensions of both 6,000 and 12,000

pounds.

Because of this significant discrepancy between theory and

experiment, the original finite-element model was modified to include: road

pad/ground friction, track wrap around the road wheels, the total sprung

weight of the hull, and the first and sixth road wheels. All of these

modifications had some effect on the shape of the predicted results, but

none produced the large change in track tension slope shortly after the

third and fourth road wheels were lifted. Therefore, if the phenomenon is

realistic, as indicated by a small sample of test data, the mechanism is

not understood at this time.

"' . .. ........ ..... • •. .•,• -•s • •I -,
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FIGURE 22 COMPARISON o0 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR M60
TRACK TENSION MIEN TRAVERSING AN OBSTACLE
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Results of Parametric Study (Obstacle Between Road Wheels). The

nominal track parameter values were given in Table 6. Of these parameters,

six (see Table 7) were considered likely to have some effect on the track

tension as the vehicle traversed an obstacle. Accordingly, the six para-

meters were varied over a realistic range to determine their effect on track

tension. Because the track tension increase was greatest for' the condition of
the obstacle between the road wheels, that situation was simulated for all six

parameter variations. Two of the parameters were found to have a small effect
on track tension, and their variation was not considered when the obstacle was

under a road wheel. In the following rest'lts, the values of all the track model

parameters are those given in Table 6', except as noted on the figures.
Effect of Sprung Weight. The first parameter that was varied was the

tank sprung weight. The M60 tank has a total weight of approximately 55 tons.

Subtracting out the weight of the road wheels and the track in contact with the

ground results In a sprung weight of about 8700 lb/road wheel. Variation in

fuel, ammunition, and other equipment could conceivably alter the weight by as

much as 5000 pounds. Therefore, a 10 percent change (±10,440O pounds) was

considered the most extreme case possible. Figure 23 shows the predicted

increase In track tonsion with obstacle height when the obstacle was between

~* j the third and fourth road wheels. Generall3ý, the differences due to wheel load

wore small at all obstacle heights.

There were two noticeable changes in the slope of' the curves for track
tension when the obstacle was between road wheels. The first occurred at
an obstacle height of ab-nit Tn inch, while the second occurred at an obstacle

height of about four inches. Both of these changes represented a decrease in the

stiffness of the system. A close examination of the finite-element results

revealed that at obstacle heights of 1 .1 inch or less, not all of the road
pads were in maximum shear (coefficient of friction times normal load). At

greater obstacle heights all of the road pads were under maximum shear

force, and were slipping as the obstacle height increased.

At about the SI-inch obstacle height, the system under~went another

significant change when the two road wheels adjacent to the obstacle were

lifted off the ground by the track. As can be seen in Figure 2.% the

obstacle height at Which this occurred did not depend on the road wheel

load.
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Effect of Road Pad/around Friction. As explained previously, the

actual magnitude of friction applicable to this simulation was diffliult to

ascertain because of the natural longitudinal adjustment that the track

shoes make when the vehicle traverses an obstacle. Nevertheless, Figure 24

does indicate that the effective friction between the rubber road pads and

the ground was significant for moderate-size obstacles. After the third and

fourth road wheel had lifted, most of the road pads were no longer in con-

tact with the ground. Above a 4-inch obstacle, frictlon ;fas less effective

and as can be 5sen by the results in Figure 24 the track tension became

nearly identical for all friction values.

The shapes of the curves for the smaller obstacle heights were

radically different. As already noted in Figure 23, the change in slope above the

1.1-inch obstacle height for a coefficient of friction equal to 0.25 was

due to all the road pads slipping under a maximum shear force. With no i]

friction, the road pads slip immediately, and the system exhibits, a lower

overall stiffness (slope of curve). When the friction coefficient was 0.5,

the road pads under road wheels 3 and 4 did not slip until a 1.2-inchI I obstacle height was reached. All the road pads out to road wheels 2 and 5

were slipping at about 1.8 inches. Therefore, the change in slope of the

0.5 friction coefficient curve was more gradual than that for the 0.25

friction coefficient curve.

The second change in stiffness (slope of curve) at about a 4-inch

obstacle height was similar for all three friction coefficients. As

expected, a higher friction coefficient caused the road wheels adjacent to

the obstacle to lift off sooner than they did for the lower friction

coefficients. From physical considerations, if the road pad does not

support a shear load, the extra length of track needed to accommodate the

height of the obstacle can be obtained by stretching the track. However, if

friction is high, the ýrack cannot stretch as readily because it is being held
by the shear foroces in the pads. Nevertheless, although the friction

colfficient had a significant effect on track tension for moderate

obstacle heights, it had a small effect on wheel lift.

Effect of Track Longitudinal Stiffness. From a modeling viewpoint,

the tank track is a sequence of springs in series. Because the bushing/pin/binoc-

ular tube stiffness was several orders of magnitude less than the stiffness of the
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Send sonmectoreq costerguides. and blocks, only the but'tqg/pin/bincular tube

sttff",se was varted to change track longitudinal stiffness. The nominal value

used for stiffness we determined ezpertmntally. The 25 percent variation

(shown in Figure 2c could be attributed to deterioration or heating of the rubber

bushings which would lower the @tiff*ess, or to cold-weather operations which

would Increase the stiffness, This parameter bad a significant effeot which

increased with increasing obstacle height. The tendency for wheel lift was

to maintain ground contact longer with a wore flexible track because the track

stretched smor to envelop the obstacle.

Sb ItZfect of Torsion Bar Susponslon Stiffness. Although the torsion

bar suspension stiffness has a mLjor role In the dynamics of the tank, it

proved to have only a small effect on track tension when traversing an

* iobstacle, and then only after the road wheels lifted. The trend of de-
creasing track tension with decressing suspension stiffness was expected
because for the same obstacle height, the stiffer suspension on road wheels

3 and 4 supported a greater percentage of the tank's sprung weight. The

* ¶ reduction in the slope of the curve after the road wheels lift off

suggested Lhat the experimental data in Figure 22 might be more closely

F j approximated by a less-stiff torsion bar suspension. But the' small re-

Sduotion illustrated in Figure 26 also suggested that it was not physically

realistic to decrease the stiffness sufficiently to have an appreciable

effect.

Tfeoct of Track Banding Stiffness. Like track longitudinal

stiffness, the bending stiffness of the track is dependent on the flexi-

bility of the bushings. But, as seen in Figure 27, track bending stiffness

had only a small effect on track tension as compared writh longitudinal

stiffness (see Figure25). However, the effect was in a worsening direction

in the sense that as the rubber ages it will become more flexible (lower

bending stiffness), and the track tension will increase. The small increase

due to bending stiffness would, however, be more than compensated for by

the reduction resulting from the decrease in longitudinal stiffness.
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The obstacle was located between Road Wheels 3 and 4
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Eftfeot of Track Pretension. Probably the parameter with the
greatest variability in the track system, is the pretension. Although the
nominal operating track pretension is specified at 12,000 pounds(2), the

actual value put in by the crew can be significantly higher. Also, if the

tank is accelerating or under a heavy traction load, it is not unreasonable

to expect the tension to be as high as 30,000 to 40,000 pounds on level

ground. Given these high effective pretension loads in the track, nbstacle

negotiation can serve only to worsen the situation.

The pretension was varied by increments of 6,000 pounds (see

Figure 28). One favorable result was that as the pretension increased, the

obstacle height had a reduced effect both in percentage and magnitude of

increased tension. For example, if the track pretension was nominal (12,000

pounds), a ',-inch high obstacle doubled the track tension to 1,000 pounds.

But if the pretension was 24,000 pounds, a 5-inch high obstacle increased

the tension by only 7,000 pounds. H
Another expected prediction wasthe decrease in obstacle height H

necessary to lift road wheels 3 and 4 off the ground when the pretension

was increased. In fact, for high obstacles and high pretension, road wheels

2 and 5 were lifted off the ground. Also, as the pretension increased, the

change in slope of the stiffness curves occurring at wheel lift-off merged

with the change in slope due to road pad slippage.

V Results of Parametric Study (Obstacles Under a Road WheeD. When

an obstacle was under a road wheel, rather than between two road wheels,

the increase in track tension with obstacle height was only about half as

great. The reason for the reduced increase in tension can be attributed to

the greater length of track between the obstacle and the adjacent road

wheels so that less of the load in the track is taken out in the longitudinal

direction. With the greater length of track available, the adjacent road

wheels did not lose contact with the ground until an obstacle height of

about 7 inches was reached. Unlike the case when the obstacle was between

road wheels, the stiffness of the track system did not noticeably change

when the adjacent road wheels were lifted up.

Lo
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SEffect of Sprung Weight. When the road wheel load ws varied by

+10 peroent, the change in track tension was mll (Figure 29). A similar

result was obtained when the obstacle was between road wheels (Figure 23).

Effect of Road Pad/Ground Friction. The noticeable increase in

track tension for larger friction coefficients (Figure 30 • resembled the

trend for the obstacle between road wheels (Figure 24.

Effect of Track Longitudinal Stiffness. As was the case when the

obstacle was between road wheels (Figure 25, the track longitudinal

stiffness had a significant effect on track tension (Figure 31).

Effect of Track Pretension. Finally, track pretension had a

similar effect on track tension when the obstacle was under a road wheel

(Figure32) as when it was between road wheels (Figure28). Also, the

,• obstacle height at which the two adjacent road wheels lifted up decreased

with pretension, but not as rapidly as when the obstacle was between road

wheels. '

"Three-Dimensional Computer Model of Track (TRACKOB III)

"Following the success of the two-dimensional finite-elemsnt

model in predicting track tension forces as the tank negotiates an

obstacle, the SAVFEM computer code was used to develop a three-dimensionalT

finite-element model of the T-142 track. The reason for developing a '!

three-dimensional model was to provide the capability for predicting

track tension and displacemnt distribution when the vertical displace-

ments of the track are unsymeetric--for example, when only one edge of

the track is in contact with an obstacle. It is this type of encounter
which puts high stresses on one end-connector and one end of the pin.

:A

Ii
• j.I
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The three-dimensional track model was similar to the two-dimensional

track model Just described. Like the tvo-dimeiuional model, the three-
dimensional model simulated 16 'rack shoes which were subjected to an initial

specified track pretension, Due to the three-dimensional aspects of the model,

it was possible to apply any percentage of the pretension to two end connectors

and a centerguide--the total percentage being 100 percent, It was, therefore,

possible to simulate unsymetric tension distribution across the track.

Two test runs werp made with the three-dimensional track model, one with

a zero traction coefficient between the road pad and ground, and the othO: With a
friction coefficient of 0.7. The obstacle was between the middle two road wheels,

and the track was raised syumetrically in the longitudinal/vertical plane similar
to the two-dimensional model. From Figure 33, the significance of road pad-to-

ground sliding friction is apparent, especially at the lower block heights.

The results of two computer runs are shown in Figures 34 and 35,

for the cases of (a) obstacle under outside end connector between Road Wheels 3

and 4, and (b) obstacle under outside end connector adjacent to Road Wheal 3.

Also plotted on these figures are the results of the comparable two-dimensional A

case where the obstacle extends across the track width. The track parameters used

in the three-dimensional analyses are those given in Table 6, except for the

track longitudinal stiffness which was taken as 724,000 lb/in/pin instead of
800,000 lb/in/pin. A comparison between Figures 25 and 34 shows that the

three- and two-dimensional models give the same results for total track tension

when the obstacle was under the total track width between Road Wheels 3 and 4,,

A similar comparison can be made for the obstacle under the total track width

under Road Wheel 3.

The results in Figures 34 and 35 show the extent to which the
tension load is increased on the outside ond connector and decreased on the,

inside and connector. The centerguide load also increases somewhat under

the nonsyummtrical leadtas case. However, the increare in total track

tension is loss than for the symmetrical obstacle case, as might be expected.

This loading condition was not used in the tests conducted on the M-60 tank at

TARADCOM's laboratories in Warren, Michigan. Such a test would be of interest

to fully validate the results predicted by TRACKOB III.

'!i
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Track Thermal Analyses

Because of the complexity of the track shoe assembly, the use of a

somewhat detailed model was considered necessary. A two-dimensional model was

first developed, but this was expanded to a threw-dimensional model in order to

evaluate detail changes in the shoe assembly design.

Two-Dimensional Analysis of Shoe
Temperatures (SHOETEZ4P I)

The first thermal model was a two-dimensional model formulated for

T-142 track shoes for use with the TRUMP* computer program.

Model Formulation. For the first model, named SHOETEMP II, the cross-

section of the track shoe was divided into thermally interconnected finite-

volume regions, as shown in Figure 36. Temperatures were calculated at the

center of each volume via a finite-differencing scheme which was incorporated

within the TRUMP computer code. Since TRUMP was basically a transient computer

program, the temperature profiles could be calculated at various simulated times

up to a steady-state condition. The user had the option of selecting the time

increments at which to print the intermediate results. This option allowed the

analyst to closely match the output to any validation data that was available.
Of course, if steady-state solutions were of the only importance, no inter-

mediate outputs were specified.

The input data include (1) physical descriptions of each node or

finite volume region, (2) thermal connections between nodes, (3) thermal connec-

tions between the nodes and the boundary conditions, (4) boundary conditions,

(5) heat input, and (6) thermophysical properties of each material in the model.

The internal thermal connection data (between nodes) may include the interface

resistances due to contact between parts, such as the contact between the pad

backing plate and the shoe body on T-142 tra:ks. The boundary conditions may

be a function of time or temperature. The boundary connections can be convec-

tive, radiative and/or of a contact resistance nature. This variability in

boundary connections permitted the accurate modeling of the heat transfer

between the shoe and air, and the shoe and road surface.

* Edwards, A. L., TRUMP: A Computer Program for Transient and Steady-State
Temperature Distributions in Multidimensional Systems, University of
California/Livermore, September 1, 1972. Prepared for the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission under Contract No. W-7405-eng-48.

A
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The required thermophysica., property data were then assembled.
These data included dnjsity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat. Rubber I
properties were obtained from the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company for their
compound that is designated as SM8493. These data are shown in Table 8. ii
Thermophysical properties of steel were obtained from the open literature '
and are shown in Table 11.

TABLE 8. THEMIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SM 8493 RUUBER

Temperature, F Cp, Btu/lb-F j
Specific Heat, Cp

116.6 .2545

134.6 .3226

152.6 .3327

170.6 .3484

188.6 .4308

206.6 .3808

224.6 .3574

242.6 .3676

260.,; .3609

278.6 .3646

296.6 .3703

Thermal Conductivity

K - 0.1089 Btu/hr-ft-F

Density

- 75 lb/ft
3

Source: The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron,
Ohio.

f j
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Contact resistances which occur at a steel/steel and a rubber/steel

b-~nd were located. The contact resistance between the rubber and the pound

was not readily available, so it was approximated from data that relates to

soft materials at high contact pressures.

Heat Input. The hysteretic heat input to the rubber components was

experimentally determined in Battelle's fatigue laboratory for T-142 track

components. These tests were conducted up to \loading frequencies of 100 Hz

and peak force.s of 10,000 pounds. The results kof these tests are shown in
Ei! Figures 37 and 38 for the road wheel path and road pad, respectively. A linear

regression technique was applied to the data to obtain a least squares curve fit.

The equations which resulted from these analyses are indicated on the figures. T

Note that the experimental data indicated that the per-cycle hysteretic heat

inputs to the road wheel path and road pad were not a function of the loading

frequency, but depended on the peak force of each load application. The effect

of load frequency (loadings per second) was to increase the total heat input

per unit of time via an increase in the number of load applications. Peak

loads would be affected by several variables, including track tension, acceleration,

terrain roughness, etc.

A simplkv case for the T-142 track on an M-60 tank was first assumed--

that each road wh&.1 on each side supported an equal share of the tank weight.

Since there are effectively 24 points on the tank track where the road wheels

touch the track (12 sets of paired road wheels), the force on each pad is

1/24th of the tank weight. This force will be applied six times to each pad

every time the track makes one complete revolution. The number ot load applications

to each road pad at any given speed (V, mph) is

Numbr 2 l of Load Applications - 6 Impacts
560 Inches

17,6 V

= .189 V impacts/second.

6•, ___

SilL
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Knowing the tank velocity and the hysteresis per impact or load cycle,

an effective heating rate in Btu/hr could be calculated. These calculations

were made using the data shown in Figures 37 and 38 for the road wheel path

and road pad under the ideal conditions of each road wheel equally supporting

the tank. The following equations resulted from these calculations, and were

used to deter, ".ne the heat input to the rubber components for any tank speed

or weight.

Road Wheel Path

Heat Input (Btu/hr) - .189 V (1.434 z 102 T- - 33.36)- Qpath

Road Pad

Heat Input (Btu/hr) - .189 V (4.127 x 10-2 73.53)

where

V - tank speed, mph "

W - tank weight, lbs.

The heat input calculated with the above equations was distributed

uniformly throughout the volume of rubber in the track shoe.
For the preliminary thermal analyses, a 30 mph case was used. Both

transient and steady state results were obtained. The maximum rubber tempera-

ture occurred after nearly 4 hours of operation. As shown in Figure 39, the

interesting observation is that tho road-pad temperaturs is twice as high

as the roadwheel-path temperature.

The two-dimensional model was then used to study the importance of

other parameters. These parameters included (1) interface thermal resistance

between the pad backing plate and the shoe body, (2) heat generation distri-

bution in the roadwheel path, (3) rubber thermal conductivity, and (4) heat-

transfer coefficient between the track shoe and the air. The results of

these parametric analyses are discussed below.

Effects of Road Pad/Shoe Body Interface Thermal Resistance. The

effects of thermal resistance variations in the road-pad backing plate to shoe
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body interface were Investigated by doing 20 mph transient simulations of up

to 1 hour. The experimentally obtained heating values were used along with

the following conditions:
o Hysteretic heating was uniformly distributed in the rubber

Shoe-to-air heat transfer coefficient = 10 Btu/Hr-Ft -F a h

Road pad-to-ground contact conductance 150 Btu/Hr-Ft -F - hr

a Rubber thermal conductivity * .109 Btu/Hr-Ft-F

* 50 F air temperature

* 60 F road temperature

TWo runs were made wherein the interface resistance was varied from

zero (perfect contact) to infinity (perfect insulation). The roadwheel-path

temperatures and road-pad temperatures varied only a few degrees In these

simulatione indicating that this parameter has very little influence on the

thermal behavior of the track shoes. p
Effects of Heat Generation Distrlbuoion in the Roadwheel Path. The

hysteretic heating data that were obtained previously in laboratory tests were

modified somewhat to account for T-eeeffects of the roadwheel rolling over the

roadwheal path. The laboratory tests were conducted by pressing a steel ram

into the roadwheel path and obtaining a load/unload versus displacement loop. 4

The ran had a 15 inich radius mrchtned on it; therefore, it did not come into

contact - th full width of the roadwhecl path.

Since the roadwheel rolls across the roadwieel path and does compress

all of the rubber in the path, it was felt that the measured heat input was too

low. The measured heating was modified by multiplying the data by the ratio of

the roedwheel path ares to effective ram contaw area. Thus, the measured data

were increased by a factor of 1.84.

!n addition tn i-creassng the measured heating by 1.84, the distribu-

tion of the heat within the pad was modified to reflect the varied stiffness

of the rubber throughout the roadwheel path. The result of this exercise was

to generate more heat in the center portions of the rubber where the deflec-

tions are small. These modifications had a pronounced effect on the roadwheel-

path temperature. BWfore the ondification, the temperatures of the roadwheel

path and road pad after one hour at 20 mph were 146 F and 267 F, respectively.

After incorporating the modifications into the model, these temperatures were

198 F and 269 F, respectively. The simulation incorporating the refined

heating distribution wes run until steady state was reached. The resulting

temperatures in the center of the road wheel path and road pad were 245 F and

319 F, respectively.
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lffects of Variations in Rubber Thermal Conductivita. The effects

[j •of variations in rubber thermal conductivity were studied by varying the con-

ductivity from 0.05 to 0.15 Btu/Hr-Ft-F. The thermal conductivity of rubber

is highly influenced by the fillers in the compound. The value that we used

Is typical, but certainly not exact. Therefore, the effect of variations in

this value are 1wportant to know. Parametric runs ware made using the 2-D

model and the revised heating distribution until steadr state was reached.

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 9. As expected, the

effect of thermal conductivity was very pronounced. It is not unreasoinble

to expect the thermal conductivity to be in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 Btu/Ii
Hr-Ft-F. A variation over rhis range results in a temperature change by a

factor of 2.

TABLE 9. EFFECT OF RUBBERt THEMMAL CONDUCTIVITY ON ROAD-

PAD AND ROADWBEEL-PATH TD4ERATURES
(Temperatures are for 20 mph steady state) j

Thermal Conductivity Ro,*A Pad Road Wheel Path
(atu/Ur-Ft-F) '(F) (F)

0.05 587 419
0.109 319 245

0.15 256 204

Effects of Shoe-to-Air Heat Transfer Coefficients. The effects of

variations in the heat transfer coefficient were studied (again using the

2-D model and the revised. heating distribution) by allowing the value to range

from 10 to 100 Btu/Hr-Ft2-F. The heat transfer coefficient affects the road-

wheel path temperature more strongly than it does the road-pad temperature.

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 10.

- - -

I! ._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 10. EFFECTS OF SHOE-TO-AIR HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
ON RUBBER TEbERATURES

(Rubber thermal conductivity - 0.109 Btu/Hr-Ft-F)

Heat Transfe r
Coefficielt Road Pad Roadwheel Path

(IouUr-t-) ())

10 319 245

100 293 209

Three-Dimensional Thermal Model (SHOETEN? III)

Subsequent work on the thermal analysis task was directed toward

development of a three-dimensional thermal model of the T-142 track show. This

3-D ther- I model, as shown in Figure 40p was an expanded version of the two-
dimensional model used previously.

In its final form, the three-dimensional model was composed of 350 j4

finite volume regions or nodes which were thermally interconnected. These

nodes were spread out over six sections along the axis of the pins, resulting

in an average of 58 nodes per section where the temperature could be calculated.
With this distribution, temperature gradients, and hence heat flows, could be

calculated for ." three directions.

This uouel was extremely flexible in its application of thermally

modeling a T-142 track shoe because all of the key parameters could be varied.

The two-dimensional thermal model used previously was not as accurate, since it

assumed infinite th, thereby omitting end cffects. Some of the more

significant pars. .ere that could be varied included:

• Heat loss from the end plates

e Heat loss to the road surface

• Heat loss to the air

e Axial heat conduction along the binocular tubes

* Complete spatial distribution of hysteretic heating within

the rubber components

* Possibility of including the bushing heat

* Possibility of studying the heat dissipation effects of the

pins. j
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V After the field tests were made at Warren in January of 1978, attempts

were made to duplicate the field results with the model. In the SHOETEMP III

model, a complete description of each of the 378 nodes representing the track

shoe had to be supplied . This included not only thermal properties such as

heat generation, specific heat, conductivity, etc.), but the 6 geometric

descriptors which define the connection of each node to its surrounding material.

This problem was compounded by the fact that in start-and-stop running such as

the field test which was simulated, these conditions must be specified again

after each start and stop.

Due to problems with simultaneous availability of tank, driver, and

technician, it had been possible to make only one sustained test run. It

was necessary to stop to read track temperatures so that the shape of the

heating curve could be defined, and following a series of these readings, the

sustained run was made--about 30 minutes of continuous running at roughly 25

mph. Since ambient temperatures were just above freezinS, high temperature

buildups in the track shoes were not obtained. I|
The validation of the SHOETEMP III model uncovered some problems

in the data input, brought about by the simulation of the stop-and-go running,
and also the variability of thermal properties of the two main materials-

"rubber" and "steel". Both of these materials exhibit a wide range of thermal

properties, depending on the specific rubber compound or steel alloy. In the

absence of good data on these properties and the heat generated by the T-142

track, some variation of these properties had to be made to obtain good

correlation with the field tests. Even after these properties were varied,

it became obvious that there was one major discrepancy between the predicted

and measured results, and this was the fact that the model consistently

predicted lower temperatures in the road wheel path than were measured.

In order to obtain good validation, it was necessary to raise the heat input

in the road wheel path by a factor of 3 over that originally measured in the

laboratory hysteresis tests. Input data for the first 8 runs of SHOETOTP III

are shown in Table 11; note the increase of "0 " tfrom 2258.7 (measured value) to
,iath

6776.0 (three times measured value).
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TABLE 11. INPUT DATA USED IN SHOEEfMP HODEL TO PREDICT
[1 T-142 TUCK 'WWERATURES*

I II III eel R u bll |I IRu ,, K,:: t..l,1be R STa

1 3/7/78 33 0.109 0.35 0.12 50 10 ( 0 mph) 0
10 (20 mph) 2258.7
10 (26 mph) 2936.3

2 3/9/78 25 0.109 0.35 0.12 50 10 ( 0 mph) 0
10 (20 mph) 2258.7
10 (26 mph) 2936.3

3 3/9/78 25 0.200 0.40 0.12 50 10 ( 0 mph) 0
10 (20 mph) 4517.4
10 (26 mph) 5872.6 j

4 3/14/78 25 0.200 0.40 0.12 50 10 ( 0 mph) 0
10 (20 mph) 9034.8
10 (26 mph) 11745.2

5 3/16/78 25 0.200 0.40 0.12 50 1 ( 0 mph) 0
5 (20 mph) 6776.
5 (26 mph) 8808.9

6 6/1,14/78 25 0.100 0.40 0.12 50 5 ( 0 mph) 0
10 (20 mph) 6776.
10 (26 mph) 8808.9

7 6/15/78 25 0.200 0.40 0.12 50 10 (26 mph) 8808.9

6 7/14/78 25 0.200 0.40 0.12 50 10 (20 mph) 7964.2

10 (26 mph) 10353.9

"TABLE 12. PREDICTED AND IJEASURED TEMPERATURES IN T-142 TUCK

Thermocouple SHOE97EH CoMputer Run Number Field
Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Test

13 62 62 95 148 150 110 120 119 140
1 115 .114 152 250 196 215 180 215 220
10 100 104 128 188 153 169 150 170 148

5 75 77 87 98 100 78 100 94 121

6 160 164 138 146 143 156 128 148 132
7 209 209 170 173 163 195 148 175 -
a 85 85 90 90 73 85 70 76 -

12 120 125 138 180 146 142 170 163 -
9 140 148 145 167 136 124 179 192 135
1 140 148 145 167 137 135 189 173 130

* For units, see Page 120, 124, and 126.
** Run 7 was a 45-mLnutoe cont: uous heating run (-25 mph).
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Table 12 susmarimes the predicted temperatures at the locations correspond-

ing to the thermocouple locations in the instrumented shoe used In the field

tests. The tine-histories of predicted and measured temperatures for {j
computer Run No. 6 are shown in Figures 41, 42, and 43. While the correlation

Is considered to be excellent, some differences remain-the main one being the

lower predicted temperature in the steel at the center of the shoe, and the

other being the faster cooling rate at the pin/bushing location.

After the computer program had been validated to the extent mndl-

cated by Run No. 6, a run simulating continuous running (no stops) for 180

minutes at 30 mph was made, using the same parameter values. The results

are shown In Figure 44. Perhaps the most significant point indicated by

this figure is the continuous rise of the temperature in the center of the

road wheel path (Thermocouple I11) for the full three hours, at which time a

steady state temperature of 380° has been reached. This is 340" above the

assumed ambient temperature of 400; on a hot sumer day, with an ambient of

1000, saximm temperatures 600 higher could be expected. This would result

in a temperature of 260* after only 30 minutes of continuous running.

Following these runs, the 7-142 type track being considered for

the X-M1 tank was simulated. However, because of the questionable hysteresis

in the road wheel path rubber, the factor of 3 over the laboratory test data

(used for the M-60 runs) was omitted. With this change, the "hot spot"

switched from the road wheel path to the road pad. However, at 30 mph, the

maximum temperature in the road pad (Location #7) of the 1M-1 was 172,

compared to 276" for the M-60. At the 50 mph speed of the X1-1, the tempera-
ture again approaches the 280" mark.

Based on these results and the parameter studies made earlier, the

single dominant parameter in the track thermal system is the hysteresis in

the rubber, since the track does not dissipate heat effectively once it is
generated. The SHOKTDIP III model should be used to analyze designs in

which the hysteresis is reduced by decreasing the thickness of the road pads

and/or road wheel path rubber, decreasing the bearing pressure of pa"s and

road wheel path, and using rubber of higher durometer.

A final point which might be made is that the pins and binocular

tubes appear to do an effective job of dissipating heat generated in the bush-

in&s, so that bushing temperatures are lower than those in other locations.
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i Track Bushing Rasearch

One of the key elements of track is the rubber bushing which occupies

the volue between the pins and the tubular portion of the shoe. Bushings do

have ss probisems, particularly in single-pin track where their torsional

displacemnts are higher. It was noted that the bushings must deform

grossly when the track is assembled.. Therefore, it was decided to study

bushing ssebly stresses and other aspects of the bushings to determine

ways in which bushing life could be improved.

In a track assembly, the bushing is mounted on the track pin

to provide an adequate seating in the tube which links the track shoes.

In the unassembled state, the rubber bushings are in the form of a series I
of "donuts" separated by a thin rubber layer. The manufacturer is re-

quired to size the donut such that the oversize between the bushing and the

tube is just sufficient to cause the bushing to deform into the shape of a

homogeneous cylinder. ,I'

It is believed that this specification is approximately met by

I the manufacturer by merely equating/the volume of the oversize to the volume A

of the space between the donuts, assuming that rubber is incompressible and

that there is no deformation in the rubber at the and of the bushing. This

latter assumption is very approximate, but there is. no indication of a more

"formal analysis being undertaken, based on elasticity theory, to prove

that the specification is satisfied. The necessity of a more sophisticated

analysis arises due to the two-dimensional, large-defcrmation behavior of

the rubber bushing when the pin bushing assembly is insezted into the track

tube. The final shape in the initially straight sides of the donuts

will become curved in the deformed state. Also, tbe points at the base

of two adjacent donuts cannot be expected to coalesce after deformation to

avoid infinite axial strains in the rubber m-embrane layer which is botided

to the pin. Thus, it appears a priori that the bushing offers discontinuous

support for the pin and also that high stress concentration is likely to

occur in the bushings due to deformatirn of the bushings during asserbly,

* I

.1 '
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&Alsiq of Assablv Stresses

The finite elmest mthod of structural analysis wim employed to

snalyne the pin/bushing assembly stresses. The installation of the bushing

in the 4inocular" tube was simulated by applying a radial interference to a

single rubber bushing finite element model. To confirm that a convergent solu-

tion was obtained, both a coarse and fine model were employed in the analysis.

The coarse model is shoew in Figure47. The finite elements representing the

rubber bushing utilise the Mooney-Ri-vln formulation which requires that two

meterial parmeters be known. Unfortunately, the form of these parameters

bears little resemblance to the reported engineering properties of rubber.

In order to define these parameters in their proper form, a computer

program was written that would calculate the loomey-Rivlin parsmeters for a

given stress-strain relationship. Information supplied to Battelle indicated

that the bushing material is similar to the U.S. Rubber Company's Number 6270

rubber, for which a stress elongation curve was available. It can be seen from

Figure 48 that the Mooney-Rivlin parameters estimate the response of Number 6270

rubber quite well up to an elongation of 150 percent.

The results of the analysis indicated that while the Installation of

the bushing in the "binocular" tube does not produce significant stress in

the pin, extreumly high strains were produced in the rubber bushing,

These strains were particularly large at the corner where the bushing

and pin met (near Node 34 in Figure 47), In reality there is a small

fillet that could not be modeled at this corner that might slightly

reduce these deformations. Nevertheless, the location of high strain In

the model is precisely where many bushing failures occur. Figure 4 shows

the displaced geometry of the finer mode]. superimposed upon the unloaded

geometry for a radial interference of 0.06 inch, which Is 55 percent of the

total applied interference.

In the past, these failures have been attributed to abrasion of

the highly deformed rubber bushing by the pin. This abrasion occurs be-

cauce the rubber bushing is in contact with, but unbonded to, the pin.

This analysis indicates that the failure may actually be initiated by the j
installation of the bushing tube. It is still likely that abrasion con-

tributes to the failure even if this is the case.

LU
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ii

FIZGRE 49. DISPLAED GZOIETRY OF THE REFINED RUBBER BUSHING
MDEL SUPERIMPOSED ON THE ORIGINAL GEOMEIRY FOR
A RADIAL INTERFERENCE OF 0.06 INCH
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BwehA Insertion Tests

The computer results indicated the areas in which high stresses occur,
and it was decided to perform some laboratory insertion tests to see if the
results correlated with the snalysis. Therefore, insertion ("shooting")
experiments were performed ior nine T-130 bushings. The objectives of the
experiments were to determine:

0 Donut deformation shape during insertion

* Repose of the donuts after insertion and before and

after recentering

a If and where strain damage occurs in the rubber.

All nine of the bushings were measured beforehand to. assure that
they conformed to the dimensional requirements of NIL-T-ll891B. Three of the
nine bushings were "shot" into a Lucite tube that is used to check bushing
"fill" and repose of the donuts. The tube had a long lead-in "funnel" at one

end to ease the insertion by funneling the donuts into its ID. The first ofthe three was shot dry (unlubricated) and even though the ID of the tube was
the largest allowable by HIL-T-118913 (1.194-inch diameter), an area that
appeared to contain trapped air bubbles was visible thzough the tube on the
deformed OD of the inserted donuts. After extraction, this area turned out
to be surface damage (apparently due to friction) that was initiated at the
leading edge of the donuts that first contacted the wall of the tube duringinsertion. (See Figure 50.) Strain damage was noted also around the circim-
ference of two of the donuts in the unlubricated specimen. This damage, which

Sis registered trademark.
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I appeaId• at the points indicated in Figure 9, looks like a "split" caused by

fold-over of ce osrers. The daie nearly cir•mscrzibed the two domts;

Ihowvee, it ws the greatest vhere the surface damage due to friction was
greatest.

Direction of Insertion

SurfaceI

Strain

Dmage j

FIGURE 50. DAMAGE OF T-130 BUSHING DURING INSERTION

For the dry shot in the Lucite tube, 5400 lb maximum force was

required. As indicated in Figure 5Q surface damage resulted in a serious loss

of material, particularly for the second donut. Unfortunately, there appeared

to be no correlation of damage with the dimensions of the donuts. After re-

centering, the parting lines between the three donuts were distinct even

though the donuts had been forced into solid contact in both directions.

The parting lines were not parallel, however. Apparently, nonuniform friction

caused some portions of the donuts to drag more than others.

The other two bushings that were shot into the Luciteltube were lubri-

cated*, and no serious surface damage or material loss occurred. However, the

direction of insertion can be verified by a slight scuffing (removal of gloss)

over a small area of the circumference at the leading edges of all three donuts

in the same regions as are shown in Figure 50. The insertion force was about

20lb. maximam and the parting lines were rather indistinct and parallel.
* The lubricant was described as a "vegetable oil or a paraffin-base

oil as is used in production". Lubrication consisted of hand wiping a
generous quantity of lubricant on the donuts.

®) is registered trcdmark.
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Six of the nine bushings were Inserted into a metal split collet

that is used as the fixture for fatigue tests. Zn contrast with the larger ID

of the Lucites tube (still within the specification), the test collec t re

the low end of the acceptable OD prescribed by MIL-T-118912 (1.187 Ia.

diameter). All bushing shot into the *est collet were lubricated. In cow-

treat vith, the Lucit ir tube, the test itollet had only a slight chamfer om

the Insertion end; therefore, a funnel (a block with a hole that necks dam to

the collet diameter) Is required to ease insertion (as in production assebly)

by "funneling" the donuts into the tube. The folloving coments sumairie

the results of the Insertions Into the split collet:

(1) Each bushing showed varying degrees of lead-edge

damage due to Insertion. Host damage appeared

to have been initiated when the donuts were forced

through the conjunction of the funnel and the tube,

as evidenced by the rubber shavings produced there.

(2) Small axial slits showed up in most bushings on

opposite sides of the donuts. These slits

corresponded to the split collet's parting plane. I
Because the slits showed up nearer and sometimes
"around the corner" of the lead edge of the donuts,

they probably occurred during insertion, rather

than. during removal from the collet, as has been suggested.

(3) The six specimens required maximum forces of 3,500, 4,400,

4,800, 4,400, 4,700 and 4,100 lbs to shoot the bushings.

(4) One bushing was marked at the trailing-edge corner of

the third donut. The mark was visible after insertion

as shown in Figure 51.

It appeared that even for undamaged donuts, the friction/deformation

during shooting caused leading-edge rollback or foldover.

One of the bushings that had remained relatively undamaged following

insertion into a Lucitt tube was again shot (lubricated) into a Lucite tube,

this time using AA USP Castor Oil as the lubricant. The use of castor oil

reduced the bushing insertion force by a factor'of 4 (495 lb versus 2,000 lb)

when compared with shooting the bushing into the tube us-ing the conventional

lubricant! The bushing has now been residing in the Lucite tube for more

(- is registered trademark.
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Mark

b. After Assembly

FIGURE 51. SZETCH ILLUSTRATING LARGE BUSHING DEFORMATIONS
OCCURRING DURING ASS DmLY OF RUBBER BUSHED PIN IN SHOE

L.l___
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tm fou weeks and it is significlamt that a portion of the lubricant remains

trapWed between the deformed dcautus at their parting lines.

It cam be concluded t14t (at least for LuciteR cubes where the

surfacee are msh moothar than are those of a binocular tube) the use of a

viscous Wwlbicant having good owundary lubrication properties represents

a very effective way of reducing insertion farces--and, concomittantly,

surface deoge--by dramatically lowering the friction. However, if one desires

a bushing that does not elide relative to the tube when torqued during service,

the lukient mast fid Its way out of the interface, or If it remains, it must

not be too effective ,.n lowering friction. The ideal, of course, would be

tro ealoy a lubricant which is very effective during shooting in precluding sou-

face damage avr foldover of donut corners and yet one which can migrate out of

the tube, evs&,)orate, or conpal--to produce a relatively high friction con-

tact between the deformed donuts of the bushing and the TD of the tube. There

appears to boi a fine line between selecting precoinpression values that pre-

clude bushing slippagr, during torsion in service and their interaction with

I.An:cation during shooting. If on the other hand, lubrication.is too

paruistent and/or precoqpression is too low, the bushing will slip in the tube

'ihen torqued in service and probably fail by wear. The selection of improved

lubricants for the shooting operation and optimization of the interaction

between lubrication, precompression and shooting techniques offer a fertile

area for research that might improve bushing life.

I
yeslan of Bushing Research Machine

Based on information obtained during the first 60 days of the program,

it was concluded that three distinct types of laboratory setups should be

considered for providing data for track dynamics and design criteria for new

track concepts. One of these setups was a laboratory machine for track

pin-bushing research.

Because of the significant investment in costs and time required to

build and fixture such a machine, the next step was to verify its appropriate-

ness and refine its design features. Therefore, an investigation was undertaken

(ALs a registered trademark.
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of past and current experience in the development and testing of the track

pins and bushings. It was found that the history of these developments as

disclosed by the literature and by tradition was imposing in size and breadth.

In addition to the plethora of well-documented studies in this area, it

appeared that there exists a design/testing rationale which has eitcher been

largely undocumented or is difficult to piece together because of the difli-

culty of finding the literature, or of deciphering the sequence of events for

that which is "documented".

Review of Previous Bushing Research. To assess what had been done in
the past on this subject, the report literature of TARADCOM-supported and

-conducted work was studied, and the track contractor community and TARADCOM

personnel were interviewed. Immediately, it became apparent that the report

literature--which was responsible for relating the development of (1) the design

of currently-used bushings and (2) the design and hardware for the currently-

used bushing test machines--was quite old ( 1948 and earlier).

In addition, it appeared that no company in the track community

is entirely satisfied with the designs and capabilities of its own bushing machines.

Because most of them cannot reproduce the data for the 1946-developed

Armour Research Foundation (ARF) bushing machine (which now resides at TARCOM

and is performing QPL tests), TARADCOM personnel believe only in the data F
from the ARF machine. Because of the current "channel black crisis", each

of the track contractors needs in-house a more reliable bushing test machine,

and at least one of them has a new machine currently under construction by

an outside organization.

The channel black crisis has produced even another perturbation

in bushing machine genesis; because the ARF machine is too slow in producing

data required to qualify cnannel-black-substitute materials (and for other

lesser reasons), TARADCOM is also in the process of designing and building
a new '"&D" bushing tester. This machine is expected to reproduce the data of
r•e ARF machine so that the baseline fatigue criteria are not lost and, in

addition, the machine will probably be duplicated for use by contractors and

by TARADCOM to yield statistically significant aud valid data for new bushing

materials and designs--including shapes and sizes other than the T-130 designs

to whieh the ARF machine and all of the others have been limited. As a :esult, 2
it became obvious that bushing test machine development which had been almost .1
static and out of mind for 30 years suddenly is active and in a state of flux.

Armour Reports. As indicated above, ARF was responsible for the

development of the cu-rent TARCOM QPL bushing tester. Consequently, it was
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ioportaut to review their reports, even though the program on which the

awhine was used to investigate the facigue life of rubber donut bushings

was carried out over the period 1966 to t148. Analysis of these early

reporMs (22 of the.) provided an Eiportan background on the bushing sschine
s aell as on the design, fatigue life, and properties of the bushings them-

selves. Even though soam of this series of reports could not be located at

TARAXON. (and even sm exasting copies appear to be aissing important details

of the work) this coamendium still represents the noec in-depth study of bushing

design peramters, and the test machines described in the progeso represent

the best method of simulating bushing stresses available thus far. Each of

the reports was synopeized, and a short susionry of the estire prgrain was devel-

sped as described below.

A bushing test mhicne was constructed that applied radial and

torsional. stresses to bushings as follows:

Radial Load, psi (pin area) 0 to 3000

Radial Load Cycle, cpm 64

Torsional Strain (Flex Argle, +) + 7-Vf2 or • 15 (+ 22.5 for later

Torsional Load Cycle, cps 255 (4M00 and 500 for som ezparlaonts)

Precompression of Bushings, 20, 27.7, 33.8, 36.6, 40, and 50

For some experiments, bushings ware water-cooled by circulating. water

through hollow pins. Hovever, most experiments were run in air vithout

cooling. With this machine and other pieces of apparatus. Including an

expertmental strain analysis chat wa used to conclude how the bush8ing

deformed in the tube, experiments were ntde which resulted in the following

conclui•qns:

(1) To prevent abrasion/war at the bushing ends, bushings

should at least coopletely fill the sleeve or prefarablv

extend only a small amount beyond it. (See Figure 51.)

(2) Fatigue lifa Is a linear function of the testing (isdial

compressive) load when referred to semiloSerithmic co-

ordinates (See Figure 52.)
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FIGURE 52. FATIGUE LIFE CURVE FOR RUBBER BUSHINGS
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(73) Design calculations; can be Lased uapon average

uimt Load measured in pounds per square inch of

projected ares of tbh pin

(4) Resrainln cps or the suds of the bushU4s

Improve fWAVI lifa

(5) All bushings should be bonded to the pius

(6) Failure is Initiated by abrasion of the dunuts

asainst the pin

(7) A small decrease In fleax angle reults in 3

large increase in fatigue Wite

(8) bwuhlag donuts should 1V designed to have
(a) Large fillets at e he ase, particularly

on the outboard and
(b) Radii at the upper corners

(c) A a11iht taper toward the center of
| rthe donut (am Figure 53b).

For conventional rec•aaagur-ebape bushings (as are characteristlc

of T-130 and T-142 bushings in use today), the fatigue-life curves shown inIrigura 52 were developed.
aecause of the dramatic Improvement in fatigue life that results

from decreasing the flex angle (see Figure 52 and Conclusion 7, above) and

t conclusion that failure is initiated by abrasion of the donuts against

the pins (see ConcluNion 6), a new bushing shape was developed. Expertmental

strain measuremets on flat specimens shoved that the conventiobal donut

(which Is bonded to the pin and in rectangular in cross-so-tion) deformed

under radial €ompression lcads typical of the precampression loads used

in bushins asembly in such a manner that a significant area of the unbonded

rubber contacts the pin and rubs against ft when the torsional stress is

a applied, ts shown in Figure 53s. Even a greater area of rubber contacts the

pin as the radial compression loads found in service are supertaposed on

the precompression load. Therefore, the sam kind of experimental strain

amesurmentR were made for shapes contoured to provide strain relief so

that during deformation no unbonded rubber vould contact the pin. One of
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I A
*1" X-

I"

tbArea where fal.lure
Initiates

a. Standard Bushing Configuration Before and
After Assembly L in3cmular Ttbe

Shape X-4

b. Experimental Bushing Configuratiton Bef ore
and After Assembly in Binocular Tube

V ~~FIGUR 53. BUSOfl4C CROSS-SECTONS SHOWING DIFLECTZOWS
K ~CAUSED BY ASSEMIBLY IN SHOE
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the beat of the nm bushing shapes resulting from the" studis .s shaon

In Figure 53a. Figure 53a represents strain deflection pattern of the

comwentiona rectglr bushing, while Shape X-4 in Figure 53b illustr es

the strain pattern developed with the contoured bushing shape. Note the

difference between areas of contact of unbonded rubber with the pin, as
wall as the differences between the bond shea angles of the area of rubber

beaded to the pin. It us concluded, of course, that the defoxtioa

pattern of Shape X-4 would preclude contact of unbeeded rubber with the pin I
as as belp preserve the Integrity of the bond of rubber to the pin

by a low shear angle at the bond.
This new bushing shape, which is also described in. Conclusion 8,

above, ws developed at the end of the ARF progrm. As a oe, it

was never tested in that program, even though a sold mu made and soa

bushings were ordered from a rubber company. Moreover, TARADCOK personnel

have recently concurred that the experimental shapes were probably never

tested by anyone. This kind of bushing design work should be resumed and

Lt should becom part of any fatigue studies that smlht be done with the

new bus•ing tester.

963 Studies by hoa. The 1963 work of Carol tone at TAAMCK which

dealt rith fatigue life of rectangular donut bushings was also studied.

lose used the some bushing toat machine (the current TAW= QL machine)

that was used in the AIR work, but he added sow statistical credence to

some of the finding. of the ARJ studies. In addition, he defined the

agnitude of the Interaction between the stresses--radial-campressive and

torsional-as well as the cyclic-rate effects on the conventional rectangular

(T-130 type) donut bushing. A sma of Rose's data appears In Table 13.

As shown by the data, lose's conclusions were that:

(1) Compressive load and torsional flex angle each have

a major effect of fatigue life

(2) Cyclic rate has a relatively small effect (even though i
fatigue life increased more than 50 percent (from 403.2

O 103 cycles to 611.8 x 103 cycles) when cyclic rate

ms decreased from 255 to 85 cpa at loads of 1,500 psi

and flex angles of + 15 degrees).



T U 13o S* M OFBRIr 0 IUSIIN FATIGUE-LIFE DATA UK N 'S WU8313 RtV(*)

Compressive Torsional Flex Cyclic Rate, Fatigue Life,

Load, psi Angle, ± degrees cel tors4onal cycles 110-3

750 15 255 3,000

2,250 15 255 76

1,500 7.5 255 ' 3,000

1,500 22.5 255 44.5

1,500 15 255 403

1,500 15 85 612

(*)R oso, C. D., "Laboratory Investigation on Fatigue Life of Rubber-Bluhing
Track Pin Assemblies", Report No. 7908, Ordnance Tank Automotive Command,
Detroit Arsenal, July 16, 1963..

Rome's work represents a iell-planned and executed study that

scintifically sorted out and statistically confirmed the ARF work. In

addition. it was useful In establishing a basis for a number of types of

studies that might facilitate reaching the objectives of improved bushings

for track pine. Amog these are included:

e A finding that a simple torque massurement on the

track-pin specimen assembled for bushing testing

correlated well with fatigue life. Such a flnding'

should be studied in more detail in all bushing

tests conducted by TARCOI, the track commnity of

contractors, and in any work dealing with bushing

tests that might become active& In addition, field

tests on track ought to Include taking torque data

during assembly of the track to be tested. If the

correlation holds, a simple torque measurtment msight be
able to predict fatigue life of a bushing assembly.

__
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e Wear data showed that greater than 50 percent of -

bushing wear takes place during the last 10 percent

of the fatigue life. This suggests that a fatigue-

life criterion could be set up on the basis of wear.

During experimental programs where bushing testing
is being carried out, wear debris should be collected.

If the ear rate could be determined early during the

process, one wouJd have a failure-predicticn criterion

that could be used to predict the fatigue life of

bushings being tested in laboratory bushing machines,

as well as the possibility of generating a retire-

ment/replacment criterion for field use (provided

one could correlate wear In the bushing machine with

wear in the field).

e The data were taken undir conditions that were pur-

posely accelerated in the area of torsional stress

(high flex angles) to produce fatigue failure in a

reasonable awount of time, and yet certain of the

stress levels were selected to be consistent with

what is now a comparatively slow-moving lightweight

tank*. It is recognized that flex angles in a track

operating over all but extremely large protuberances

are in the order of only ± 7 to + 9 degrees. The

data show an extreas sensitivity to flex angle, con-

firming that finding in the ,4iF work that decreasing

the flex angle from + 15 degrees to + 7-1/2 degrees

results in about a 1000 percent laprovement in

fatigue life. A bushing R&D machine that is expected

to recognize the promise of bushing materials and

designs formulated to withstand the higher compressive

" 3-467 tank track parasmeters were used to specify test conditions:
At 10 mph (level ground) 150 psi load, 7-1/20 at 85 cpa
At 20 mph (level ground) 150 psi load, 7-1/2o at 170 cpm
At 30 mph (level ground) 150 psi load, 7-1/20 at 255 cps
At any speed (maximum grade) - 1,500 psi load.
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loads and the higher cyclic rates of today's heavier

and faster tanks should have a more refined capability

to bmpose more realistic torsional stresses. For this

reason, it would be appropriate that the bushing test-

era being curreobtly designed for asseing the wnrits

of new bushing materials and designs, be capable of

varying the flez angle from 7 degrees to eagles repre-

sentative of running over protuberances sad back

bending-but, in the order and magnitude of the way

the torsional stress is incurred in service. This

suggests a programable, hydraulically actuated torsional

Input chat would reproduce the flex angles for various

types of terrains in the magnitude, the order and the

time frame in vhich they are incurred. Data could be

taken from a real operating track, and taped inputs
could be made to the bushing machine. Thus, a rubber

or bushing design formulated to withstand high loads

and high cyclic rates would not be discriminated

against, declared a failure, and lost in a bushing test.

This review led to the final conclusion that there is a need by the

Army for an R&D bushing machine that has capabilities that reside in no other

existing or planned bushing machine (except possibly a machine being built by

one of the track prime contractors). Bushing problems existing currently in

single-pin track, problems anticipated in bushings for the XI-l track and the

need for new bushing materials/designs as a result of the world shortage of

EP channel black - all represent incentives for this course of action. Accord-

ingly, a bushing tester design effort was initiated, leading to a final design

of a laboratory machine for pin-bushing research. This design phase is discussed

below.

LL
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De• -•a _bina Deaumo The goal of the design effort on the trask-

pin buskin laboratory research machine was to develop a bshoig fatigue.Us-ting

apparatus that is wall instrumnaed, able to test a variety of bushing sisa,

ad able to administer any realistic loed-deflection test cycle. impute to the

test mmhlune could rane from tapes of recorded field data to standard test

cycles suah as the TUtGNZ QPL bushing test cycle. Output wll be not only the

mmber of cycles sustained before failure, but also a short strip-chart plot
tha•t records bow may or all at the instrumented variables (radial deflection,

radial load,% anular deflection,, applied toque, temperature) cheape the, eabo-t

the life of the toot. or during any period of interest.

The performance criteria to which this machine was designed were

determined by considering the variety of capabilities that would be important

in a research tool for track-pin bushing design. The machine design criteria

considered the loads and deflections that would be imposed on a bushing in a -J

T-97 track operating over the N-60 geometry at a tank speed equivalent to
50 aph and the** conditions were used to define angular velocities, frequencies,

and loading criteria. Study of previous bushing tests and projections of the

requirements of possible nay bushing designs provided additional input to

the performance specifications. It was determined that the machine should:'

o Accomiodate any bushing pin size up to 2 inches in pin

diameter (sized to acconmodate projected experimental
bushing and pin designs). Azis1 dimensions of the bushing!

specimens between 3 and 4 inches can be handled.

a Impose controlled angular deflections of the bushing uo to

+ 22-1/2 at maximum rates of 72 rad/sec. (This rate

corresponds to the angular velocity imposed on a track

pitch riding on the sprocket of an 41-60 at 50 eph.)

o Control the radial loading cycle up tn a maxizmt load of

+ 25,000 lb. (This corresponds to a maximum of 5,000 psL

load on a 4-inch length of a T-97 bushing.)

A



* Use a collet (into which the btaslift is compressed for
the test) that is temperature controlled (to simmlate

any resembUi t-.rature envilrommet)o ee ome that

cam be disassemled along an axlial bushing plan to allow

removal of the bushing specimen fma the collet for

Inspection without Incurring further damange to the bushing

as a result of "nmoval.

o Operate 24 hours a day, generally unattended, and mouitor

variables of Interest.
-- I ~A conruuof the "standard" QL test cycle with angular deflec-

tions experienced by the bushings in an *-60 T-142 track is shown in Figure

I S54, and a comari.son of radial loads isa shown in Figure 54b. The differanes

of the bushing research machine design effort was to design a machine which

could moerealistically duplic~ate the actual tycle.

These requiraments define a mm-chlne with three independent control

systems: a radial load actuator that will follow a force level commnd; a

J torsional ac-.uator that will cause bushing angular deflection to follow a

displacu:en command; and a temperature controller that will track a teaeratur&

set-point.

A nachanically actuated machine would be very efficient, but would I
not have the ability to reproduce the actual mix of the load-deflection cyclesr ~that might be seen in service. Pntinatic systems, for these loads and fre-
quencies, would be ungainly. Thus, an electrohydraulic, siervocontrolled

approach was chosen.

The configuration of the machine which evolved in shown in Fligure 55
and is one in which the track-pin is free to rotate, as it is mounted in
bearings on each side of the collet. Radial loads are applied through the

collet, which~ undergoes no angular displacement. Torsional loads are applied

to the pin, causing rotation of the pin with respect to the collet. Machines

which fi:x the pin completely (allowing no pin rotation) and apj~ly both torque

end radial deflections through the collet eliminate the need for the bearing

support of the pin and the associat~d wear and deflection problems.
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lmowevr, this approach me not used, for in applying torque to the collet

In this mavar, one would be forced by geometry to use a greater lever arm

than to desirable dynamically, difficulty in applying reversing radial loads

would be encountered, and torsional and radial loading would not be controllable

Independently.

lecaose pin breakage has been a problem in previous test machines,

and because pin bending would cause non-uniform bushing compression, pin

deflection was minimized by the use of a set of preloaded tapered roller

bearings on each end of the pin to fix the pin horizontally as rigidly as

possible. This reduces pin deflection to about 1/5 of that occurting in the

case of a simplT supported end. The btarings selected have a fatigue life

(90 percent probability) of 123 x 106 cycles at maximum load, or one year of

continuous (24 hour-per-day) operation at the standard load cycle rates.

At the load ustd in QPL tests, the bearing life would be increased by a factor

of 50.

Tests that may be run at bushing temperatures to 300 F will cause

the pin to grow axially about 0.010 inch. This growth must be accommodated

to prevent higher stresses from overloading the pin-support bearings. Thus,

the left bearing block was supported by ALexure plates. These are rigid in the

direction required to resist a possible 25,000-lb. radial load, and yet flexible

enough axially to deflect axially to permit thermal pin growth.

The pin clamping device must have a positive grip to transmit the

required torques, allowing for easy pin insertion and removal, and be easily

adaptable to the various diameters of pins to be tested. A tapered collet

chucking device was designed for this purpose that. is housed within the 2.95-

inch I.D. of the pin-support bearings. The pin is to be loaded into the two

bearing blocks by sliding one block aside, inserting one end of the pin into

the stationary block, then returning the block to its original location over

the other end of the pin. The collet draw screws are then tightened to secure

the pin.

Because of the high angular velocities required to reproduce bushing tor-

sion cycle rates that might be imposed in service, special attention was given to

minimizing the •mment of inertia and selecting the hydraulic servovalve. There

is a combination of piston area and crank level ar~a length that will give the best

~1

4-i
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speed of response to the system, balancing the effect of dissipating energy

in high flow through the servovalve (as will occur with a large cylinder

area) against the effect of the lower accelerations available with a smaller

cylinder area. A 1-1/8-inch-diameter hydraulic cylinder activated through

two Moog 76-233 servovalves: operating on a 1.16-inch crank arm will supply

the torsion requirements. Radial loads will be provided by a 4-inch-diameter

cylinder actuated through a Mood 72-101 servovalve.

Instrumentation will include strain gages on the crank arm to

measure torque input, a rotary DCDT to measure angular displacement, a strain-

gage-type load cell to measure radial load, a DCDT to measure radial deflection.
and thermocouples for measurement of the bushing collet temperature. Because
the machine is to operate unattended for long periods, several safety monitors,

tto automatically shut che test down if necessary, must be employed. Pin

breakage, extreme hydraulic oil temperatures, loss of control signal, the pin

slipping in the collet, or other unsafe or abort conditions will be monitored

to terminate the test.
A split-collet block has been designed to house the bushing for its

test. Temperature control fluid that flows through passages around the bushing

is introduced intn each block half through double shut-off, quick-disconnect

couplers. This block is attached to the radial load cylirder through a mounting

plaue.

More detailed information on the bushing laboratory research machine

is included in Appendix E, including data on the control system and Instrumenta-

tion. Due - Vlmited funding and an establishment of priorities for tasks

remaini.ng iix list phases of the Track Dynamics Program, the bushing research

machine did not progress beyond the drawing board.
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Advanced Track o*t

Early In the program it was decided to focus a modest portion

of the effort on atteiupts to conceive and develop new track concepts. At

the outset both revolutionary (long-term) and evolutionary (short-term)

ideas were considered. However, the revolutionary concepts were not

carried forward and theattention was primarily given to evolutionary

ideas. The prime targct for the conceptual efforts was linked track for

heavy armored vehicles as opposed to linked track for lighter vehicles

or unusual track such as the band track.

An understanding of the problems of current track was gained
early in this program by a series of visits with the major elements of

the track community. This understanding was enhanced and revised during

the program. Figure 56 is a tabular display of the latest version of

this understanding of track problems. The conceptual efforts were guided

by this understanding as it developed during the program.

The conceptual design was iterated a number of times as the

design constraints and problem understanding varied. Figure 57 illustrates

the major design iterations and interactions with the track cumnnunity

during this process. The four versions of the concept will be discussed

separately. An investigation of end connectors will be treated separately

also, since it is germane to all of the versions (as well as to current

XM-I and M-60 designs). A brief discussion of revolutionary (.longer term)

concepts is also included.

First Version

This version was an integral pad design with no aggressive

grouser other than that provided by the pad itself. It was intended for

the XM-1 but required a sprocket change because of a greater end connector

pitch. It could have been designed for the M-60 as well.

Various pitch lengths were studied, and the design was based ont an 8.38-inch overall pitch. The pitch of the pins in the shoe was the same

as the current XM-l tracks, 4.94 inch. The pitch of the pins in the end
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First Stateimaet ofTrack Problems

Embryonic Revolutionary
and Evolutionary Concepts

1st Version,
Enlarged Tubular Pin, Integral Review with
Pad, Fabricated Steel Binocular TARADCOI,
.Concept (Intended for XM-1 but Army XM-1,required a sprocket change) Chrysler XM-l,and

Cocet ..e fChrysler M-61

2nd Version, Enlarged Tubular Review with
Pin, Replaceable Pad/Replaceable TARADCOM

Grouser management

3rd Version,Enlarged Tubular Review with I
?in, Integral Pad Army XM-1,

Chrysler M4-60

Revised Design Constraints Review with
TARADCOM manage-ment, Army XM-1,
Chrysler M-60

4th Version,- Moderately
Enlarged Tubular Pin, Replace-
able Pad/Integral Grouser, Review with
Directly Interchangeable with Chrysler XM-1 and

XH-]. Chrysler M4-60

F.FI

FIGURE 57. EVOLUTION OF TRACK DESIGN CONCEPTS

*1
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connector was 3.44 inch, which was, of course, greater than the 1K-1 The

opinion ma that the dynamic characteristics of the Xl-1 track would not

be adversely affected by increasing the length of the shorter pitch (the

and connector pitch). The overall pitch of 8.38 inch would allow a 10-

tooth sprocket to be used in place of the current 1l-tooth MK-l sprocket
without changing the sprocket disameter. This game deesin approach could

have been applied to the M-60 track. In that case, the overall pitch

would have beeu increased to 7.63 inches and the shorter (or end

connector) pitch would have been 3.19 inches.

This version is illustrated by Figures 58 and 59. It

employed larger diameter pins (1-3/4 in.) than current designs, The pins
were steel and were tubular. The bushings were larger in diameter, but

retained the same ratio of inner to outer diameter. The binocular was a

fabricated steel structure with larger diameter tubes and multiple closely

spaced connecting flanges. The end connector design departed quite radically

from the traditional wedges. The center guide was somewhat traditional,

*but was a partial fabrication to save weight. The overall track structure

was stiffer axially and laterally because of stiffer pins and stiffer

binocular structure. The bushings were torsionally much stiffer but

radially were of similar stiffness to current bushings. The roadwheel path
•. was contoured to reduce forcing vibrations into the roadwheels. The road

pad contained the same amount of rubber as the current XM-1 integral pad

design, but the shape and thickness were altered to reduce hysteresis and

pad rocking.

In addition to reducing pin bending stresses the larger diameter

pins (and larger diameter binocular tubes) resulted in a more uniform

loading of the bushings along their length. Table 5, Page 81, compares the pin

bending stresses and bushing effectiveness of this concept to other designs

in current use or development.

This version primarily showed promise for reduced weight,

reduced pin breakage, improved bushing life, reduced thermal problems,
and reduced end connector maintenance. Referring to the earlier table of I
track problems and areas for impr,,vement, this concept specifically

attacked them as follows:
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STARTING POSITION (BEFORE
-7 ROTATION AND CLAWPING)

1! g

1. END CONNECTOR
2. SADDLE
3. TRACK PIN ,

4, TIGHTENING BOLT
5. WASHER
6. PIN END PLUG

FIGURE 59. CONCEPT FOR IMPROVED END CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
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(1) Weight - This concept weighed 79 lb/ft versus 91 for the

current DI-l Integral ped, steel binocular, modified T-97

design. The modified T-142 aluminum replaceable pad design

for the X!-l weighs 95 lb. The savings per vehicle for

thia concept would have been approximately 1200 lb and 1600

lb, respectively.

(2) Life-Cycle Costs - Improvement in life-cycle costs may have

resulted from long bushing and pin lifa, improved resistance

to road pad and roadwheel path thermal problems, and improved

integrity of the ead connectors.

(3) Track Throwing - Improved resistance to track throwing may

have resulted due to increased lateral stiffness.

(4) Pin Breakege - The pins were designed to be 1.33 timer

stronger and 1.7 times stiffer than the current 1.375-inch-

diameter XH-l pins, and 1.62 times stronger and 2.29 times
stiffer from the current 1.250-inch-diameter T-142 pins.

(5) Pad and Path Thermal Blowout - The stiffness of the pad

and path were substantially increased, particularly in the

crucial zones in the center. In addition, the length of the

conduction pathr within the rubber itself were appreciably

shortened.

(6) Bushing Life - The larger diameter bushing would have sub-

stantially reduced projected area loads. The torsional

unit strains would have been the same as current bushings.

In addit.Lon, the stiffer pins and binocular structure would

reduce the concentration of end bushing loads which have been

calculated and observed to exist in current designs. If, as

expected, the bushing hysteretic heating was small compared

to other heating effects, the bushing life should have been

much improved.

(7) Maintainability and End Connector Problems - The saddle lcck

end connector was designed with the goal of eliminating loosen-

ing during running, the need for rel;eated cycles of tightening,

and easier removal. However, later design efforts determined

that stress levels in this saddle lock end connector were

probably not reasonable.
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f(8) .•Aammive Grousers - This concept did not attack

the widely debated question of need for aggressive grousers.

Dynamic Pru•gum - The chordal action forces in present heavy

vehicle double-pin track have been calculated to be small,

so this track's greater axial stiffness should not have been

particulArly objectionable. The increased length of the and

connector pitch was believed to be insignificant from a

dynamic standpoint. Parametric comparisons showed the greatest

relative dynamic effects were to be expected on lighter,

high-speed vehicles with the single-pin, long-pitch track.

Investigations in support of this 1st version. included a bushing

hysteresis estimate, parametric scaling of bushing characteristics versus

also and proportions, and materials and materials processing reviews.

Materials Investization. A brief materials investigation was

conducted with the primary purpose of qualifying aluminum for use in the

track shoe binocular. The hope was that some form of aluminum, cheaper

than forgings, would be found. If so, aluminum might then be used with a

modest weight savings and not too great a cost penalty. This did not prove

to be the case.

An aluminum extrusion would locate the material in the correct

places. However, the zones of weakness in the extrusion (the zones where

the aluminum rewelds after passing around the bridges which support the

mandrels which iorm the holes) would be in critical locations. In

addition, the alloys which reweld the best are not the stronger alloys.

The cost of aluminum extrusions was estimated to be at least in the $1.25

per pound range. On the basis of these considerations, aluminum extrusions

were rejected.

Aluminum die castings were also investigated. Recent high-

strength alloys and modern technology die casting techniques have been

considered. No alloy was found which combined both high streng:h and

good ductility. In addition, the cost of aluminum die castings was

estimated to be at least in the $1.50 per lb range. Therefore, aluminum

ýdie castings were rejected.
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Alumlmaumn forgings were probably acceptable from a performance

sesmipelat. Nowew r, no available commercial capability was found for

forging aluamimm La two directions simultaneously. Such a capability

wo.ul baon allowed the holes which receive the pin/bushiLng to be forged

rather than wastefully machined. The cost of aluminum f orging* was

estimted to be In the $2.00 per lb range.

A fabricated steel binocular was then conceived, as shown ear lier

In Tigure 36 -This steel binocular would utilize welded thin-wall tvabing

ad miltiple load-carrying flanges. The flanges would have been forgings,

Stamings, or powdered metal. If powdered metal, they would have been hot

forged or hot coined after sintering. Whichever method of fabrication

for the flanges was chosen, they would have been heat trated and have

comparable mechanical properties to the forgings currently used on brazed

steel binoculars. The concluvxion vas reached that a fabricated steelI
binocular could be designed which would have equal or better strength and
stiffness than the current fl-i 4odified T-97 steel binocular and perhaps '

be slightly lower In weight. It would have superior performance in

r ~reducing hysteretic heating of the road pad and roaduheel path rubber.

Assuiming a fabrication tooling investment was made it would probably be
cheaper In first cost than a forged aluminum binocular.

A sample of a steel fabricated binocular was made and is picture:4

in Figure 60. A substantial knowledge was gained during the fabrication

on questions of tolerances, assembly techniques, brazing techniques, etc.

The general conclusions read..id from the fabrication experiment were

o Somewhat greater attention to detail and precision would
be required for th13 fabrication compared to current brazed

steel binoculars.

eProven commercial brazing techniques and materials are

o No long-term or expensive development of fabrication techniyue3

is anticipated to be necessary.

* The assembly appeared to be stiff and structurally sound.

e The center tube may not be necessary, and its inclusion in

the design should be carefully evaluated.

e The weight estimate for the assembly was confirmed.
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bmhina sCouniderations. Preliminary analysis was conducted on

certain aspects of bushing performance in order to determine the accept-

ability of employing larger diameter bushings around the larger diametwr

tublar pines. 19rlier work on bushings by TARADCOM indicated a desirable

isprovem mt In bushing life if either the radial unit load or torsional

agle of deflection were reduced. The torsional angles of deflection are

fixed by the track geometry and are independent of bushing diameter. The

umit strains in the rubber are also independent of diameter as long as

similar transverse proportions are used for the bushings. A larger bushi-;

would, however, reduce the radial unit loads. This first version concept

would have reduced them by a ratio of 1.25/1.75 or to a value of 71 percen:

of the loads of the current T-142 bushing. However, consideration had to

be given to potentially damaging increases in hysteretic heating of the

larger bushings. Parametric estimates were *ade. Table 14 shown the

expected relationships between spring rates, hysteretic heating and thermal

gradients versus mean diameter of the bushing for bushings of varying

t diameter but similar transverse proportions. Of note on Table 14 is the

fact that both the amount of hysteretic heat and the thermal gradient in

the bushing due to angular deflections can be expected to vary as the

diameter squared. Whether or not this is an area of concern depends on the

relative values of the bushing's own internally producstd hysteresis compare-`

I to the hysteresis produced in the surrounding rubber of the road pad and

roadvheel path. Table 15 shows an estimate of these relative values.

This table in based on experimental determinations of hysteresis which

were made on T-142 parts at Battelle during this program. The bushing
was estimated to produce only about 11 percent of the total hysteretic
heating. With the larger bushing of this first version of the enlarged tub'-,-

lar pin concept the bushing is expected to produce about 18 percent of the

total heat.

It is not possible to analytically quantify the gain in bushing

life from reduced radial unit loads or the loss in bushing life from possible

increases in operating temperatures within the bushing. It was concluded

that the potential overall advantages of the larger diameter tubular pins

(and the resulting larger bushings) were sufficient to Justify their

consideration. Laboi:atory tests would be needed to determine the amount

of increase in bushing internal temperatures and the effects on bushing

life.



TABLE 14. BUSHI= CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS
XA DIAMETER (D)*

Angular spring rate Proportional to D2

Radial spring rate Constant

Hysterosis heat produced by angular 2
deflection Proportional to D

At in rubber from angular deflection
hysteresis heat Proportional to D

• For bushings of dimensionally similar transverse
proportions

TABLE 15. HYSTERESIS COMPARISON OF BU3HING,
ROAD PAD, AND ROAD WHEEL PATH

Value, Percent of
ft-lb total

Bushing 78 11

Road pad 448 66

Road wheel path 157 23

Total - 683 100

*Fo:' a T-142 per one full pitch per track revolution
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lot Version Summary. This version appeared to be a weight effective

alternative to the Integral pad modified T-97 version being pursued for the MI-1

with the expectation of less pin breakage, better bushing life and better

road pad and road wheel path thermal performance. It remains the beat concept

of this program for an integral pad design.

Dowever, the review of this concept raised serious questions abouti

the overall life cycle cost effectiveness of any integral pad approach.

In addition, concern was expressed over the lack of a wartime aggressive

grouser capability. These questions led the conceptual effort toward the 2nd

version.

Second Version

The second version utilized a replaceable pad and a replaceable

steel grouser plate. It retained the 1-3/4-inch-diameter tubular steel pin.

It was intended for the XM-1 but required a sprocket change since it retained

the longer end connector pitch (3.44 in.) of the 1st Version. It differed

from the 1st Version in that 5 load carrying links were chosen as a compromise

rather than 9. Figure 61 illustrates the approach. The features of this

concept were

(1) Essentially all the rubber in the replaceable pad was

placed so as to be available for wear. This minimized

weight and reduced hysteretic heating.

(2) The steel grousers were designed to be storable in -the

same amount of space as the iteplaceable pads. (It was

expected that a 20 percent complement of grousers would

be sufficient.)

(3) Based on providing the above 20 percent complement of

grouaers, itwas estimated that the weight per foot of

track would be .89 lb or about 10 lb greater than the

integral pad version. Thiswas still less than any other

concept with comparable features currently being

considered.

(4) A unique attachment scheme was evolved which allows

quick removal of pads or grousers with only a hammer

and bar.
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The review of this concept by TARADCOM management revealed concern

*.ver the pad and grouser attachment means and over the basic idea of carrying

along replaceable grousers. Because of the difficulty in achieving an accept-

able replaceable pad/replaceable grouser version, attention was redirected

concurrently toward a revised integral pad approach (3rd Version) and a I)

replaceable pad/integral grouser approach (4th Version).

Third Version

This version was the final attempt to configure an integral pad,

enlarged tubular pin concept during this program. It is ehown in Figure 62.

While it retained most of the features shown on earlier versions, it differs

in two regards. Four ribs were chosen as a compromise between the number

on current track (2) and the large number (9) shown on the 1st Version. In

this concept the center tube was not fitted tightly (and not brazed) to the

center two ribs. This compromise considerably simplified the fabrication

of the brazed steel binccular assembly.

This version retained the weight advantages of the 1st Version,

weighing 79 lb/ft of track. It required a sprocket change to the XH-l

because of the longer end connector pitch. It surrendered some of the thermal

advantages of the large number of ribs.

IA
I
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Fourth Version

Design Constraints. A set of design constraints was evolved late

in the program to guide the final conceptual effort. The philosophy behind

these constraints was basically to move even more toward an evolutionary

rather than revolutionary approach in order to maximize the chances of a

short-term hardware tryout. The constraints were

& Both the shoe and end connector must use the same pitch as

the current XH-I.

a The track must be interchangeable with the Leopard without

drive sprocket changes or suspension changes.

e The shoe must have a replaceable pad.

* When the pad is removed the shoe must present at least a short

aggressive grouser to the ground.

* The track should be designed to minimize the changes required

on the M-60 to allow its later utilization thereon.

* Wedge-type end connectors will be used with the wedge action

turned over to improve tightening and improve maintainability.

* Simple, straightforward pad attachment schemes will be used

with emphasis on protection against thread corrosion.

4th Version Concept. The effort in response to these constraints

included a cast steel approach and a steel forging and tube approach. Brief

consideration was also given to a welded fabrication of HSLA steel but time

did not allow a thorough investigation. (Future track efforts should include

an investigation of the use of welded HSLA steel in more detail.) The steel

forging and tube approach was chosen as the most likely to merit additional

development and consideration for the XM-1.

¶ A design was carried forward in which the shoe structu:e consisted

~ of a brazed assembly which employed one steel forging and three steel tubes.

It was difficult to control the weight of a replaceable pad, grousered design

when a single forging was used. The weight/ft of track which resulted was

105 lb rather than the goal of 95 lb (a 95 lb/ft design would be competitive

with the modified T 142 replaceable pad, aluminum forging ,4M-l version).
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s r o gtThe approach was then modified to utilize a welded assembly of

several f orgings instead of a single forging. Three forged longitudinal

links were welded to a bottom grouser/plate forging. Steel tubes were then

brazed into this forged assembly similar to current practice. This change

plus some other minor modifications to the design allowed the 95 lb/ft goal

to be met.

Appendix p includes a set of five drawings which illustrate this

final design concept. Some features of it are:

* It is directly interchangeable with the XM-l bothi as track

sets or as individual pitches.

• It contains a replaceable pad with ground contact area

equal to the current XM-J. modified T-142, replaceable pad

version.

e It utilizes wedges with turned over action for greater effec-

tiveness. (Discussion in the following section.)

e It contains a hardened steel forged 1/2-inch integral grouser.

* It includes a scheme for preventing corrosion of the threads
i ~on the simple pad-attaching stud.'

SIt contains a tubular pin which is 10 percent stronger and

30 percent stiffer (in bending) than the current I.-i pin.

Its OD is 1-5/8 inch. This pin does not require reinforcement

in the zone under the center guide.

e It has a large center tube in the road wheel path area which

reduces the rubber hysteretic heating in that zone.

* It has a stiffer and stronger center guide with greater wear

contact area with the roadwheels.
This approach is recommended for tryout as individual pitches in

on existing XM-1 track. It can be thought of as a replaceable pad track with

a competent steel grouser which im competitive in weight and potentially

cheaper than the current OM-1 modified T-142, replaceable pad, aluminum forging

vetsIon.
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End Connector Investigation

A new approach to end connectors was evolved in this program (See

earlier Figure 59) and was termed the saddle lock end connector. An attempt

to configure the saddle lock end connector for potential use on the T-142

track resulted in the version shown as Item B in Figure 63. It became clear

during the design of this version that it would be difficult to handle the

stresses under the severe requirement which had been set. This requirement

was that one end connector should be capable of twitting two pins into the

correct mean bushing angle position when the end connector was disposed on

a straight portion of the track. Under this condition the Gne end connector

must develop a maximum total torque (on two pins) of approximately 7500 in-lb.

While admittedly a severe requirement, if it could be achieved, it would

provide the maximum levcl of maintainability for the track. The washer lock

and wishbone lock shown as Items A and C on Figure 63 were concepts which evc-'_.a C

in an attempt to reduce the stresses dictated by this severe requirement.

Analysis. Figure 64 summarizes the results of an analysis which was

made to compare the tightening performance of the washer lock, saddle lock a-*

wishbone lock with the current wedge design. The end connector bolt force

required to develop a single bushing torque of 3750 in-lb is plotted against

coefficient of friction of the end connector parts. Two curves are shown

for the current wedge. The unfavorable orientation is the condition in whi-h

the wedge is compelled to rotLte the pin in a direction such that the tangen-

tial movement of the pin is opposite to the direction of movement of the we'-e.,

This condition occurs when the track is straight or any time the track is ban:

less than the amount corresponding to the mean bushing position. The favor-

able orientation occurs any time the track is bent beyond the mean bushing

position, such as when the track is fully on the drive sprocket or idler

wheel.

Several important observations can be made about Figure 64.

e For the unfavorable orientation of the current wedge, the bolt

force becomes asymptotic at the coefficient of friction of

about 0.3. For friction coefficients higher than this, the

wedge will not tighten, even though the required torque on

the bushing is modest.
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FIGURE 64. TIGHTENING PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS END CONNECTORS
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I Soth the saddie lock and the wishbone lock would be superior

in tightening to the current wedge when it is unfavorably

L oriented. The stresses would, however, b- difficult to handle

during the severe requirement of tightening on a straight

portion of the track.

f&vorable orientation.

Based on the above, a double wedge design was conceived, with the

hope that it would tighten well with the track bent to either more or lessIodtos n a not carried further. Figure 65 shows the effects
ofvarying the wedge angle on the tightening performance of the current

wedge design connector. The effects are not large.

It wsstated earlier in this discussion that an end connector

which could fully rotate the pins into the mean bushing position on a straight
portion of the track would be the optimum from a maintainability standpoint.

Such an end connector would allow the tightening to be done along the full

length of the top run of the track with fewer and less precise moves of the

tank required to position all of the end connectors for tightening. This

simplification would promote keeping the end connectors tight in service by

simplifying the job of checking and tightening, and would increase the prob-

I I ability of getting all end connectors correctly tightened initially.

Figure 66 shows an end connector in which the wedge action is

reversed. (The bolt still i~s oriented tcward the inside of the track away

from the ground.) This reversed design places the wedge action in the

favorable orientation when the track is straight and would provide the

Li desired high maintainability.

End Connector Tests. A limited laboratory experiment was conducted

to investigate the trends indicated by the above end-cunnector analysis. The

experiment confirmed the great difference between end-connector tightening in the
"favorable" and "unfavorable" wedge conditions. The results suggest that if
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%nd connectors are tightened when in the favorable wedge condition, the

incidence of loose end connectors should be significantly reduced. This

conclusion applies both for maintenance on existing track, or for new
reversed-wedge-action end connectors that would be designed so that all
end-connector bolts could be checked for proper torque with fewer and

simpler tank moves.

A view of the end connector experimental setup is shown in Figure

67. The objective of the laboratory evaluation was to determine if actual
parts would demonstrate the characteristic trend predicted by analysis. The

experiment was conducted using one set of new parts, including a pin,

wedge, bolt, and end connector. The pin, which had been shot peened but did

not have rubber bushings, was cut in half so its two flats could be utilized.

Two long bars were welded to the pins and adjustable scale weights provided

to simulate moments up to the maximum bushing torque that can be encountered

when tightening end connectors. Relative rotation of the pins was measured

at the end connector using a dial indicator, and bolt looseness was noted by

observing angular position of the bolt head.

Favorable and unfavorable conditions were simulated by turning

the holding fixture over. Two lubrication conditions were evaluated; dry

(parts cleaned with acetone) and lubricated (friction surfaces coated with

grease). In all cases the bolt was lubricated with grease. Each condition

was evaluated by loosening the bolt, applying simulated bushing torque, and

then tightening the bolt and observing bolt rotation and relative pin rotation.

The experimental results, which are summarized in Table I6confirmed the great

difference between the favorable and unfavorable conditions. These results

strongly suggest that the maintenance procedures for current track be changed

to insure that tightening occurs in the favorable orientation. They also

suggest that consideration be given to a reversed end connector design.

- L
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FIGURE 67. LABORATORY SET UP TC tSURE ENDi ~CONNECTOR EFFECTIVENL • :i
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TABLE 16, RESULTS OF END CONNECTOR EVALUATION

Symbol Meaning

k Pine rotated to, or nearly
too the tighten position

N Pins did not rotate

Bushing Torque Favorable Unfavorable
Percent Lubricated Dry Lubricated Dry

I
5 R R N N

52 R R N

100 R Rt

[-*

L

!,I

[:KI

?:I
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Longer Term Concepts

A limited number of mcre radicil, longer term concepts evolved

during thIs program. These were not carried forward to any appreciable

degree because of cost and time constcaints. Some of them are, huwever,

enumerated herein with a brief explanation in the hope that they might

provide a conceptual stimulus to future track investigators.

Spring-Loaded Grouser. This concept involves a spring-loaded

aggressive steel grouser which would exert sufficient ground contact

loading to achieve the required off-road mobility. This spring-loaded g:ouser

would utilize an elastomer as the spring member. It would retract to a posi-

tion flush with the bottom of the road pad when the tank was operated on hard

roads. The unit loads of these spring-loaded steel grousers on the paved

hard roads would be many times lower than the loads of the steel grousers of

current track types when they operate without pads on hard roads.

The advantage of such an approach over a replaceable pad design

such as the T-142 is that off-road mobility could be achieved without manually

removing the road pads. The advantage of this approach over an integral pad
1. design with no steel grouser such as the T-97 is that the road pad could be

designed to be larger in area and therefore, have better wear life.

The problems with this approach are that it increases track weight

and cost, and that it is very difficult to achieve a spring-loaded grouser

design which is mechanically rugged er.ough to tolerate the wide range of severe

operating conditions.

Rolling Pivot Bushings. This concept replaces the bushings with

a rolling element pivot action similar to that employed in modern high

performance silent chain. Rubber is used as the rolling contact surface

rather then lubricated hardened sieel.

The advantage of such an approach might be that the substantial

strains due to rotation in current bushings could he reduced. In addition,

the structural requirements on the pins might be lower and result in lighrer

pin constructions.
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.Road Pad Studs. This concept involves the use of a multiplicity

of hardened studs in the ro'ad pad for the purpose of improving traction on

ice. A secondary purpose would be to improve heat transfer away from hot

interval zones in the road pad rubber.

Double Bonded/External Sleeve Bushings. This concept involves the

use of a bushinag which is double bonded between the pin and a thin annular

outer sleeve. The outer sleeve would be slotted longitudinally to allow

sufficient flexibility for pressing into the binocular bore. The assembly

would be designed to not slip in the bore under normal loadings but slip

under back bending. The presumption is that such a bushing might have

better life because oZ the elimination of slipping between the bushing rubber

and the bore. A problem with this concept would be the preven~tion of corrosion

between the outer slezve and the bore.

involves the use of a bushing which has a circumferentially rigid thin mietallic

annular sleeve so arranged to be at about the radial midpoint of the bushing

after insertion in the shoe. Such a bushing would be constructed by having

the space between the sleeve and pin filled with rubber which was double-

bonded to both members. The space between the sleeve and the binocular bore

would be essentially filled (after insertion) by rubber donuts which are

bonded only to the sleeve. The purpose of this approach is to achieve high

radial stiffness without increasing torsional stiffness. Such a bushing might

have longer life and a track employing them might be resistant to track

throwing.

Monopin/Monoblock Shoe. This concept involves the use of one large

tubular pin per shoe and a shoe which eXtends the full width of thEC Lzack. Tbe

shoe structure is essentially a 'arge dianicter thin wailed tube. The bushing

lies between the pin and tube of the shoe and runs along the full width of

the shoe., The advantages of this approach might. be in the reduction of center
connector problems, pin bre.xikge at or near the centr n ihe egt
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Field Test Program

Field tests were considered to oe an important part of the track

dynamics program.
During the first quarter of the program, an assestment was made of

field tests which would be most valuable to the study of track dynamics. It

was concluded that two basic types of field tests would be valuable as follows:

o Static or low speed tests on smooth terrain; data from the

vehicle with an umbilical cord or other hardwired system.

These tests were referred to as "preliminary tests".

o Rough terrain tests or higher speed or high manueverability

tests, in which a telemetry-type system is needed to record

data. These tests were referred to as rough-terrain tests.

The primary objective of the field test program was to support the

Track Dynamics Program by planning and conducting field tests of tank

track and suspension systems as required. The requirements for data were
!Iprincipally related to the analytical studies and, for the most part, the data

were used to validate the mathematical models of the track, suspension, and

shoe thermal models. The following subtasks made up the field test program;

1. Define the field data requirements for validating the

mathematical models developed in the Track Dynamics Pro-
gram

2. Define the functional, environmental and physical requirements

for data acquisition system

3. Establish the feasibility of employing state-of-the-art com-

ponents for wireless telemetry of data from the track

components during full scale rough terrain tests

4. Design, plan, and conduct preliminary tests to satisfy

interim data requirements

5. Design, plan, and conduct full scale rough terrain tests,

using wireless telemetry in the data acquisition system *

The goals of all buL one of these subtaake was accomplished.

Subtask 5 was completed except for final scheduling and conducting rough
terrain tests. This portion of the program was deferred because of the delays

whl.h were initiated when the funding was temporarily curtailed. Details of

the field test program are given below.
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Prelimina=r Field Tests

Data Requirements. Information obtained from the staff of the analytical

task showed that the following data would be required to validate the analytic

models:

1. Shoe-component temperature rise during vehicle operation
2. Resonant, or wheel-hop, frequency of roadwheels
3. Track-tension values during specific low-speed and static

maneuvers

4. Track-pad vibration during specific low-speed maneuvers

Pin bending stress and shoe forging stress were also considered as

cadidates for the study, however, these were assigned a lower priority because

of the existence of data fr'nm prior studies. It was also determined that
some preliminary information on the track shoe environment would ba helpful in

designing the telemetry system. Accordingly the following tests were planned

for a preliminary test program.

1. Response of track tension to obstacles

2. Temperature time history for rubber components of shoes

3, TLrack vibration amplituee and frequency

4. Road wheel hop frequencyI, 5. Durability of a commercial S-band transmitting antenna

for the track-mounted telemetry system.

Working with Goodyear's St. Mary's, Ohio, plant, Battelle completed

fabrication of instrumented shoe assemblies for the temperature and tension

measurements. It was also necessary to install modified shoe end connectors

to carry electrical connections for the transducers.

A vehicle and test site were requested from TARADCOM through the

Technical Support Division, and arrangements were negotiated through the

Director for engineering support. The test program, including final

preparations, was carried out at Warren, Michigan, during the months of

January and February, 1978, using a tank furnished by Chrysler.

Wilson, Nuttall, Raimond, "Stress and Load Studies of the T-142 Track",
Final Report under Contract No. DA 20-113-AMC-10559(W), and other WNR
Reports.
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Treck Tension Tests. A track shoe was instrumented for measurement
of track tension by installing electrizal resistance strain gages on the outside

surfaces of both pins to measure shearing strain at the transition points where

the pins enter and leave the binocular tubes. The gages, four at each of the

eight locations, were placed and wired in the bridge circuits in such a way

as to respond only to shear produced by tension in the track. Other force

components, i.e., those produced by bending, torsion, lateral force and

nominal load, are electrically cancelled by the gage arrangement and wiring.

Each of the eight strain gage sets was connected, by wires inside the pins, to

electrical connectors installed in an extension of the shoe end connector.
Following calibration of the instrumented track shoe in a tensile

testing machine, the shoe assembly was installed in T-142 track on an M1-60,

A-1 vehicle. The voltage analogue signal from the eight strain gage bridges

on the two instrumented pins was read out with a digital voltmeter fo- static

values, and recorded on magnetic tape for analysis of dynamic effects, of

track traversing obstacles of various heights.

It was necessary to carry out most of the tension test indoors
bacause of severe weather conditions. As a result it was necessary to limit

- -the tests to avoid complications arising from the engine exhaust in the

building; however, a substantial amount of useful data was obtained.

Track Shoe Tempera,..fe. One shoe assembly was fitted with thermocouples

at the locations shown in Figure 68. Zhe forging and pin temperature thermocouples
were attached phystcally to the metal parts. The thermocouples in the rubber

components were bonded to small copper bullets which were pressed into tight

fitting holes bored in the rubber. The wires leading from the thermocouples
were brought out r a 24 pin connector located in the shoe pocket. The

thermocouples were read with a digital thermocouple monitor before and after

test runs in which the tank was driven at a controlled speed on dry pavement.

Temperature changes occurring as equilibrium was approached between runs

were accounted for by adhering to a rigid schedule of reading both temperature

and time of reading for each thermocouple.

Som temperature data which appeared to be anomalous at the time

was subsequently explained when the instrument shoe was disassembled, Glass

fiber insulation on the thermocouple lead wires had chafed resulting in

short circuits which produced erroneoas readings.

..A.
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FIGURE 68. Location of Thermocouples In T-142 Shoe



Tracn Pad Vibration. One of the aspects of dynamc behavior of tho
track is the interaction between the track and the drive sprocket as the track
enters and leaves the sprocket. Direct observation of the trsck and sprocket

reveals a disturbance when the track enters the top of the spinc1:_t in maneuvers

which require reverse motion of the track. This disturbance is not. readily

apparent at the bottom of the sprockeL regardless of the direction of track

In an attempt to obtain an understanding of this behavior, miniature

accelerometers were installed on a block of steel held in the track pocket

by the road pad anchor bolt. Electrical signals from the accelerwmeters

were recorded on an off-board tape recorder while low-speed maneuvers were
carried out. The vehicle speed and the movement of the tank were limited by
the signal cables; however, some powered turns were executed.-for the test.
In the powered turns the instrumented shoe moved through the sprocket in both
directions while the track on the opposite side was braked. f

Results of Preliminary Field Tests

"The results of the track tension-tests and the shoe temperature tests

are discussed in the analytical task section of this report. The wheel

hop frequency study showed a resonance at 38 Hx, corresponding to a vehicle

speed of 15 mph.I. Analysis of the shoe acceleration data shows relatively small
acceleration amplitudes (less than 2 g zero-to-peak) occurring in both the

line of travel and normal to the line of travel (perpendicular to the road

wheel path). The fact that the in-line vibration amplitude is the higher of the

two amplitudes, and the two signals are reasonably well correlated, tends to

confirm the presence of stick-slip between the shoe end connector and the

sprocket as the connector moves through the sprocket. (An audible indication
of atick-slip is observed as the track moves backward through the 3procket

during low speed neutral turns and similar maneuvers.
No vibration corresponding to chordal action was observed in the I

data. This is to be expected since it has been calculated that the chordal

action at low speed would produce very small acceleration levels, i.e., well

below the random vibration level observed at the shoe.

As mentioned earlier, the transmitting antenna held up well during the

short running time involved.
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Roush T rain Tests

Feasibility of Wireless Telemetry. The track measurements described

above were of a type which could be done either with Zhe tank atanding still

(static temperature), or with limited motion of the tank (track tension response

to obstacles). However, dynamic response to obstacles and rough terrain could
not be om.lrained without some form of wirelens 11ak. between the track and a

receiver mounted either on the tank, or at a separate location.

A literature search was conducted to determine the current state of

the art in wireless telemetry, and to determine the identity of the practitioners

it the art. The literature search led to work at Sandia and Aberdeen Provery j
Ground. Direct contacts further narrowed the search to studies of artillery F
projectiles--using on-toard radio telezatry to relay ballistics data to a

ground station.

Interviews with investigators at Aberdeen helped establish contact

with two firms involved in the manufacture of miniature telemetry components

with clalmed Pdaquate resistance to shock and vibration. Subsequent d~scus-

aions with kepresentatives of these companies were helpful in choosing a

vendor to supply compodents for the field test program.

The datn acquisit on iystm requirements were defined in term of

functional demands and envirotmental constraints. Functionally, the system was

required to transwit data from the track of an operating vehi.cle to a data

recording systea locatei at some point not an the track. This requirement

was dictatc'd by the unava'lability of any multiple channel dynamic recorder

which was both small encugh and rvqg id enough to install on the track. At

a minimum it was deci~oa the oystcm should transmit a ninimum of three channels !

of data in the frequency range of 0-1000 Iz.

Environms- ral constraints on the system were found to be those

associated with the track, i.e., limited space, severe vibration, flying

rocks, high temperatures , and coctaminants such as dust and water.

ot was also determined that a goal of 10 minutes minimum operation

of the system on a set of batteries would be reasonable.
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After determining that a teoemetry system meeting these requirements

was feasible, the design of this system proceeded. The telaei.try system
consistal of three distinct subsystems, namely:

1. The track mounted signal processing components and radio

transmitter

2. The hull-mounted receiver and retransmitter
3. The vaun-mountad receiver, demodulator, and tape recorder 1
The components and functions of tLese subsystems are described

briefly in the following paragraphs.

Track MIounCed Subsystems. The track-mounted components of the telemetry

system were determined to be as follows:

o Transducers (strain gages, accelerometers, temperature sensor)

o Signal Conditioners (provide power to transducers and provide

amplification, zero suppression, etc.)

o Subcarrier oscillators (generate a frequency analog of data)

o Mixer (combines subcarriers to form a frequency domain muttiplex)

uo FM Transmitter, S-Band (generates a frequency modulated rf carrier)

o Antenna, S-band, Transmitting (radiates the FM rf carrier as electro-

magnetic energy)I o Battery Pack(s) (provides electrical power for the track-mounted

components listed above)

Figure 69 shows a block diagram of this portion of the system, together

with the specific components which were chosen.

Hull-Mounted Subsystems. The hull-mounted components of the telemetry

system were determined to be as follows:

o Receiving Antenna, S-Band (receives rf signal from the S-Band

transmitting antenna and converts it to an rf voltage signal)

o S-Band Receiver--consists of several subsystems including:

(a) Tuner (selects frequency band containing the rf signal from

the track mounted transmittar)

(b) IF Amplifier and Filter (amplifies and further separates the

desired rf signal from undesired signals and noise)

o FM Demodulator (recovers the subcarrier multiplex signal from

the intermediate frequency signal)

o Desaltiplexor and Demodulator (on-board). In this case, all steps

i. necessary to recover the data signal are carried out on board

the vehicle, and no van is required as it would be for the A 4
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FIGURE 69. TRACK MOUNTED SUJBSYSTEM FOR TELEMETERING TRACK DATA
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retransmission of the subcarrier multipler, as described next.

The data would be available directly and would be tape recorded

on a ultichannel FM magnetic tape recorder carried on board the

vehicle. (This is Option L)

o Retransmission of Subcarrier Multiples. In this option, the

subcarrier multiplex, as provided by the demodulator section of the

S-Band Receiver, would be retransmitted from the vehicle, using

TARADCOM's L-Band telemetry transmitter. (This is Option 2.)

Figure 70 shows a block diagram of this portion of the system, together

vdth the specific components chosan.

Van-Mounted Subsystem. A block diagram of this subsystem is shown iu
Figure 71. The subcarrier multiplex, from the FM demodulator, obtained either

directly or indirectly through the medium of tape or retransmission, is first

passed through a bank of band-pass filters to separate out the frequency bands
.2-• ,.containing the subcarriers. Each subcarrier is then. passed through the appro-priate demodulator and filter to recover the original analog data. The data

can be either tape recorded or written on an oscilloscope or strip chart

recorder, or any combination of these, for study and analysis.

Preparation for Full-Scale Tests. To implement this design, some of the
.. telemetry system components were available at Battelle or at TARAICOM. However,

all of the telemetry components on the track shoe, the S-Band Receiver, and the

S-Band Antenna had to be purchased. An S-Band frequency assignment at 2222.5 Mlz

was requested, and the request was still being processed at the Electromagnetic

Compatibility Assurance Group (ECAG) in Annapolis, Maryland, at the time this

report was written.

The shoe-mounted telemetry system was assembled and installed on a

group of shoes which included the shoe instrumented for measurement of track

tension in previous tests. Mounting plates were designed and built for securing

the telemetry components and batteries to the shoes. Interconnection of com-

ponents was accomplished by means of an intershoe connection system which employs

short loops of ribbon connector and quick disconnect plugs and receptacles.

Provision was made for using the tension shoe in either a wireless telemetry
mode or in a cable connection mode. Figures 72 and 73 show the track-mounted
portion of this system and Appendix G contains more deta:Lled information on

its design.
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FIGURE 72. OVERALL ASSEMBLY OF TRACK-MOUNTED PORTIONS OF

TELEMETRY-TYPE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
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FIGURE 73. VIEW SHOWING COMPONENTS IN TRACK-MOUNTED PORTIONS OF
TELEMETRY-TYPE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
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RECOM4ENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The Track Dynamics Program has established a foundation for the

analysis of track dynamics and other aspects of track which has not existed

before. The thrust of the program has been the development of analytical

techniques and tools to analyze and evaluate track with the laboratory and field

analysis in supportive roles. Nov that these tools have been developed or are well

under development, more application is needed. This includes not only further

parameter studies on the heavy double-linked track analyzed in this program,

but extension to heavy single-pin track, all types cf lighter track, and various

new track concepts. In addition to the analytical work, laboratory studies are
needed to pr'ovide input data (such as heat generati~on values) to the analyses,

and on their own merit to evaluate track components -- particularly rubber com-

ponents such as bushings. Field studies are needed to utilize the Instrumentation

developed during this program and provide data to (1) validate analytically

predicted values, and (2) provide data for the many conditions which are too

complex to be economically treated by analytical techniques (complex maneuvers

over rough terrain, for example).

lt While these are general areas of future work, more specific areas are

Vlisted below,

TRACKDYNE. The development of the TRACKDYNE II prograq, representing

a portion of the track loop, is considered to be one of the most significant

accomplishments of the program, as it "automatically" includes the vibration

modes, chordal action effects, and other dynamic phenomena. This program

should be expanded to include an entire track loop, and then the effects of

various parameters -- weight, bushing stiffness and damping, etc. -- examined

for varioud vehicles and types of track to optimize the track design. Although

considered to be outside the scope of the present program, the whole area of

track-generated noise and vibration can be handled with TRACKDYNE, since

it outputs the amplitude and magnitude of forces transmitted to the hull.

Thermal'Analyses. The SHOET1EMP III model should be exercised to give

additional guidance on ways of reducing track temperature buildup. Additional

small-scale laboratory studies are needed to provide better input on the thermal

properties of track metal and rubber components,, Additional work on the
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T-142 and T-97 versions of track for the *-60 and XM-i tanks appears particularly

timely.

Bushins Research. Analyses of stresses in bushings with different cross

sections should be continued, and this work should be complemented with research

studies on a lfboratory machine such as the machine designed during this program.

Additional studies to determine the relative significance of assembly stresses,

tension-induced stresses, and torsion-induced stresses should be conducted.

PINSTRESS II. Many of the track parts are highly stressed by the

sprocket tooth loads, which are concentrated at the edge of the track. A threr-

dimensional analysis of structural distortions in the entire length of track

affected is needed to determine the loads on individual teeth and track parts.
PINSTRESS II provides a powerful technique for handling the pin, bushing, and
tube assemblies as part of the structure, and the other track elements are

relatively easy to model. These models of individual parts should be combined

into a simultaneous solution that would determine pin and shoe stresses on the

sprocket. The effect of various parameters (such as pin bending stiffness or

support of the center of the track by the sprocket) should be determined to

guide future track development.

End Connector Design. Development of the reversed ýýad connector

design developed during this project should be pursued to the point where several

pitches of track equipped with the new-type end connectors are inserted into

conventional T-142 type track, and tested in the field and/or the laboratory.

Field Tests. The track-mounted telemetry system designed and built

during this program should be incorporated into a test program to establish its

feasibility and determine the inevitable modifications needed. It should then

be used, if porisible, to obtain data on track tension, acceleration, and tempera-

ture at higher speeds and/or over rough terrain.

Analytical Techniques. To date, the various analytical techniques

are based on conditions existing when the tank is going straight ahead--that is,

not turning. Attention now needs to be turned to the case where side loads are

present due to turns, side slopes, or other factors. Of particular interest is

the analysis of track misguiding and/or throwing, which has not yet been

attempted. Lateral loads may be equal or greater in importance to the longi-

tudinal tension-type loads analyzed to date.
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Desisn Procedure. Effort needs to be continued on the development of a
mans for combining the load* and stresses calculated for the various conditions

into a meaningful estimete of track/track component life. Only when this is done

can the effect of design changes be evaluated in terms of life. The various

analytical techniques developed during this program provide the foundation for

this procedure, since they enable loads to be calculated for several conditions.

Near the end of the program, effort was started on a method of calculating the

number of cycles of each type of load (for example, increased tension while

negotiating an obstacle), and then converting the load cycle into an equivalentI
s tress cycle and subsequontly into life, based on given material properties.

However, the nature of the loading cycle and the distribution of load in the

track are sufficiently complex that additional work on this type of design

procedure is needed. Eventually, it should be possible to "sre" track

designs rather thoroughly before they are built by application of a design

procedure incorporating the fundamental "building blocks" developed in the

Track Dynamics Program.
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TABLE A-i1 ORIENTATION PHASE CONTACTS

TARADCOM Asokiis, Barnes, Carter, Comito, Decker,
Fix, Getz, Gorton, Gow, Grant, Hoffman,
Kozowck, Kvet, Lassils, Lee, Majkowski,
Newcomb Otto, Palmer, Parks, Petrick,
Puuri• ose., Wollam

XM-1 Program Office Appleyard, Harju, Smitb
M-60 Program Office Getz
M-113 Program Office Burcz
MICV Program Office Turkiewicz
Aberdeen Proving Grounds Kotras, Sobczyk, McKay, Gross, Mermagan,

Gar int her
AMMRC Shea, Adachi, Fupiano, Parsons, Weiss*
DARCOM Soukup, Kline
MERADCOM Co,-inke
Vicks burg• Nut ta 1

Ft. Hood Meisell, Fuller, Rawles

-NUSTRY

ALCOA Johnson, Long
Chi-, XM-I Hirych, Hartwig, Wells
Chrys. M-60 Wolken, Briggs
Detroi "iesel Allison Brindle, Leet, Schaefer
FjMC Gibson, Casey, Hare
Firestone Brandenberg, Millikan, Raines, Ritz,

Robinson, Welvaert
Goodyear Cooper, Fetter
Standard >.-oducts Nichols
Bolt, Be- .... ek & Newman Galaitsis

ACADEMIA

San Jose ST Blythe
University of Michigan Chace, Felbeck
Wayne State King

TeTelephone contact
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APPENDIX C. TRACKDYNE PROGRAM,

Structure of Run

In response to each control card, the simulation will be run at the

requested speed and tension for an integral number of pitch-passage cycles

that may be varied from one to any requested number. If this run is a continuation

of a previous run, initial conditions may be read from a data deck and the cycle

numbers will begin where the previous run left off, the data produced being the
same as if there had been no interruption. Otherwise, initial conditions will

be calculated to begin cycle number one. Each cycle ts divided into 100 equal

time increments called stations. Each station interval is divided into a re-

quested number of equal time increments over whicb the integrations are performed.

For efficient operation, the number of integration steps per station should be

varied with track velocity to keep the integration interval an approximately

constant time period. For instance, 10 steps per station have been found

adequate for satisfactory accuracy at 35 mph, and 5 steps per station gives

comparable accuracy at 70 mph.

During the last cycle requested, data describing the state of the

k system is available at each station interval. Data can be printed at every
LI other station. Calcoi.. plots can be made if requested. At the end of the last

cycle, the itate of the system qan be punched into a deck of cards if requested.

This deck serves as an initial cr~ndition deck if it is desired to continue the
run at some later time. If the run is to be continued immiediately by lanother

control card, an initial condition deck is not required. The energy balance

is also based only on the last cycle. Only a limited amount of data is

printed at the end of the earli-v cycles.

A typiceaL -;p' be to run for ten cycles and plot -- so that

the degree to which transien"s have settled may be observed, then to continue

to the fifteenth cycle and plot again, this time punc~hing an initial condition

deck so that the run can be fur continued if the plots indicate it is still

unsettled.

Any number of control cards may be submitted. The integration

interval may be changed when a run is continued. If any dimensions or other

specifications of the system are to be changed, the entire system data deck

must be read in again.
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Speed and Ten sion Control

Since the 23-link system is removed from the rest of the track circuit,

artificial means must be used to cause the simulation to operate at the requested

speed and apparent tension at the inlet point, which is in aid span. Speed is

determined at the inlet point by causing Connector 1 to move in a straight

line at the desired velncity. The path of Connector 1 is offset from the straight-

line tangent at speeds below the transition point by an amount calculated by

the initial condition section of tht program.

Tension is determined by a constant force and moment applied to the
23rd shoe, which is on the road wheel. When setting these forces, the initial

condition program must estimate the centrifugal tension, the difference between

tension on the wheels and on the straights, and the energy losses in the system.

The results are necessarily approximate, since much of this information is to

be determined by the run. Consequently, the desired apparent tension at the Wlet

is not exactly achieved. The progrm averages inlet tenmion during the last

cycle and prints out the value actually occurring.

Shoe-to-Wheel Contact Model

Four elements are taken to be in parallel: a linear spring of rate

SWi, a spring whose force varies as the square of deflection times SWZp a

viscous damper having coefficient CD2, and a modified dry damper producing force

FDD. In series with the dry damier is also. a stiff viscous damper having

coefficient CD1. The dry damper is modified in that, for deflections less

than a threshold value in the neighborhood of .080 inch, its force is made

proportional to deflection. In other words, the dry damper force is the

miniim- of FDD or CDD times deflection.

The characteristics of the real system are reproduced primarily by

the square rate spring and the dry damper. Since the contact situation is either

a round wheel impinging on a flat shoe or a pointed shoe corner impinging on a

relatively flat wheel, the area of contact increases with deflection and the

spring force is more nearly a square function than linear. Damping character-

istics are based oa hysteresis tests made at Battelle using a cylindrical steel

die representing the wheel in contact with a real track shoe. The energy

absorbed per cycle was found to vary only a little with frequency, so that it is
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represented by the dry damper with some variation with frequency provided by

the viscous damper CM2. The shape of the experimental hysteresis curves sug-

gested the modifications to the dry damper. It is also convenient in program-

ming to have a system that will return itself to zero deflection when external

force is removed. This is insured by the linear spring SWI, which -hould have

a rate greater than CDD. The damper CD1 is also included as a programing

convenience to avoid large step changes in force is the rate of change of

deflection changes sign. Its coefficient is made high enough that it rarely

influences the system. The numerical values used for normal contact between

a wheel or idler and the center of the flat of the shoe are:

SWi - 10,000 lb/in

SW2 - 95,000 lb/in2

FDD - 1,300 lb

CDD - 8,125 lb/in

CD1 - 800 lb sec/in

CD2 - 20 lb sec/in

The same model is used for tangential deflec~tions, though the numerical

parameters may be separately specified. In the absence of experimautal data,

all values were simply cut in half. While normal deflection can be calculated

from the relative positions of the shoe and wheel, tangential deflection is an

Integrated variable that depends on the hfjtory of relative motion between the

shoe and the wheel, and also upon any sliding that may occur. The coefficient

of friction between shoe and wheel is specified on the control card, and has

been taken to be .80 in all runs. When sliding occurs or when the shoe is out

of contact with the wheel, the rate of change of tangential deflection is control-
led by the dampers.

System parameters are taken to he independent of the location of the

center of contact on the shoe so long as it is no farther from the center of

the flat than DSI, taken to be 1.0 inch. As the center of contact moves from

DS1 to the edge of the flat, parameters vary linearly to another set of values

that are specified for contact at the edge. In the absence of experimental

data, all values were reduced to 0.4 times those given above. As the attitude

of the shoe continued to vary, the parameters vary linearly to a third set of

values that are specified for contact of the point of the shoe with the

wheel. This condition is considered to be reached when the perpendicular

L
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to the flat of the shoe through the center of the wheel passes farther from

the center of the flat than DS3, taken to be 4.0 inches. (The flat has a half-

width PSW of 3.02 inches.) In the absence of experimental data, parameters

Jbr point contact were taken to be 0.2 time the values given above.

Bushins Model

The tensile spring rate of the track is represented in the program as
radial deflection of the bushings. Based on experiments at TARADCOK, the value

used was 740,000 lb/in for the bushings associated with one pin across the width

of the track. The torsional spring rate was determined for a used track shoe

under laboratory conditions at Battelle as 24,350 in lb/radian.

In the absence of experimental data, damping was assumed to be viscous

and values were set to give coefficients of restitution on the order of 807

for representative conditions of energy input. In torsion, the rate of flexing

was taken to be the angular velocity of a wheel at 50 mph. In tension, energy

was considered to be stored by stretching the track to 40,000 lb tension during

pitch passage interval at 50 mph. This yielded damping values of 3.6 inch lb

sec/rad and 290 lb sec/in. Early experience with the simulation suggested that

the system was not sufficiently damped, so these values were arbitrarily increased

to 7.2 in lb sec/rad and 500 lb sec/in. Data from a properly-instrumented

bushing texting machine would be very helpful in setting these parameters.

Data Deck

The structure of the data deck is as follows:

(1) Control card for first run

(2) System data deck for first run

(3) Initial condition deck for first run (if required)

(4) Control card for 2nd run

(5) System data deck for 2nd run (if different from first)

(6) Initial condition deck for 2nd run (if required)

(7) Control card for 3rd run, etc.
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The control card to punched in the format (3F10.3. 614) with the follow-

in& information:

(1) Speed of vehicle, =ph

(2) Apparent tension at aid apan approaching idler, lb
(3) Coefficient of friction between track shoes and~ idler or roaed

whealj
I(4) Number of incegration intervals per station

(5) Number of last cycle to be run. (Cycle numbering starts at
the cycle ior which initial conditions were computed,, notI
necessarily at the beginning of this run.)

(6) Control integer for data input, using the following code:

0 - Read in system, compute initial conditionsI
I - Read in system, read in initial conditions

2 - Use system~ of run just completed, compute initial

c~ondi tions

3 - Use system of run just completed, read in initial

I, () Cotrolconditions

I-Puznch final conditions for use as an initial condition

deck

2-Do not punch+

(8) Control integer for plotter:

1 - Plot last cycle

0 -Do not plot

(9) Control integer for continuing to additional runs:

0 - Stop after this run

1 - Continue to an additional control card, but shut

off plotter

2 Continue as is

The system data deck contains 12 cards punched as follows, with numerical datau

given for T-142/M-60 system:

(5F1.3)Card 1. Modification factors for computing initial conditions. Format

(1) Modification factor applied to moment of inertia of links for

use in continuous band o-quati.ons, 0.65

(2) Modification factor applied to bushing torsional spring rate

for use in continuous band equations, 1.25
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3,4,5) lstimaitee of energy loss at entrance aixd exit of idler and at

entrance of road wheel, respectively, 100 in lbAf.nk each place.

Card 2. Track geometry. Format (8W10.6)

(1) Pitch length of shoe, 4.42 inch 4

(2) Pitch length of co, actor, 2.500 inch

(3) Mass of shoe, 0.1316 lb sec 2 /in.

(4) Mass of connector, .0648 lb sec 2 /in.

(5) Moment of inertia of shoe, 0.526 in lb sec 2 /red

(6) Moment of inertia of connector, 0.1095 in lb sac 2 /rad

(7) Distance from plane of pin centerlines to center of mass

of shoe, 0.7 inch

(8) Distance from plane of pin centerlines to wheel-contact flat,

1.69 inches

Card 3. Track geometry continued. Format (3F10.6)

(1) Distance from center of flat to point where wheel contact

parameters begin to change (DS1 described above), 1.00 inch

(2) Half-width of flat, 3.02 inch

(3) DS3 (described above), 4.00 inch .

Card 4. Track circuit geometry. Format (8F10.4)

(1) Radius of idler, 13.00 inch

(2) Moment of inertia of idler, 45,0 in lb sec /red

(3) X coordinate of idler center, 0.0 inch

(4) Y coordinate of idler center, 0.0 inch

(5) Radius of front road wheel, 13.00 inch

(6) Moment of inertia of front road wheel, 45.0 in lb sec /rad

(7) X coordinate of front road wheel, -30.732 inch

(8) Y coordinate of front road wheel, -24.010 inch

Card 5. Track circuit geometry continued. Format (614,F8.2)

(1) Ntuber of first shoe to be checked for contact with idler, 7

(2) Number of last shoo to be checked for contact with idler, 14

(3) Number of first shoe to be checked for contact with front road

wheel, 17

(4) Number of last link, 23

(5) Number of link to be monitored for offset of Span 1, 6
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(6) Number of link to be monitored for offset of Span 2, 13

(7) X coordinate of dummy wheel for establishing entrance

span to idler in initial condition calculations, -96.6 inch

Card 6. Rubber bushing parameters. Foru:t (2F10.1,3FlO.5)

(1) Radial spring rate of one pin and bushing assembly, 740,000 lb/Ln

(2) Torsional spring rate of one pin and bushing assembly, 24,350

in lb/rad

(3) Angle of articulation between shoe and connector when bushing is

at zero torque, 0.143 rad
(4) Coefficient of viscous damping in radial direction, 500 lb

sec/in

(5) Torsional damping coefficient, 7.2 in lb sac/rad

Card 7. Shoe-to-wheel contact parameters at center of flat.

Format (8F10.2).

(1) SWl in normal direction, 10,000 lb/in

(2) SWl in tangential direction, 5,000 lb/in A

(3) SW2 in normal dtrection, 95,000 lb/in2

(4) SW2 in tangential direction, 47,500 lb/in2  I
(5) FWO in normal direction, 1300 lb

(6) FDD in tangential direction, 650 lb

(7) CDD in normal direction, 8125 lb/in

(8) CDD in tangential direction, 4062 lb/in

Card 8. Shoe-to-wheel contact parameters at center of flat, continued.

Format (4010.5).

(1) CDl in normal direction, 800 lb sec/in

(2) CD1 in tangential direction, 400 lb sec/in

(3) CD2 in normal direction, 20.0 lb sec/in

(4) CD2 in tangential direction, 10.0 lb sec/in .

Cards 9 and 10. Shoe-to-wheel contact parameters at edge of flat.

Format same as Cards 7 and 8. Values reduced by factor of 0.4.

Cards 11 and 12. Shoe-to-wheel contact parameters for point contact.

Format same as Cards 7 and 8. Values reduced by factor of 0.2.

The initial condition deck is a 96-card set punched by the program,

md does not require manipulation by the operator. The number of the last

cyde run may be read from Columns 4 and 5 of the first card.
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APPENDIX D. PINSTRESS 1I

Ob|ectives

The system considered by the PINSTRESS analysit is the pin, bushing,

and tube assembly associated with one end of one pin. There are four such

systems per track link, related to one another by the continuity of the pins

through the center of the track, by the movements mnd deflections of the shoes,

end connectors, and centerguides, and by the forces transmitted through these

parts. Structural analysis of a number of links considered simultaneously is,

in general, required to define th'. forces and stresses at any point in the track.

The abjectives of the PINSTRESS analysis are to define Lhe PINSTRESS system so

that it may be treated as a single element in the structural analysis, and to

provide a metiod for calculating pin stresses and bushing loads, once the

iforces or deflections imposed on the system arr known.

As noted in the text, there are a few symmetrical loading situations

where the structural analysis becomes trivial. The PINSTRESS analysis alone

is then adequate for calculating pin stresses and bushing loads.

V Definition of System

Consider the pin, bushing, and tube assembly for one side of the track

as shown in Figure D-l. The pin is taken to be free to bend over a span u between

effective anchor points where the end forces and moments are applied. The tube

and the rubber bushing are taken to extend over a span r which is less than

u and centered within it. The X axis is taken tangent to the pin at its

effective anchor point in the centerguide, with positive direction toward the

end connector. The y axis is taken at the center of the span, with positive

direction toward the shoe.

The resultant of all forces applied to the tube by the shoe is taken to

be a forze F acting along the y axis and a moment M as shown. (The shoe can
a s

also apply a force in the X direction which causes shearing deflection of the

"bushing, but this is independent of the bending analysis and may be handled as

part of the structural analysis.) The end connector applied a force F in the

negative y direction at X - u/2, and a moment M as shown. (There is also a

force in the X direction that causes axial compression of the pin; this too can

be handled separately.) Assuming the shoe body to be defined by the tube
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ends, the system responds with a displacement of the shoe relative to the I

centerguide that corresponds to track stretching, a rotation of the shoe

body that ij a component of structural warpage, a displacement of the end

connector relative to the centerguide that is another component of structural

warpage, and a rotation a of the pin end that is related tobut not equal to,

end connector rotation.

The analysis can also be applied .n the plane perpendicular to the

track, with suitable interpretation of the deflections.

Assumptions

(1) The rubber bushing acts as a linear spring having the same rate

per unit length everywhere within span r.

(2) The effective anchor points of the pin ends are 0.5 inches

inside the bodies of the end connector and the centerguide.

(3) Deflections are small compared to the dimensions of the s7stem.

(4) The bending deflection of the tube is of the form

4x 
2

YT "O (I r2)
YVT~o ~ r2

where the deflection at the center of the tube is given by

O o

and the stiffness of the tube and its end constraint by the binocular plates

is defined by

(5) Deflections of the system are energy conservative, so that

S=-

rI
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Numerical Definitions

The system, then, can be specified by the following parameters, with
numerical values given as used for the T-97 track:

Pin span u, 11.95 in

Rubber span r, 10.94 in

Pin momust of inertia I, 0.1139 in 4

Pin modulus of elasticity E, 30 x 106 psi

Rubber spring rate KFR, 56,400 lb/in2

Tube spring rate KT, 1.647 x 106 lb/in .

Sunmar7 of Results

Define the simlifvins constant

Then the deflection of the pin at any point within the span r is of the form

y -A sinh ax sin ax + B sinh ax cos ax + zxiosh ax sin ax +
D cash ax cos ax + +e X - YOT I - (D-l)

where A, B, C, D, and yOT are constants to be calculated below. The bending
moment in the pin at any point within the span r is given by

2M 2Ela A cosh ax cos ax - B cosh ax sin ax + c sinh ax coo ax

YOT
-D inh ax sin ax + a r2 r (D-2)

and the bushing load at any point within the span r is

f= KfA sinh ax sin ax + B sinh ax cos ax + C cosh ar. sin ax

÷ D cosh ax coo axi

• W iL %••.A.ah at £..M ':,hJ), '.• , aaiL . iL,•';,•:••. , .... .......... . . • .... ,: P•.. ..... • ,:.;,±,2.t•g .... •, P•kpaii. ,A. •.'. • •., Liii: t s,t ..' . L.• .,.....&.Mfl,•. di:.
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Define siaplif4ying nondimansional conAstaucs as folio,.: (numerical values C-or
T- 97)

I - V

) _ (z.97.

(. 7 5

= ~~- -(-<>(i/-.'j) 
-7

7&
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I..

~4 A.

Tm (4D~~~-df -.AA~ d¾6L =
ez I

andi
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I
-- ,,

A 4{ L~7K(D-6)A ,4 -D,

are. ass follows:•

,- F. .- Y(D-69

f/,,%-

-_.---4--; JJ

Fg4
M- (D-8)

The forces returned 4o the track structure in response to imposed displacements

are as follows:

' . ... %-, - -- (a- ~(D-9,

, -'- .____ D-1'

'-- 4- ,-.
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.~A..

I'h di~splacemnts Off the system in response to forces applied by the track

strct~ure are as foillos:

4--,

(D-13)

14 NA i.y~~

7F aý V ,a r' r .- •-'I

S"•' •- i(- - 2)

"IA

IG -4 - t
4 i- 21L

4(D--30



Outline of Derivation

Assumption 4 that the force per unit length applied to the pin at any point X

within the span r is given in terms of the pin deflection g(z) and the rubber

spring rate K

r= -'

where the tube deflection 0Tis taken to be positive when the tube deflects in 1

the negative y direction (toward the pin). Outside the span r, the applied force 1

is zero. Consequently, the moment in the pin anywhere within span r is

Putting this into the well-known beam

and differentiating twice, we have

4.

The solution is given by Equation D-1, which is valid within the span r and

contains the five unknown constants A, B, C, 0, and y OT. These may be determined

from boundary conditions at the ends and from Assumptions 4 and 5.

The slope of the deflection curve, the moment, and the shear force

in the pin at any point in the span r u~y be found by successive differentiations

of Equation D-17. At the left end of the span, in particular, X r/2 and
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-- A J4.1 "

M - I .kA 4 42

T +

Considering aow the bea span from r/2 to u/2, the only loads are at the ends,

and for X = r/? we have

-" z- : ,-k -

where the moent and force are given above, For continuity of the pin,

deflection and slope at X - r/2 must be the same for both beam segments.

Equating the above expressions yields two boundary equations on the four

constants:

J:D
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Similarly at the other end of the central span, the beau segmunt frouj

-u/2 to -r/2 muat yield consistent deflection and slope at X - -r/2. The

resulting boundary equations are

A.- V

Simultaneous solution of these four boundary equations yieldzz. the
aayuerical compouents of the solution, B and C, in terms only of the

externally applied displacements, as given by Equations D-5 and D-7,A A and D,

however, still contain the unknown T:

Ii v4d t
S( -1-.9)

The tube deflection will] now be determined. By equili.briuu, the shoe

itee is given in tear of pin shear force as

-E T-



- $ubet±~ituet• fro. Iqatloua D-18 ad 0..9,

~ 
(D-20)

-- +

=- - -- - -

r 
r

is qua B equilibrium of the SPa4 from r/2 to t/, he end ceunsator forceFis equal o the shear in the Pin at r/2:•

K
|.
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(D-22)

-I4

4. 4-)

• I on •p ,

Also, from Equation D-20,

... . 1- .Z4A

By Assumption 5, these expressions are equal except for sign. Consequently,

~ -A(D>23)

Similarly, the end connector mout M1a may be found from equilibrium

of the span from r/2 to u/2 and the moment ir, the pin at r/2:

, Al
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A Ln& A15a t-) (D-24)

*.

~&a I~~p ~ A \ *44ý r'r I

2L

F Again using Equation --20,

-ft

SAs& tion 5, these a oressions are eqiT Cons(uetl)

Ir

Equation D-4 for yTis obtained by substituting Equations D-21,

D-23, and D-25 into the expression for yTfound in Assumption 4. This

expression for yTis then substituted into Equations D-18 and D-19 to obtain

e and D as given by Equations D-5 ead D-8. S.1bstioutd in Equation D-20,

Equation D-10 may be obtained easily by noting that

_ _ _



Equation D--i for M is obt*ined fr-m the equilibrium equation

NA M

The remaining manipulations are straightforward.

jI

I I

-I

Li
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APPENDIX E

DESIGN 0? LABORATORY MACHINE
FOR BUSHING RESEARCH

Track-Pin Eushing Laboratory
Research Machine

The material in this appendix relating to the design of the

laboratory research machine is organized as follows:

(1) Design Goals

(2) Analysis of Angular Position Servocontrol Circuit

(3) Analysis of Radial Force and Position Servocontrol Circuit

(4) General Requirements for Controllers

(5) Instrumentation and Signal Processing

(6) Detail Drawings of Laboratory Research Machine

Design Goals

e Angular Deflections: Variable, Servocontolled Cycles

up to +22h degrees, rates up to 86 rad/s.

a Radial Loading: Variable, Servocontrolled Cycles
between +25,000 lbf maximum

0 Temperature Regulated, Split Collet to House Bushing
Specimen

* Fixturing to Accept a Range of Bushing Sizes up to
2-in. Pin Diameter

e Instnrnnted to Continuously Monitor

- Bushing Torque
- Angular Deflection
- Radial Deflectiou
- Collet Temperature
- Various Operational Safety Checks

and Record the Variation of These Quantities Throughout

The Life of a Test

o Continuous, Unattended Operation.
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Analysis of Anu&Aur Position
Seryocontirol circuit

k2
k,,

FIGURE 9-1. SIMULATION MODEL UREPmENTING BOSING KACIW a

Equations of State:
d2$ 1 (e, Fk-De)

dg2 Fkdt 1 2

d~k
2 k2 e

dt 2 •

I CFXl -OuroaC"ni i

dt A

x - valve *pool position (-I to +1) compressibliLty sprina coasntk 0 s" caling factor V.2 a bowhing spring constantSPs a supply pressure D a brhw/ihi O•ing

Pd " drain ptesokr -, bushing pusitf.u
Q * oil flaw, Q. - sz rated valve flow J a equimeut linear inetti
x - piston pos~ti A a p i on area

C 'irov*t spool positonC a equivt-ent v61wx spool damping
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Angular Position Control

OI

I t I -

QA I I
''

LEI

Inputs PhPhysicaI System
Controler & Measurements

FIGURE ,-7. SIMULATION HDDEL REPRESENTING ANGULAR
POSITION CONTROLLER

Symbol.

r reference input signal

1e bushing angular pod'n

0S bushing angular velocity

e buahing angular acceleration

a - error simnal (r- 9)

i current input to servovalve
i~ - d/dlt

for: r, a, 0 in degrees

9deg/sec
Sdeg/aec 2

I diuens o•,•ie, 1,/i where i a current into valve in ma
i - maxilmum rated current, ma

m
t~na KI -350 ki- 2.10 k 2 = 0.0050_

k3 -4 x 10- k4 = 3 x 10-

"itePonsa: 0 to 90 percent rise time approximately 10 me
tAz overshoot: approximteJ.y.01 percent

Sm
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Spool position, x

"Crank arm angular velocity, _

0.6

0.4-

-.-------- Crank arm angular displacment,

o.a

o a 4 6 ±o 12 4 15 ii 120

T1im (us)

e-- a/22.°0

a- •/5000 0 /see

FIGL'UE E-3. OPEN LOOP STEP RZSPOESr
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OS Valve input current, i

0.. Crank arm angulardisplacement, e I

(L 04 Spo.pstin1

". Crank arm angular

M. OpOZ 1
0.1 I4

0 4 6 8 2O 14 16 .8 20

FIGURE K-4. CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE TO 15-DEGREE STEP

I . .. . . I - • - - - _ r- -
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' -10
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TIM

C -10•

* I.
I ° "

•4

ai

BUSIN ANGLA DELCINT -4 RC M6 aka

3-5

-4

II

-i B-

-10. f.....
O0.00 0. OiJ . 0.02 0..-04. O,:S00

Time (s)I
FIGURE 1-5. RL'PONSE OF RUSHING RESEARCI ,IAQ*I~q COI'tAUD TO ACTUAL

RUSHING ANGUL.AR DEFLECTION IN T-142 TRACK (H•-60 Tank a
3', Wh) n
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-- Real cycle defined by M-60 track jot29y

-- Standard test practice defined by Armour Research Foundation developed

machine that is currently running QPL tests

10
• x • - Standard

e 0 Distance

(Deg) Track
(Do ~(inches)

-20-• ]:imposed•

Ii
Tank Imposed Standard Testing

Defl'ns (50 mph) Practice

Input Waveform See above, T - .64 sOC 255 cpu (4.25 cps) SINE

Max. Defl'n, e ±8/S5"S
max

Max. Defl'n Rate, e ±4125"/S ±4010/S
Number of e Resions/Sec 12.5/s 8.5/2

Max
Peak Power Req'd, P 7.0 hp 0.63 hp

T

"A P ower ( oe,/dt) 0.075 hp, 0.214 hp

Approx. Hysteresis Loss 10 watts (0.01 hp) 30 watts (0.04 hp)
(torsion only)

Peak Torque 640 in-lb 1200 in-lb

FIGURE E-6. PRESENT "QPL" MACIINE TEST CYCLE COMPARED TO
ACTUAL BUSHING ANGULAR DEFLECTION IN T-142 TRA(C
(M60 rank at 35 mph)
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I 
I I.

, F KL A.RAIA

F•o-•FOR .E, POR•.E ,HVStC.AL •'t•,'T t M
S y m b ol. I

ry Position reforlm. input

r. Force reference iPumt

Gy IoePiti:ou error

* f Force error

Y - Radial position

F - Radial force

i Current input to 0ervowalve

a - d/dt

FIGURE E-7. SIMLATION MI)DML RgPRESEWInlG RADIAL FOla/po0ISIiO
CONTROLLER
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TANK TRACK BUSHING RADIAL LOAD:

'eal Cycle versus Standard Test

Real cycle froam JPW 3-18-77 memorandum

Standard test practice from Armour Machine

/ II

A~ 3

?6 LW.) MA... "jemrn

0 • 00 2w -SOO 400 %00 600

a,.5r.A5C.c ARLon reACK (,•ttIcS)V!
Tank Imposed Standard Tes:t
Loasd (•50 uth) Practice

Input Wavefola Soo above, T .64 a 64 cps (1.1 cps) SUM •

Max. Load, P (lb) 5060 7500

Mir. Load, P (1b) 4125 0

dF lb

Max. Slope, dt sec +5000, -29,000 '25,000

Peak Pveor Req'd (hp) .025 .051

Miax. Def1:n (Wa) .042 .060

FIGREl, 9-8. PRESENT "NP" MACHINqE TEST CYCLE COM]PARED TO ACT1;AL

iiii35 wiph)
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General Reguirements for
Controller.,

Machine start up:. sequens uwat be such that no transient inputs are

introduced: all inputs at 0 as hydraulic pressuce coma up. All integrator

initial conditi-nq set.

Position and force measourements: Must have means of zeroing measurement

signal to correspond with physics". sere) which may vary with specimens.

:integrators: Must be output limited to prevent windup and/or instability.

Manual to automatic switching: Must provide for proper initial conditions

on integrators for smooth switching between modes of operation.

Cylinder bypass: physical valve to short circuit hydraulic cylinder may I
be deeirable to allow physical action of cylinder when system is off.

Controller tuning: Controller gains should be adjustable to provide

ability to tume system once at installation. Data available to show general

effect of each control gain.

V

I a
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Instrumntation and Simgal
Processina

Basic Yleasuremut Dvice

Radial:

Deflection DCDT

Force Strain gage load cell*

Angular:
Position DCDT
Velocity LVSYN

Acceleration Accelerometer

Torque Strain gaged torque arm

Teqperature: Thermocouple

No. of Cycles: Mechanical and/or electrical
coum tar

S- all measuremments will be used in the feedback control system

- all measurements will have output Jacks on instrummutation
panel to provide for direct access to signal before processing

Processing

A signal corresponding to that torque required to twist the bushing

will be generated by rolling out that part of the torque signal due to equipment
S/Inerti.a (using the acceleration measurement).

I ~The above torque signal and the radial deflection sign~al will each be

sampled at their peak valve *very cycle to generate a signal of maximm torque
S~and maximum deflection versus time.

The accloerometar 81galw will be low-pass fIltered and differentiated

to provide a d3e/dt sitnal to stabilize the angular control system (Note: It

may be possible to use torque and torque rate signals in the control system,

rather than acceleration and acceleration rate).

The radial force signal will be low-pass filtered and differentiated

to provide a force rate signal for the radial load control system.

Bushing radial and angular displacements and/or vel-"cities wvii be

monitored to indicate pin breakage, collat slippage, or other adverse conditions,

and initiate system shutdown.I1
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APPENDIX F

CONCEPT FOR ADVANCED XM-1/H-60 TRACK
SHOE (REPLACEABLE-PAD VERSION)

F
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FIGURE G-1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TRACK-MOUNTED INSTRUM~ENTATION CIRCUIT
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SIGNAL CONDITIONING AMPUFIER
Model MMA-20

I

SDifferential Inpust

W G *ond Ihldtion

I -* m Spin Qulfe

The Vector Model MMA-20 is a high gain, stabilized ac amplifier which is used to amplify outputs

from t* irmocouple, strain ga•e, or other millivolt transducers. The characteristics of this unit we
specified for any 5-volt output range from -5 volts to +5 volts dc. This is sufficient to drive any
Vector wubcarri oscillato. The output is singleended.

The unit has beo designed for use in airborne applications, and has ben qualified to the most
severe aerospe environments. The microminiature design offers the user small size. high accu-
racy. low power consumption, and high reliability. The unit is fully compatible with standard low

level transducers. Variations in gain setting are available on special order.

BASIC UNIT VECTOR MODEL MMA-20
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS STABILITY WITH LINE VOLTAGE: Output(at 2WC ±50C, 28 volts dc) changes less than ±25 millivolts for 28 volts dc

±10% at any output voltage within specified
GAIN: 250. ±2%. range.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat within ±1.0
dB from dc to 8 kHz. POWER REQUIREMENTS: 10 milliamperes

nominal at +28 volts dc.

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 100,000 ohms min-
imum. EN VIRONMENTAL

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Leo than 1000 ohms. SPECIFICATIONS

INPUT SIGNAL: ±10 millivolts. TEMPERATURE: Operating range from
--550 C to +1000C. Gain stable within ±1% of

NOMINAL OUTPUT SIGNAL: ±2.5 volts, full scale output from -20 0C to +80 0C.

OUTPUT OFFSET: ±25 millivolts, with input ZERO DRIFT: Output changes less than ±50
short-circuited. millivolts from -20"C to +800C with input

shorted.
LINEARITY: ±0.1% of best straight line over
any 5-volt segment between -5 volts dc and +5 VIBRATION: Capable of withstanding 30 g in
volts dc. each major axis from E5 to 2000 Hz.

COMMON MODE REJECTION: 80 dB from SHOCK: Capable of withstanding at least
dc to 1000 Hz. 200 g.

MAXIMUM COMMON MODE VOLTAGE: 12 ACCELERATION: Capable of withstanding at

volts peak-to-pesk ac. (±6 V dc.) least 100 g in the direction of each major axis.



ModWn MMA-4.0

pTo-.o" I

(II

"O3O10 0 0
I S*P"" •Qlsdts

FROT VIEW SIDE VIEW

- o 0, .- 0

® UOUS00~ A-LOW LEVEL AMPLIFIER WINPT [+1Col. S-LOW LEVEL AMPLIFIER INPUT (-I
C-HCNASSIS 0INO

EC-POWER ANO SIGNAL GROUND
Q- OIFI[REM-IAL AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

H-+ Revor.

BOTTOM VIEW

- ~I -ALL• OIM'NSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS DESIGN VARIATION VECTOR

SIZE: See outline drawing. MODEL MMA-20-I

WEIGHT: 5 grams (0.176 oz.) nominal. The model MMA-20-1 is the same as the basic
unit except for the following:

MOUNTING: Vector MMM Series mounts.
INPUT SIGNAL: 0 to +20 millivolts

CONNECTION: Two pins each for input, ard
for ground. One pin each for output, and for NOMINAL OUTPUT SIGNAL: 0 to +5 volts
power.

MARKING: Model designation shown on
CONTROLS: No controls are supplied. (Gain nameplate as MMA-20-1.
is set at factory.)

ORDERING INFORMATION
When ordering specify model number and part number as defined in the tabulation. For special
applications or additional information, contact the nearest sales representative or Vector.

Model No. Part No.
MMA-20 150C2000
MMA-20-1 15002001



SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR
MMO-15 Series I

a Reliability: MTBF in Excess of 2 x 10)6 Hours

n Space Qualified
Il Oth-he-Shelf Delivery

dataa size

The Vector Model MMO-15 microminiature voltage-controlled constant
bandwidth subcar.ier oscillator is used to convert high-levei dc voltages into
frequency modulated subcarrier sign.3Is. It is specifically designed for telem-
etry applicatiorls where space, weight. and reliability considerations are
cri tical.

The unique microminiawure design provides extremely small size, high
accuracy, low power con~sumption, and high reliaibility. The Unit is fully
compatible with existinq input and output equipment such as transducers,
signal conditioners, and tirmismitters. The unit has been qualified to stringentI
aerospace environments on numerous NASA and DOD programs.

The major func-tional sections contained in the MWMO-i09 are a temperature
compensated amplifier, a free-.rLnning multivibrator, an output filter, and a
voltage regulator. Ttv- unit is designed to ptovide exc--dlent transient
responte.

BASIC UNIT VECTOR MODEL MMO-15
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS i, 250C ±30C unleos othorm ise rioted:

IWqPVr VOLTAGE.: 0 !o +rwits Pelit~ kive-going %oltag produces an increasee in
outpit trequcncy.

IIO.U'- lIWDANCE.- OW0 Acilohmt t±10% (d,- to WW0 Hz)

STANOARD CHANNELS: All tRIG constant bandwidth channels.

SPECIAL. CHANNELS; Non-IRIG channels with center frequencies between 400 Hz
wid 250 kHz and with deviationts bwviieon ±2.5% and 4-25%
are svuilaig on 4weal trder.

SOURCE INEDANCE Oscillator output frequency is stable %iAtuin ± ol design
SENSITIVITY: bandwidth as the source im1.edenct is changed from zero to

infinity fir output irequancies under 100 kHz-. stability is

RE-VERISE U(- CURRENT: 0.1 nmizroampere maximum maswsjred from s"iga input za
ground through a dc rcmC'3umiflter.

AC FEEDSACK: 76 millivots peek wo peak maximum ninsured across a 10
kilohm resistor cor~nected between signal input and grotund.



LINEARITY: Len than ±0.5% of design bandwidth from a straight line
throueh ehe end points. Lees than ±0.25% of design
bandwvidth for bust straight line. This linearity is moint-jined
at temperaturst from -40 aC to +850C.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION: 5% r.,axirnum -aver the design ban iwidth, at hny tempsrature
from -40 -; to +860C.

TIME DRIFT: Stable within ±0.5% of design bandwidth doring a perWo of
15 minutes continuous opercteon a-, 25 C ±1 C following a
stabilization period of 30 seconds. Oscillators having output'
frequenicies under 100 kHz we stabliq within ±0.25% of

design bandwidth ovor & por iod of 8 lieu's oporation ot 25 C
following a 1 minute as st~b!tnn period. Ou~ilators hwiing
cance frequencies above 10F) kHz am amble withiji J0.6% of
design bandwidth.

DISTORTION: i.0% maximum for artj frsqurncy witnin the design
ban~dwidth. Output terminatn into 10 kilohnis shunted by
40 picofarads.

MODULATION FEEDTHROUGH: Harmonics of the input intalligen'm or apy other undesired
frequency am supprse 40 d8 minimum bkIjw the output
signal level.

INPUT INTELLIGENCE ±0.25 d8 of dc response for a modulation index of 5;
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: ±1.0 dB of dc response for a modulation index of 2;

±12 0 d3 of dc response foi a modulation index o* 1.

ACCURACY AT ±1.0% of desiq benithvidth for ill freq~uencies below 100
BANDEDGE SET"I NGS3: kHz.

±2.0% of desipri bandwidth for asi frequenciss above 1 100
kHz.

TEMPERATURE STABILITY:, At any informetiori iniput the outpuc frequency is stable
rylhiii ±2.0% of dvaltn bandwi.1to (based on i~es referece)
for oscillator crutput fv'qtenciss bellow 100 kHz over a
temperaturfe excursion of -40 C to +8 C. Stable within
±3.0% of desip bandwidth (basad =~ brX ieference) for
oscillator canter frtquancies above 100 kHi-

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE, 47 kliohms ±10% (10 kHz to 200 kHJ. 47 kilolims ±20% for
oscilletor cdrte frequencies below 10 kHz and above 200
kHz.

OUTIPUTI IMPEDANCE Z4EASIlTIVfl'Y: Oscillator ovtput fretjuency is itabie vylthin 't1% of des*g
bandwidth .~t"' output Iced ii changed by v f~ctor of 10.

OUT1PUT VOL7TAGE: 0.3 vol., rms i15% at centser frequency into a 11) kilolim load
',hunted by 40 picofarwdr. Stob.4 within ±+10% under 4ll
conditions of supply volteee 17a ±4 volts), end temperature
-40*c to +85%C.

POWER SUPPLY SrAUILITY: Fur output frequencies below 100 04z, at any frequency in
the c.0sagn oendwldth, the output frequency is statle within
±0.5% of design bandwidth for a power vipply voltvg
variation of J'rI volts, centered at 28 volts. ttublo -.vithln
±1.6% for output frequencies above 100 kHz. This stability is
maintained .n temperatures frcrn -400 C to 49e0c.

POWER SUPPLY Oscillatos will return to %xorral operation wilh~n 20
VOLTAGE rYNTERNLWTlOF!: milyhwaccsds after the supply voltage has boen reduced to

zerO vo'tx for a period of 10 millfrecods or greeter, then
reuiPg~l~,O Nhis CegpOiltV applies for any signs; vait4.i in ýhe
ranpe of -6 to +5 volts and at any tarnowuture Worn - OC
to 4.8 C,

INDUCED LINE RIPPLF: 'p) mtillivoltit p-p maeuimum, measured across a 1.0 ohm
source, feedback into tine power source.

RIPPLE: ipti with a p-p Value Cf ? *Olt$ end A bandwidth of 1 kcHz
to 200 kHz, superimposed onto the power surce, will niot
deoviata he output frequency mome then ±0.5% of desien
bandwidth or caus amplitude ntod-.lartion that exceeds 70%.



MMO-15 Series

0.9a2± 0,00 MOUNTING SCREWNO. 0-S

0.22 (104 1 1I OF 2)

LEAD IDENTIFICATION

M~AX I SIG INPUT
0.2,5 10967~ 2- SIG OUTPUT

3- GROUND I SIG, OWR &
CASE)-LI 4- + 20VOC

0.41.005 NOTES:

- 0--.f504 0.ol 01 . ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.

7 4 3 2 I2. MATING CONNECTOR,
VECTOR PART NO. 24050.

3. DO NOT SCALE DRAWING

W001IZ001

RANDOM NOISE: Random nmiss on the povwr supply line with an rms valua of
500 mV measured over a bandwidth of 1 kcHz to 200 kHz
will not deviate the output frequency more than ±.%of
design bandwidth or cause amplirude modulation that
exceeds 10%.

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION: The oscillator will not be danmaged or subsequently fail to
perform as specifiedi after being subjected continuously to a
±40 Vdc at the power irput terminal.

POWER REOU;REMENTS: +28 ±4 Vdc, 6.5 mA maximum.

ENWRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
TEMPERATURE: Operating range from -55 0 C to +125 0C. All electrical

spocificatiovis maintained from -40 0C to +85 0C.
HUMIDITY: Whene t~xvusd to a relati.-@ humidity of 95% .or k houra at

+50"C, center frequency is stzble within ±1% of design
bandwie-h.

ALTITUDE: W th constant temperature and at anyV altitude prom sea level
up. center frK.uency is ..table within ±0.5% of designt

VIBRATION: Center frequency cis 4*Alabe wvithin ±0.5% of design bandwidth

v,hen subjected to 3O0 rms sine vibration from 55 to 2000 Hz

in each major adit for I5 minutes.
S14OCK: After a half sinseave siic~c; of 200g of 10 millisecond

duration in the direction of eact. majo;- a:;is, center frequmicy
Is stable within ±0.5% olf desgn bandwidth.

ACCELERATION: Under constant acceleration of 200 for 1 minute in the
dirsction of 990~ rrajo.- axis, center frequency is stable within
± % of deeign bar~owidth,

MECHANICAL SP~ECIFICATIONS
SIZE: See outline drmwing.I
WEIGHT: 3.2 grams(0. 134 ounce) nominal, .0 g~ms maximum.

MOUNTING: Vector MMM-652, 655. and 856 Series mounts.

CONNECTION: See outline drawing.

CONTROLS: No controls are romquired; frequvncy is preset at factory.



DESIGN VARIATION VECTOR MODEL MMO-15-2
The Vector Model MMO-15-2 Subcarrier Oscillator is the same as the basic Vecto- Model MMO-15
Subcwarier Oscillator except for the following:

INPUT VOLTAGE: ±2.5 volts dc. Positive-going voltage produces an incream in

output frequency.

MARKING! Model designation shown on rameplate as MMO-15-2.

ORDERING INFORMATION

When ordering, specify the desired model number and corresponding part number with a three digit
dash number suffix defining IRIG channel and deviation (see tabulation). Example: for a 0 to 5 volt

unit operation at 32 ±2 kHz. specify Model MMO-15, part number 10012000-003. For special appli-

cations or additional information, contact Vector or the aiearest sales representative.

Model No. Part No.
MMO-15 10012000
MMO-15-2 10012002

IRIG CENTER ORDERING IRIG CENTER ORDERING
-HANNEL FREQUENCY DASH CHANNEL FREQUENCY V4SH
NUMBER ,IkHz) NUMBER NUMBER (kHz) NUMBER

DEVIATION =2 kHz DEVIATION ±4 kHz

1A 16 -001 3B 32 -103
2A 24 -002 5B 48 -105
3A 32 -003 78 64 -107
4A 40 -004 9B 80 -109
CA 48 -005 118 96 -111
6A 56 -006 13B 112 -113
7A 64 -007 15B 128 -115
8A 72 -008 178 144 -117
9A 80 -009 19B 160 -119

10A 88 -010 21B 176 -121
11A 96 -011

12A 104 -012 DEVIATION ±6 kh
13A 112 -013

14A 120 -014 7C 64 -207
15A 128 -015 11C 96 -211
16A 136 -016 15C 128 -215
17A 144 -017 19C 160 -219
18A 152 -018
19A 160 -019
20A 168 -020
21A 176 -021

I
I-
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MIXER AMPLIFIER
Model MMA-12

i

I

a Reliability: MTBF in Excess of 3 x 106 Hours

"" Space Qualified
m Off-the-Shelf Delivery
a Extended Bandwidth to 300 kHz

actual size

The Vector model MMA-12 is a high-gain, feedback type amplifier which is used for summtng the
outputs of subcarrier oscillators. The overall linearity of the unit is accomplished by utilizing high

open loop gain circuits with overall negative feedback.

The unit has been designed for use in airborne equipment such as rockets, missiles, and similar

equipment. Employing thick-film circuit design techniques the amplifier offers small size, high
accuracy, low power consumption, and high reliability. This amplifier has been fully space
qualified or, numerous NASA and DOD aerospace programs. The unit provides extended band-

width capabilities to 300 kHz.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
At 25 0 C ±30 C with a 10 kilohm 300 pF load OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0 to 3 V rms minimum

unless otherwise noted: with a maximum of 0.3% distortion maximum
over the frequency range from 300 Hz to 300

VOLTAGE GAIN: 20.0 t2.5%. kHz.

GAIN STABILITY: ±1% total. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 200 ohms.

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 10 kilohms ±5%, 20 pF INDUCED LINE RIPPLE CURRENT: 7 mA

maximum. p-p max.

HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than 0.3%. POWER REQUIREMENT: 28.0 Vdc 9.0 mA

nominal, 12 mA maximum.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 300 Hz to 300
kHz, within ±C.1 dB. OVERVOLTAGE: ±40 Vdc continuous.

NOISE: Less than 20 MV referred to input, SUPPLY INTERRUPTION: Output recovers

with input shorted, dc to 500 kHz band- to 3 V rms in less than 50 ms for a supply

width, interruption greater than 10 us.



Model MMA-12

TO - I I4A4

MOUNTING SCREWNO. 0-60
(I OF 2)

0.722±1O010

r __o.-*1 I°.0 0

0.66? ±.004

t LEAD IDENTIFICATION

I -SIG INPUT
2- GROUND4

0. *21.=3-SIC OUTPUT

0.150t.010 4-+ 28VDC

0 - NOTE:
_______I. A~l DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.

2.00 NOT SCALE DRAWING.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SIZE: See outline drawing. CONNECTION: Four pins for input, output,IWEIGHT: 3.5 grams (0.123 ounce) nominal, pwr n rud

4.0 grams maximum. CONTROLS: Due to the small size no controls

are supplied (Gain is set at factory.)

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
TEMPERATURE: Operating raiige from -55 0C VIBRATION: Capable of withstanding 30 g in
to i-1250C. O.utput stable within ±1.0% each major axis from 55 to 2000 Hz.
maximum from -400 C to +8!ioC.

SHOCK: Capable of withstanding at least4I HUMIDITY: Meets specifications after expo- 200 g.
sure to a relative humidity of 95% for 2 hours
at +50 0C. ACCELERATION. Capable of withstanding at

ledust 200g.
ALTITUDE: Output stable within ±0.1 volt

from sea level to vacuum.

JJ

ORDERING INFORMATION

When ordering, specify t~ie model number and part number, For special applications or additional
information, contact Vector or the nearest sales representative.

Model No. Part No.

MMA-12 1001100

S'- 2...[:) NOT -~ SCL RAI



UHF TELEMETRY TRANSMITTER
T-600 S/I Series

a Leas Than 5.4 Cubic Inches
a 0.2 or 0.5 Welts Minimum Power

- L- 1and S-Barid Models
0 Meets I. atest I R IG Specifim~tions

The Vector T-600 Series U HF Transmitters are designed for operation in aerospace environments where
size, weight and power efficiency are critical.

These tran~smitters incorporate the most advanced component technologies. Extensive utilization is
made of recently developed integrated circuits to erhance overall unit performance. Sophisticated cir-
cuit techniques based on many years of experietice in RF circuit design a~e employed providing excep-
tional performance specifications. The T-600 s~eries transmitt-.rs offer superior modulat-,)n characteris-
tics: i.e., frequency response fr:m dc to 500 kt-z, deviation sensitivity of ±500 kHz/volts rms drnd low
harmonic distortion. The T-600 contains a power line regulator assurig, uniform perfoi.-nance aver the
entire allowatole input voltaqe range and compliance to power line conducted suscrptibility and interfer-
ence requiremen-s.

Thir standard T-600 transmitter specifications meet fth. requirements of the mejority of telemretry appli-
cations. Numercos modifiL~atior~s can I* ýcccinmncdctedl and additional featL'rcý incorporated to meet
customer reqt'iraments. eiacod

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
T-60 prlomane pecicotios ,-ein ccod-Input Impedance: 20 k ohm mninimumn.

an'~e with the latest requirements of the telemetry DvainSniiiy -0/ 50k-zvl

ranges as w~ll as all applicable IRIG standards.rm.T6/L±0 r 4 /otms

OUPJ(uT CHARACTER ISTICS Frequen~cy Response: Dc to 5U.) kHz ±1.5 d~BI
RF Power Output: '1'602-0.2 watts. T-605-0.5 (wider response avcilable).
watt% minimum into 50 ohm load.

DeviaJon Capability- T-600/S t 1900 kHz max-.
RF Load: Stable uperation into 60 ohm load in- nium. T.600'L ±600 kH.! maximum.

pedlance with VSWR up to 1.5 1Operates into Linearity: 1.0%01 maximum, best straight line fur;

output Frequency: Crystal controlled center fre- deviatijn.
quency for -i-bandl (between 2200-2300 MHz) and Total Harmonic Distortion: 1.0% maximumr for,

for Lband(beteen 435-540 ~z).T-600IS `-500) KHz deviation; T-600/L ±300 kHz
O:'stpku Frequency Stability: ±0.003% of speci- deviation.
fied, including setting tolerance and dri~t due to
environment. POWER SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS

Harmonic and SpurioLs Outputs: In accordance
withIRI-10673.Input Voltage: 28 t4 volts, with reicE-se polarity

protection.I
MODLATON HARCTEISTCSInput Current: 0.7 zmp maximum, T-602

Modulation Type: FM (PM available) 0.4 amp maximum, T-605



VIK10I

Av 4 ecsAmAw~m~r4ItC9
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Size: 2.22" x 2.07" x 1.17". Mounting. 4-40 screw on 4 corners, options avail-

j~7A 'S~ s9 5OI-' ~p able.
Noight: 6 ±1 oz.

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECI FICATIONS

All performance specifications will be met under Shock: 1/2 sine at 50g "or 11 millisecond~s in each
the following conditions: axis.

Acceleration: 100g. each axis.
Basep'ate Temperature: -20"C to +7 1 "C.

Altitude: Unlimited.

Vibt~aticn: Sinusoidal at 20g ?romn 20',o 2000 cps Connectors: Modulation and Supply, wire leads;I n each axis. RF output., flexible cable.
QUAL!TY CO)NTROL AND PRODUJCT ASSJRANCE

The Vector T-600 Series transrnitMo is ma,giufac- Ve~ctor has participated in numerous 'hi-rel' aero-
turad under scrict Quality Control procedures in space programs which have required exhaustive
accordance with the requirements of MIL-Q- comnponen't screening, preconditioning and selec-
9858A. Additionally, all semiconduictors and in- tion procedures. These "hi-rel" procedures or spe-

.egrated circuits used in the T-630 are subjected to cific customer gcnerated requirament5 can be in- .
in~tensive ccmponent prt-conditioninC- procedures. yoked in the manufacture of the r*6OG series
Each assembled u~iit is fully testec, to a cumrpre- transmitters if necessary.
hensive Acceptance Test PR-"~edure which ir~cludes
f'l Pei-forma~icp testing at the thermal extremes.

When ordering specify riodel number (T.600/S fc.r S-band T-600/L for L-band, 6G2 for 230 milliwatts,
605 for 500 milliwatts) and exact operating frequency in meg.-hertz. Fog- special appl'-~ations oi- addi-
tional information, contact Vector a, the nearest sales re-.,esentative



MICROMINIATURE MOUNT
Model MMM-655

II
i

N Space Qualificd• " m Rugged Design

"s Customized Vai'iations Available
to

A actual $l:e

Vector Model MMM-655 Micromounts are designed to accommodaite up to 19 high-level
microminiature subcarrier oscillators and one microminiature atIiplifier. The mount is
constructed of aluminum with a satin chrome plate finish, thus pres,-.4 ;ng the !ow weight,
small size, and high reliability of Vector telemetry systems. Convenient provisions for
pre-pasphasis resistors are located within a rear access panel of the mount. These resistors
are riormally not included in the mount since their value deperids on the overall system

Information). Since th'e plug-in mixer amplifier has no adjustment control, the composite

output amplitude is adjusted by an OUT ADJ potentiometer on the mount.

This double row mount is normally provided in increments of two positicns ranging from
eight to 20 positions. Various combinations of high and low level oscillators can be
provided; however, the number of plug-in components is reduced since each low-level
oscillator occpies the space of three high-level oscillators. Reasonabls variations of the

standard design can be supplied.
Other models with provisions for four to X positions in single end triple row
confivurations are available.

;m :1 :i ;7, :2• 'C-- - ---- -. I4 M. .e .. .,,

-. I- 4

- +- -
_____________________________________
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VHF through X-Band

FLUSH BROADoBEAm

Conical, cylindrical geometry. .•UHF Command, Video,
UH emet 3, Beacon, Transponder.

The Haigh-Farr Flexislot is a building block,
antenna designed for simple mounting
and retrofit on cylindrical and conical bodies.
Exceptionally thin, 1/16" to 1/8", with uncritical
mounting characteristics and ruggedness. They
are ideal for drone, missile and aircraft use.
Flight proven broad bee'mwidth Flexislot Anten-
nas in the 300MHz tol2GHz range are available
for "off-the-shelf" delivery. Guided missile before impact.

CHARACTERISTICS:
Low Silhouette: 1/16"-1/80 thick for I GHz _

and above
Broad Beam: 190( x 120(
Building Block: May be arrayed for directive beam I
Transmit/Receive: VHF through X-Band Before investing in antenna R & D, check with
Rugged: High-G, hard landing, rough landing Haigh-Farr design group. Antennas for your
Temperature: Protection for extreme ranges configuration/performance parameters may
Altitude: Subsurface to space already exist. Haigh-Farr experience may
Simple Mounting: Uncritical; any surface, cement, provide additional options, making use of

bond, strap, screw computer design and extrapolation from exist-
Applications: Ballistic, aircraft, drone, missile, ing models with minimum cost. Haigh-Farr

helicopter, Command Control, . antenna design group has many years of ex-
TBaperience in antenna development meeting

critical requirements for military and aero-CA1LL: (817) '944-145 space applications. This backlog of experi-

ence is now also available for industrial and
Request bulletins on other Haigh-Farr antenna series, specialized end uses.
power dividers and specialized applications.



The FLEXISLOT".v is a broad beam, low silhouette antenna designed for ex- - 4
tremely simple mounting on cylindrical or conical bodies, either flush, directly on
outer skin, or under heatshleld or radomes. The antenna, originally designed for
L-Band air-to-ground video link, may be readily adapted for special uses, such as
secure air-to-air control.

X-Band E Plane X-Band H Plane

Radiation

in dB

6dB ground plane
the pattern will
assuame the inner

F form

X-BAND VSWR TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
OPERATING BANDS: VHF through X-Band
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 Ohms
BANDWIDTH: 4% to 6%
"VSWR, MAX.: 1.5:1 at f.; 2:1 across bandwidth
POWER: Design parameter, normally 40W cw,

1.8 10Kw peek

RADIATION Typically 190" x 120', see above.
1.6 PATTERN: Directive beams for gain, or secure

CK ýransmision may be ,- -ovideo.
•1.A POLARIZATION: Unear

DIMENSIONS: Pr S-Jan, 3' x 2-'/2' × '/I6'-tYpical
WEIGHT. Less than 2 ounces for S- to X-Band

1.2 FORM: K Provided for specified mounting curvatures
- on cylinder or cone.

,I MOUNTING: , Uncritical, any surface; adhesive bond,

2200 2210- 2220 2230 2240 2250 tape, scew
-CONNECTOR: OSM preferred]

Frequency GHz ..... suosufce to space

r: w High (3, high over-pressure,
high temperature.Extreme environment is a dnsign parameter.
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developed. A laborato7y bushing research machine was designed, and A track-

mounted teiemuem y system was built.I
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